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Abstract

This thesis explores the relationship between schools and communities in order to articulate

a strategy that will lead toward planning school facilities that are able to readily serve

multiple community needs over the long-term. It recognizes that, as a result of

demographic change and premature facility obsolescence, many urban areas experience

school closures; while in other areas of those same cities the threat of closure is a less

significant issue. Furthermore, in areas of those same cities experiencing population shifts

alrtd/or growth there is often demand for more school facilities. The central question of this

thesis asks: how are we to effectively plan school facilities that are adaptable ro present as

well as future needs, in order to maintain their long-tenn use as valuable community

resources regardless of the level of school-age child¡en in the communities they serve?

This thesis also recognizes that the general "balkanization" of our societal structures poses a

challenge to our increasing cognizance of the need to make development sustainable - the

necessity of managing our resources for the long-term, taking into account their present as

well as future va]ue.

This thesis demonstrates that close associations between schools and communities have a

$eat deal to offer in diversifying ttre use of school facilities, assisting to sustain their long-

terrn use. In this way, school facilities are better prepared to change with changing

community needs. It concludes that although jurisdictional rigidity poses the most

significant obstacle to activating sustainable planning, it can be overcome. The final

chapter discusses a comprehensive framework to plan sustainable school facilities. This

framework addresses the need for greater local level empowerrnent by recommending

provincial level enabling mechanisms, while complementing this with local level activating

mechanisms, in order for school facilities to be planned in the context of other social needs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The círy is a teacher.
- Plutarch

Through history, as cities grew in size and complexity, people formed new institutions or

reorganized old ones to satisfy their needs. One such institution is the school.

Generally, the school system as we know it gained widespread support during the social

reform years of the mid-to-late 1800's. Society collectively begatr to recognize education

as a valuable experience, and necessary to achieve a higher quality of life. Schools became

a significant featu¡e in the organization of urban physical and social form as many early city

planners and social reformers embraced the school to enhance their efforts. Early social

reformers saw education as a necessary ingredient in the socialization of the individual.

City planners saw the elementary school as an appropriate standard of measurement for a

quality residential environment. The school quickly became a fundamental element in the

composition of our societal framework.

However, just as society is in a constant state of change, so must our institutions, change

with changing needs. School management techniques, building designs, teaching

strategies, program offerings and curicula have changed over time attempting to reflect the

necessary opporrunities for experiences to develop skills and abitities in people. However,

even with these changes, mounting evidence suggests that what we need is a plan for our

schools to be permanent community resources. This role is in difficulty and in need of

reform.

School closures are among the most overt signs that something is amiss. Two situations

lead toward school facility closure. First, as neighbourhood demographic profiles change,



many schools experience falling enrolments making it financially unfeasible to keep

classrooms operating. Second, as many school facilities age, as a result of deterioration

and/or antiquated features, they are no longer acceptable for the purpose of formal

education of children. Both circumstances potentially leading to school closure pose a

serious challenge for school officials and communities. It appears that when vacant

facilities have been successfully converted to alternative uses, as a result of declining

enrolment and/or obsolescence, it occurs after a period of crisis for local residents and

school offrcials alike. 1

However, while inner city school divisions (such as the Winnipeg School Division No. 1)

experience high student mobility rates, the demand for schools remains strong. Divisions

that enjoy a relatively consistent demand for school facility space are likely quite

comfortable with their existence. The question to be asked here is whether they wül always

be so fortunate. It would be naive to assume that all schools will always have a population

of school-age children nearby to fill them, hence the need for planning constructs to

add¡ess potentia-l difficulties created by demographic change. To further confound matters,

in many cities there are areas in demand of more schools. Just how will these schools be

planned and developed? What can be done to maintain long-term utilization of such

valuable community resources? How are we to effectively plan such facilities to be

adaptable to present, as well as future needs? In other words, how do we plan for school

facilities in response to the challenges of "sustainable community development" as we

move toward the 21st century? The need for schools to be developed in a way that would

allow an alternative use should the space needs of school-age children decline anüor render

a facility obsolete, is inherent to any strategy for sustainable community development.

lThe situation also exisfs that when a facility becomes obsolete, the need for a school may still exist in
that area. School officials must Íhen deal wifh finding a site in the already built-up area for a new school or
demolition of the existing strucû¡re.



All levels of government, and society as a whole, have a stake in the outcomes of a

reformed, more coordinated and effective strategy for school planning. These institutions

can then help to improve the long term 'health' of our neighbourhoods and cities.

This thesis contends that given the potential for declining enrolmenrs and facility

obsolescence, existing school facilities must be coordinated into a community wide

resource inventory if they are to be put to the greatest possible use. It also asserts that if
new schools are developed as more than permanent single-use facilities, and their use is

closely associated with the surrounding community they serve, this will be a positive step

in the direction of sustainable school facility planning. Possible conversions to

additionaValternative uses would be considerably less traumatic for bottr the community and

school system if the potential for changing functions was considered at the outsel Schools

developed in this manner would have a greater ability to continue as valuable community

resources. Such an idea has implications for a number of established practices related to

how services are delivered in cities, and how school divisions and cities plan (or fail to

plan) for the long-term utilization of neighbourhood school facilities.

To this end, the cultivation of such systemic change, particularly concerning planning and

development of new school facilities, will not be a simple undertaking. Unquestionably,

significant change to contemporary school facility planning will require a change of

'mindset' from one where the life-span of a school's function and structure is being pre-

determined to be unifunctional, to one where schools and communities coalesce to

formulate ongoing linkages and webs of dynamic integration.

***

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the thesis. Chapter 2 relates school facility

planning to the larger body of city (community) planning literature, informing the



contexfual relationship between city planning and planning for school facilities. Chapter 3

then provides a sampling of concepts that promote closer association, or integration,

between the stn¡cture and/or function of schools and their surrounding communities.

Chapter 4 describes and analyzes specific examples of school planning amangements that

illustrate possible types and degrees of school-community integration, and their apparent

conceptual integrity regarding their ability to be adapted for alternative/additional uses.

Chapter 5 provides an overview of general, current school facility planning practices,

serving as a basis for policy discussion. Also described and analyzeÀ,is school facilities

planning in the Manitoba context" and particularly in the Winnipeg School Division No.1.

Discussion in Chapter 6 refocuses the entire discussion and outlines a series of provincial

and local level policy recommendations necessary to achieve sustainable school facility

planning. Concluding statements are made in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

..PLANNING'' AS A CONTEXT

2.1 Introduction

The evolution of modern Norttr American city planning has its most significant beginnings

in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. At the most basic level this beginning was a

reaction to the growing social problems of the 19th century city (Hall, 1988). The poor

quality of life endured by an increasing number of city dwellers during this time, many of

them European immigrants, was rapidly spreading. As industrialization fueled the growth

of urban areas it brought about profound changes within the structure of society. With a

significant shift from a largely agricultural way of life toward a producer and consumer-

oriented society (what Toffler (1980) would describe as the shift from the 'first wave' ro

the 'second wave' of systemic social change), the many difficulties of such change quickly

became apparent. In simple terms, polarization between individuals who could access

capital and those who could not was at issue in this expanding market-driven economy.

Generally speaking, such change bnought about a concentration of poverty and substandard

living conditions to many urban areas which society was not at all prepared to address. By

the late 1800's, initiatives and ideas developed by concerned individuals and groups

spawned a social reforrn movement to face the challenges and more rigorously plan for

urban living.

rù/hat developed into the dominant "ways of doing things" in planning (leading to

techniques, theories, etc.), or what Thomas Kuhn (1962) coined as a "paradigm," for the

most part, served to shape the physical and social urban form we are familiar with.

Although Kuhn's work aimed at further understanding how significant scientific ideas



came into prominence, his research is also useful as an analytical construct in the social

sciences.

Kuhn contended that a paradigm emerged from the cognition of a 'radically new way of

seeing things,' including those phenomena that the paradigm was not formally directed

towa¡ds. To use Kuhn's own words, a paradigm is "prior to the various concepts, laws,

theories, and points of view that may be abstracted from it," (p. 11) and "stands for the

entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a

given community" (p. 75). Furthermore, he also noted that upon anomalies arising to

which the accepted paradigm could not address, this was characteristic of the growth of

competing efforts to articulate a new paradigm. This condition was considered as a period

of "paradigm crisis." From this, stated Kuhn, emerges further articulation of alternatives

seeking to overtake the dominant paradigm, resulting in a pre-paradigm state where there is

no unitary paradigm consensus. Remaining in this dynamic process is the moment when

the members of a given constituency (planners, for example) accept one competing school

of thought, or in Kuhn's words, experience a "paradigm shift."

Although the above discussion may appear tangential at this point, the application of

Kuhn's construct is directly relevant to any discussion of a fundamental shift in planning

(including planning for school faciliúes). This will become increasingly evident as this

thesis proceeds.

2.2 Paradigm Crisis

The techniques that developed into the dominant practices of planning, resulting in the

strucfure and function of our present communities and cities, were grounded in "rational

comprehensive planning." Planning and development was deterrrined and carried out by



'technocratic experts' for the 'common god' of society. Planning in this view was

"rational" in that the goal was to increase the reasonableness of decisions by having full

knowledge of any issue in question; and "comprehensive" in attempting to detail fully the

ramifications of any plans @avidoff and Thomas, 1973). It is then through the application

of this mindset that many initiatives served to shape, and reshape, the function and

structure of communities (including their school facilities).

Although, beginning in the 1960's the "rational comprehensiveness" of planning faced

increasing criticism as discussion began, for example, to question the planners' ability to

fully understand the 'public interest' (Altshuler, 1966). Friedmann (1981) criticized this

view, calling it a "blueprint" model of planning. The blueprint model was a form of

advance decision-making to devise a design for the future by a central authority with little

thought given to the possibility of any deviation from the plan (what Gratz (1989) referred

to as "top down" planning).

Davidoff (1965), like Friedmann, also criticized this model, arguing that what was needed

was a form of advocacy planning where the planning processes would support the

opporhrnity for citizen participation and contention to any plans being proposed.

Thus, the increase in the number of competing schools of thought regarding how plani

should be made and carried out appeared to be related, in simple terms, to one thing -

increased involvement of the 'community at large' in the ongoing efforts to plan for the

'betterment' of society

Paralleling this growing public consciousness, characteristic of the 1960's, was a 'push'

toward increased spending for education; both in terms of the increasing numbers of

schools needed as a result of the post \ryorld War II "baby boom," and a growing



recognition of the need to improve educational oppornrnities in general. A result of this

'push' was the large scale promotion of Community Fducation (particularly in the U.S. by

organizations such as the Mott Foundation) as an appropriate direction for long term

improvement of the quality of life.

Clearly, the simila¡ities between calls for increased citizen involvement in urban and

community planning, and the promotion of community education, have a cornmon bond.

This is evidenced whereby Minzey and LeTarte (T972) srared rhar

the ultimate goal of community education is to develop a process by which
members of the community learn to work together to identify problems and
to seek out solutions to these problems. It is through this process that an
on-going procedure is established for working together on all community
issues (p. 3).

As planning was shaken into raising it's cognizance of increasing citizen participation (still

remaining to be a significant obstacle for most formal planning constituencies to

overcome), schools too were facing demands for greater cofitmunity involvement.

Although there was increased public involvement in schools, from programming all the

way to facilities planning, it was, and continues to be, inconsistent and sporadic in how

and where it is actualized.

Furthermore, the only consistency regarding school facility planning is that the mindset

which pre-determines a school to be a unifunctional facility (clearly an application of

Friedmann's (1981) aforementioned 'blueprint' model with respect to planning school

facilities) continues to be the dominant pamdigm.

As the paradigmatic dominance of central authority, "blueprint", "top-down" planning was

pe{petuated through the 1970's and into the 1980's, strucrural changes impacting the social

and physical makeup of cities came to the forefront. As the impact of the baby boom began
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to subside, it resulted in a declining birth rate. At the same time, the demise of central city

industries, coupled with changes in demographic profiles (associated with shrinking

school-age populations, non-family oriented gentrification, aging in place, and an increase

in suburban development), placed a great deal of pressure on schools in established

neighbourhoods, particularly in the inner city. Typically in most North American cities,

there were many a¡eas of cities that began to close obsolete schools. At the same time other

areas in the same cities were in need of increased school space and new schools in areas

with expanding school populations.

2.3 Paradigm Shiff

For school facility planning, the problem school divisions faced with respecr to rhe

provision of facilities was a microcosm of a much larger problem - both community

planning and school planning were experiencing anomalies which their traditional, accepted

practices were unable to address. Accordingly, through the application of Kuhn's (1962)

research on the evolution of paradigms, the above illustrations of paradigmatic crisis are

characteristic of a pre-development stage of dominant "ways of doing things," leading

toward a paradigm shift.

2.4 Sustainable Development

Perhaps more of an 'all encompassing' dimension than that discussed above, rising out of

the competing schools of thought regard,ing the "knowledge to action" (Friedmann , I¡BT)

continuum of planning, is the shift toward planning and development which can meet

present needs without compromising the ability to 'sustain' future needs - or, sustâinable

development. To quote the renowned work of the often cited Brundtland Commission,

Humaniry* has the ability to make development sustainable - to ensr¡re that it
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meets the needs of the present without compromising the
generations to meet their own needs (S/orldCommission
and Development, 1987; 8).

ability of future
on Environment

The "buzz word" of the 1990's - "sustainable development," is quickly becoming an

overused term. Yet, its significance to the future of humanity is far from being fully

realizedin practice as researchers, policy-makers, educators, politicians and planners walk

a "tight rope act" in activating this paradigm on the knowledge to action continuum.

In a series of reports on sustainable development, resulting from the Manitoba Round Table

on Environment and Economy (1990, #1), the Manitoba Government quoted Canada's

National Task Force on Environment and Economy which described sustainable

development as:

. .^. üg regulremelJt that curre_nt practices should not diminish the possibility
of maintaining or improving living standa¡ds in the future. This means thát
our economic systems should be managed to maintain or improve our
resource and environmental base so that the generations that follow will be
able to live equally well or better. . . Sustainable economic development
implies.that resources and the environment must be managed for thè long
term, taking into account their possible value in the future as well as theñ
value now (p. 3).

To give greater perspective to this note insofar as it applies to school facilities, one might

simply substitute the words "school facilities" into this description for it to then read as

follows:

. . .The applícarton of sustaínable development implies that schoolfacihrtes
must be managedfor the long term, taking írúo account their possible value
in tlw future as well as their value now.

Hence, if school facilities are to be planned and developed to be sustainable, as significant

components in the development of sustainable communities, then reuse, adaptability and

flexibility of school facilities must be considered

Through the Manitoba Round Table on the Environment and Economy (1990, #l) the
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Government of Manitoba defined their principles and guidelines for sustainable

development as:

2.4.I Principles

'Integration of environmental and economic decisions: requires that we ensure
economic decisions adequately reflect environmental impacs including human health.

' Stewardsh^ip: requires that we manage the environment and economy for the benefits of
present and future generations.

'Shared responsibility: requires that we acknowledge responsibility for sustaining the
environment and economy, with each treing accountable for decisions and actions,"in a
spirit of partnership and open cooperation.

'Prevention: requires that we anticipate, prevent or mitigate significant adverse
environmental (including human health) and eõonomic impacts=of poli-cy, programs and
decisions.

'Conservation: requires that we maintain essential ecological processes, biological
diversity and life-support systems of our environment; hawãst reüsable resources on a
sustained yield basis; and make wise and efficient use or our renewable and non-renewable
fesources.

' Recycling: requires that we endeavour to reduce, reuse, and recover the products of our
society.

. Enhancement: requires that we enhance the long term productive capability, quality and
capacity of our natural ecosystems.

'Rehabilitation and Reclamation: requires that we endeavour to restore damaged or
degraded envi¡onments to beneficial uses.

'ScientifÏc and Technological Innovation: requires that we research, develop, test
3nd- implement technologies essential to further environmental quality including human
health and economic growth.

'Global Responsibility: requires that we think gtobally when we act locally (p. 5).

2.4.2 Guidelines

' proper resource management and allocation together with incentives and disincentives to
encourage efficient use of resources;

o encoura€e .anq provide -opportunity for consultation and meaningful public
participation in decision making processes;

'understanding and respect for differing economic and social values, traditions and
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objectives is necessary to manage our common resources;

o access to ^adequate information, refining and improving our environmental and
economic information base;

'integrated decision-makÍng and planning, it must be open, cross-sectoral and
relevant to long-term implications; and"

' dwelopment--and use of substitutes for scarce resources where it is environmentally
and economically viable (p. 5).

How, then, is this to be achieved? How will planning, in its broadest sense (as it applies to

the planning of both communities and their school facilities), be responsive to such

principles and guidelines?

The Brundtland Commission (1987) and the Manitoba Round Table on Environmenr and

Economy (1990, #1) noted a number of considerations needed to ensure achievement of

su stainable development:

a

a

a political system that secu¡es effective citizen participation in decision making,
an economic system.that is able to generate surplusès and technical knowleãge on a
self-reliant and sustained basis,
a. social fYstem that provides for solutions for the tensions arising from
di shamroniou s development,

{ Production system that respects the obligation to preserve the ecological base for
development,
a technological system that can search continuously for new solutions,
an international system that fosters sustainable pattêrns of trade and finance, and
an administrative system that is flexible and has the capacity for self-corection
(Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy, p. 2).

From many of the discussions of what is needed to achieve sustainable development, more

effective (and increased) citizen participation in conjunction with creative parnrerships and

localized initiatives seems a consistent theme (Mah, 1992). Rees and Roseland (1991)

supported this, and noted that "it is at the community level where most of these initiatives

will have to be implemented" (p. 18).
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To this end, it has also been articulated that what is needed for planning is a process

whereby innovative change (whatever this might mean for a given community) can begin

"from below" in a context of mutual learning between all involved - rather than a

"blueprint" model imposed "fiom above" (Friedmann, 1981). To use Friedmann's words,

The ultimate tenns of this stmggle would be this: that planning "from
Flg*" "Tght 

accurately r_eflect the genuine interests of the people éngaged
in the social production of their lives (p. 5).

To be sure, the challenges to both community and school planning are inextricably bound

to each other. The development of communities brought about the need and subsequent

building of schools. Yet, while schools have become dominant features in the dynamics of

our physical and social urban form, they have also become very specialized and "removed"

from the very sense of community that nurtured their development in society.

Fu¡thermore, while typical, specialized school facilities have for the most part remained

static with respect to their relationship with communities, the dynamics of communities

continue to impact, as well as be impacted by, their own physical and social form.

Hence, in order to articulate a direction for planning school facilities to be able to meet the

needs of today without compromising their ability to meet future needs, articulating and

moving through a paradigmatic shift, paradoxically, points toward the solution which lies

webbed in the very nature of the problem - the relationship between the school and the

community.
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CHAPTER 3

COMMUNITIES AND SCHOOLS

3.1 Infroduction

This chapter briefly highlights a sampling of concepts which promote closer association, or

integration, between the snucture and function of schools and their surrounding

communities.2 For purposes of clarification, the "structure" of schools is defined as any

element of discussion which is related to, and impacts on, the physical configuration of a

school plant, and/or physical elements of a school site. Regarding the "function" of

schools, this is defined as any element of discussion which is related to, and impacts on,

the operational activities within a school plant and/or on a school site.

Evident in this discussion is that integration of schools can take many forms, and exist in

varying degrees. Integration may occur where the function of a school is expanded after

"regular" hours, or when an entfue facility is built to house both school and community

facilities, coordinated on an ongoing basis throughout each day. Varying types and

degrees of integration, although evidenced in the following discussion, are components of

further analysis in Chapter 4.

3.2 Structural Relationships

The traditional school plant and ancillary spaces, forming an integral societal institution,

2ftte deftttition of what constitutes a community is an issue which has been, and continues to be the source
of much debate. A community has often been dêfined in geographical ærms. yet the significance of socio-
economic characæristics has also been used to define a community. Debaæ on this issuJhas not reached
concensus on a rigid dehnition. Although, in this ttresis "community" will refer o the inærface between a
'community-of-interest'relative to the uüiry of a given school facitiry, and pertinent spatial and
geographicat cha¡acæristics.
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developed in relative isolation to the residential areas which they existed to serve. The

prevailing urban and community planning practices only considered the school insofa¡ as

the land that school buildings and child¡en's play a¡eas would potentially occupy; (of

course with the provision that there would be a population of children nearby to fill them

once completed). In Canada this has undoubtedly been aided by the fact that schools are

funded and operated, for the most part, completely independently of any municipal and/or

community planning agencies. Therefore, there is no need for the school system to

coordinate their planning within the scope of community plans, and vice versa, even

though efforts by each group will undoubtedly impact the other. All of rhis, as Patrick

Geddes (1949) noted many years ago, is in opposition to "seeing things whole."

Efforts to consider school facilities further, planning for greater association or affiliation

with either the surrounding physiography and built environment, and,/or the participation of

other community/human service-related agencies in some fashion, have to date generally

been overlooked; although not entirely. Many plans and ideas have been articulated

regarding "structu.ral" and/or "functional" integration between the school and community.

The Garden City, as conceived and described by Ebenezer Howard (1946), gave schools

prominence as important coûtmunity facilities. Howard's concept plan saw a 1,000 acre

circular town for 30,000 people being built at the center of a 6,000 acre 'green-freld,' or

agricultural area. The town was designed to have six pie-shaped wards. Howard felt that

each ward "should in some sense be a complete town by itself," (p. 71) with each ward

containing a complete a:ray of administrative and community facilities. The town would

also have six boulevards as rings radiating outward from the center, with the Grand

Avenue boulevard - a ring of green-space separating components of each ward, containing

a school; one school for each ward.
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The school site of four acres, consisting of a building, playgrounds, and garden areas, was

intentionally designed to take economic and physical advantage of this green-space. And

when speaking of the cost of school sites for his Garden City, Howard commented

regarding the structure and resultant potential function of the school site in being adjacent to

a garden area:

It is a great pity-tlrat the old suggestion of attaching, wherever possible, half
an acre or so of land to each public elementary school in thé country has
never been ca¡riedout. School gardens might be made the means of giving
the young an insight into ho¡iculture, the éffect of which they woulã finã
plea-sant and profitable in after life. The physiology and relahve value of
food is a much more useful bnanch of school instruction than many a branch
upon which the young have wasted years of their time, and the school
garden would be the most valuable of objecr lessons (p.73).

Although horticulture may not yet be a contender for prominence in grade school curricula,

there is more to this point than may appear. Schools have potential to be many things

which could serve to strengthen the relationship benveen activities related to a school plant

and site, and the dynamics of life in surrounding residential areas.

In justifying his 'plan' with regard to the location of schools, Howard noted that the

welfare of children was "the primary consideration of any well-ordered community . . .,"

and that "the children must be educated nea¡ their homes . . ." so as "to expend less than an

average amount of energy in going to school . . .especially in the winter" (p.74). This of

course necessitated that schools be situated in close proximity to each ward's residential

a¡ea. This carried structural implications for the design of residential a¡eas.

Howard also felt that schools could serve more thari one purpose and be used as cultural

centers, providing space for religious worship, concefts, libraries, and various meetings in

the early stages of a community's development, prior to further capital outlay. Thus,

Howa¡d was concemed with the 'livability' of each ward of the total community, and saw

the school, when structured appropriately within the townscape, as having the potenrial to
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expand its functional utility.

Lewis Mumford, in his Introduction to Howard's Garden Cities of Tomorrow (1946),

noted that Howard emphasized the need forregional planning. As Mumford stated,

Howard saw that there was no solution of the city's problems within the
existing framework of municipal administration, bécause one of its greatest
problem-s. was the lack of economic and social and political relatioñ to the
surrounding countryside: here his vision was far cléarer than the vision of
those municipal reformers . . . who have let themselves become absorbed in
some.single aspect of urban development and have forgotten the larger
situation of which the na¡row problem they have chosen to solve is but a
Pd.-: . .the relation of town and country within the Garden City area is
egu4ly applicable to the entire business of city and regional phnñing: the
administrative unit that is created must be capable ofèmbraõing boúr the
urban and the rural aspects of the region (p. 35-36).

From this, it would appear that a logical extension of Howard's work would be that city-

wide and regional considerations should be a part of any planning and development,

including those in relation to the structure and function of a school system. Also, that the

inhabitants of a Garden City would "in their collective capacity own the land" (p.142), in a

cooperative venture, it would seem likely that Howa¡d would have supported the ability of

the school to be responsive to the changing needs of the residential area it served. To this

end, this thought may gain evidence when Howard noted the inability of cities of his time

to adapt to societal changes:

These crowded cities have done their work; they were the best which a
society largely based on selfishness and rapacity ôould construct, but they
are in the nature of things entirely unadapted for a society in which thê
social side of our nature is demanding a larger share of iecognition - a
society wheJe even the very love of self leadi us to insist upoñ a greater
regard- for the well-being of our fellows. The large cities-of todãy are
scarcely better adapted for the expression of the fraternat spirit than would a
work on astronomy which taught that the earth was the centre of the
universe be capable of adaptation for use in our schools. Each generation
should build to suit its own needs . . . The reader is, therefore, earnestly
asked not to take-it for granted that the large cities in which he may perhaps
take a pardonable pride are necessarily, in their present form, ány more
pqrmanent than the stage-coach system which was the subject of so much
admiration just at.tle very moment when it was about to be supplanted by
the railways (p. 146).
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Howard's message presents a central question. What kind of school would we have if we

didn't assume that they should be developed as a pennanent single-use facility?"

To reiterate Howard's views, quality of life was an essential component of a well-ordered

city, and its purpose should be to provide for this; the strucfure and function of the entire

town should be considered in a regional contexq and, inherent in the structure and function

of towns and cities is that they will inevitably change with the changing needs of successive

generations. However prophetic Howard's message sounds, such words of wisdom have

not ahflays enjoyed consistent practice. Although, one dimension of city planning that has

experienced some consistency is that of the school-centered residential area.

Not altogether a surprise, Clarence Perry, a community/social planner for the Russell Sage

Foundation from 1913-1937 (Flall, 1988), crystallized much of the social reformist and

intellectual thought of this time into his idea of a complete residential module or

"neighbourhood unil"

This concept had a residential area limited in size to rhat which could support one

elementary school. The school, associated recreational open-space, and additional space to

encourage other community institutions, would be located at the neighbourhood center.

The intent was to allow for no more than one-half mile walking distance to the school for

all residents (Perry, 1922); echoing similar suggestions by several of his predecessors

(Howard, 1946), (Nolen, 1916).

Although, as the neighbourhood unit idea was to be widely used, it was nor ro be without

criticism. The criticism focused on the design for being overly child and family-centered

since a single-use elementary school was the physical center-piece (Rohe and Gates, 1985).

It has also been felt that the neighbourhood unit was an expression of 'physical
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determinism,' in that it emphasized homogeneous areas, enforced social segregation, and

even maintained ghetto areas (Rohe and Gates, 1985). Keller (1968) stated that

"neighborhood units which are supposed to be a microcosm of urban life fail because of

segregation by income and family composition" þ.132).

Much of the criticism directed towa¡d the Neighbou¡hood Unit concept has been the result

of it being based on a static view of urban life, with a typically single-use facility for

children as its center-piece; while modern life is dynamic and constantly changing. In spite

of such criticism, the Neighbourhood Unit, with the capacity of a school influencing its

size, has remained relatively unchallenged by any alternative residential-area planning

construct.

In addition to being influenced early in his ca¡eer by efforts to convert schools into centers

of community life, and the work of Jane Addams' Hull House (Hall, 1988), perry was

undoubtedly also influenced by his own neighbourhood of Forest Hills Gardens, designed

in part by Frederick Law Olmsted, the 'father' of American Landscape Architecture

(Guttenberg, 1978). As for Olmsted, his design of Central Park in New York City, which

separated vehicular and pedestrian traffic, was a precedent to other significant ideas for

community planning as will become evident.

During the same decade that Perry published "The Neighborhood lJnit," Clarence Stein and

Henry V/right were designing communities such as Radburn, New Jersey (Guttenberg,

1978), with a similar neighbourhood plan to that of Perry Q922). Stein and Wright could

be considered disciples of Ebenezer Howard, and saw the school as playing a significant

role in their plans. Thei¡ Radburn design turned the homes away from the streets to an

internal pathway that, while separating vehicular and pedesrian traffic (which was

Olmsted's original idea), would all lead to the school site (Stein, 1953). A significant
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Canadian example of Stein's use of the Radburn plan, can be seen in the design of Kitimat,

British Columbia (Hodge, 1986). In addition, a local example of Radburn planning

principles can be seen in the Wildwood Park area of V/innipeg.

Variations on this theme saw the development of Greenbelt towns such as Greenbelt,

Maryland, with a Community-School Center being the focus of community life.

Furthermore, Thomas Adams - a prominent figure of early Canadian community planning,

was influenced by both Garden City and Greenbelt planning principles when he designed

the resource town of Kapuskasing, Ontari o, in IgZl (Hodge, 1986).

The Garden City, Radburn, and the Neighbourhood Unit ideas were all brought together in

the Greenbelt towns, with each holding the school as a fundamental component in the

structural and functional organization of their concepts. Clearly, the significance of the

school was entrenched as an integral element of both the physical and social fabric of a

community.

Much of this thought of designing "livable" communities - communities with a focal point

for public institutions and services to serve the residential sector therein, undoubtedly also

influenced Humphrey Carver. Carver, a landscape architect, figures prominently in the

development of present day Canadian city planning. In his book "Ciües in the Suburbs"

(1962), he concludes with great emphasis that large scale development of new urban a¡eas

(suburbs) has to start with planning a central place.

Ca¡ver felt that when planning for residential areas, that "The school would properly be

placed in the Town Centre focus of these neighbourhoods, along with the other institutions

that tie the community together" (p. S5-86). He also believed that since suburban
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developments are typically developed in advance of the people who are actually going to

live there, that a public'oTrustee" was needed during initiat planning stages.

There must be an institutional embodiment of the future "we" who come to
live in the suburbs, a form of public Trustee to represent the interests of the
future residents while the suburbs are in the matcing. This must be a public
body with powers to buy community land, to make plans for each Town
centre, and to start developing its buildings and open spaces. when the
Centre has_grown to a mature stage and when the surounding community
has settled down and solidified, then the Trustee orgañization has
discharged ils responsibilities and can surrender the Town eentre property
to the established local government (Carver, L962: p. 118).

Carver also expressed the need for city building to be a partnership between public and

private interests. He expanded on this idea, noting that on one hand we have private

enterprise developing the suburbs, only to eventually have a series of relatively

uncoordinated actions by municipal bodies to also develop property in these developing

areas: school boards, library boards and parks and recreation agencies. "The strength of

local government has been divided and fragmented" (p. I l9).

Further to looking at the structural relationship between the school and community was the

'educational park' concept which came out of the United States (U.S.) in the late 1960's.

The genesis of the 'educational park' concept came from educational authorities who tried

to solve the problem of school segregation that came about from racially segregated

communities (Gailion and Eisner, 1986). This 'educational park' consisted of a system of

schools serving varying age levels of children and youth for a community area. There were

facilities within each neighbourhood area for very young children and parents. In

describing this'?a¡ent-Child Educational Center," Gallion and Eisner stated that,

Each village is composed of three to four neighbourhoods. Ideally, a
Parent-Child Educational Center should be located in each neighbourhood.
The facility is intended as a social and recreational activity cenrer for
children from infancy through seven years (grades N-2) and their parenrs.
These centers should be located within easy walking distance of the
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children's homes (n. ltf¡.:

Facilities for elemenury, junior and senior high students were planned at the 'community'

level; while students from the va¡ious neighbourhoods woutd attend a cluster of schools on

a large single site in the center of the community. As Gallion and Eisner noted,

A village, rqu.ghly one square- mile in area, containing approximately g,500
people, coul{ supporl an-E_drcational park. The p'arËwould próviäe a
prograllgf education for children of elementary and jinior high/trtgtr school
lges. The park.y_oul{ contain three or four middle schoõls, frovidinginstruction for children in grades 3-8.

The goals of an educational park should be reflected in its shape and
organization. An Educational Parks (sic) goals wi[ be unique, reflecting the
cultural, educational, and social values oi a particula¡ codmunity (p. ã13-
314).

Although this concept does not integrate community services or facilities with schools per

se, it nonetheless is an illustration of an effort to plan for the development of closer

relationships between schools and their surrounding residential areas.

Each of the above concepts briefly gives examples of elements of the structural relationship

between schools and communities that have been articulated. In each instance emphasis

was placed upon the structural relationship of land uses, with school buildings and sites

holding a pivotal role in the community. The following section will continue to explore the

relationship between the school and community, with particular emphasis on initiatives

impacting the functional nature of thei¡ interdependence.

3.3 Functional Relationships

While ideas were being articulated by people such as Howa¡d and Perry, initiatives were

also being expressed by a host of other reform-minded people. One of the earliest

examples of efforts to intervene in neighbourhoods, impacting the functional relationship

3Note: The ærminology "grades N-2" used in this quote refers to 'Nursery" school and "Grade 2"
respectively.
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between schools and communities, was the Settlement House approach (Rohe and Gates,

1985). Although this initiative was not directed at schools per se, its influence during this

era bore pressure upon the function of schools.

Settlement House efforts, quite likely in part forming the beginnings of community

development and neighbourhood level planning, saw settlement workers seeking to

intervene in deteriorating neighbourhoods to educate the poor so they might pull themselves

out of the lower 'classes.' During the late 1800's in Chicago, Jane Addams, influenced by

efforts she witnessed on a trip to England, established Hull House, one of the first North

American settlement houses. Hull House, as Hall (1988) stated, was

. . . a voluntary movement dedicated to saving the immigrant from his
(and, especially, her) own errors and excesses, socializing him into
American folkways, and adjusting him to city life . . . They dispensed
continuing education for early school-leavers, summer camps to take
children back to nature or playgrounds for those who stayed behind, an old
people's club (designed to break down their prejudice against rhe
immigrants), a boarding club for girls, a programme to save 'fallen
\ilomen', and a day nursery (p. a0-al).

In this approach, the neighbourhood was seen as an important social unit "that could be

used to help solve the problems of poverty, illiteracy, criminal behaviour, and ill health"

(Rohe and Gates, 1985: 14). Through these efforts, the realization of the potential of the

school to strengthen society gained in significance. The present function of the school was

seen as being unable to address the problems that were growing in many urban areas. To

address this, as Woods and Kennedy (1922) noted,

Miss Addams was a member of the Chicago school board . . . and was
instrumental with others in introducing a number of enlargements of public
school service and in endeavoring to bring about a constructive,
progressive, and harmonious administration . . . A committee of these
trustees had power to appoint and remove teachers and janitors, to contract
for supplies, and to eng-age buildings (p.276).

To an extent, the Settlement House served to function as an alternative to the

institutionalized nature of traditional education, largely as a result of the school's inability to
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deal witlt the growing complexity of urban life. To illustrate the role taken by a settlement

house in one instance, Woods and Kennedy (l9ZZ) stated,

Hull House rescued a school building from the grip of a ward healer who
had appropriated the land on which ii stood as ifactory site, even though
the number of sittings were insufficient to accommodaté all itrildren in tñe
wa¡d. college-settlement, New York, when an unusually large number of
first-grade children were denied admission to public sitroo[ made itself
responsible for the grade, providing room and teãcher (p.275).

Also being debated at this time was whether or not it was part of the schools function to

make provision for feeding progrTims for undernourished children.

As early as^ 1894 Starr Center and College Settlement in Philadelphia beg-
the sale of nourishing_foo_d_ and drinriin penny porrions to fupils oT a
learby school. . . In 1901 Henry Street Seitlemênì ser out to ãis'cover as
definitely as possible the numbei of neighborhood children in need of food.
So many case.s-came to_light that it offéred to organize a system of penny
lunches provided the Board of Education would guarantee expeñse oi
maintenance. . . Settlement residents, however, are very far fromãgreeing
that because some children are undernourished all should be fõd at a
municipal refectory. It seems clear that the need of school feeding is
overstated by its exlreme advocates-, and that in any case money and enòrgy
expe-nded !n providing scho_ol lunches would be better devoted to meetiñ!
{ï,.-lv pr-oþ]egs^lvhich produce under nourishment (woods and Kennedy]
t922: p.277-278).

The views of this approach suggest that Settlement House proponenrs would have likely

supported schools that were readily able to respond to the particular needs of their local

neighbourhood areas. To this end, Woods and Kennedy also made the following

corilnent:

Experien-ce suggests that the school should be quick to take account of
neighborhood demand for particular forms of edùcation, whether manual
training, elementary evening. classes, or housekeeping, while seeking to
stimulate interest in subjects intrinsically worthy bút fõr which there ií no
ready-made demand. Not a few local school administrators have
endeavored to create cultural units like those of settlement craft guilds,
music schools, local art centers,. through which such interests miy find
pennane¡t expression. A conviction first expressed by residents is gâining
ground-that school principals and at least a moderate proportion of téachers
should be required by law to make their homes in comminities which they
serve (p. 284).

With respect to schools, the Settlement House undoubtedly served to raise awareness of the
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ineffectiveness of the accepted function of the school system in meeting the changing needs

of society. Schools were simply not flexible enough to be effectively utilized to work

toward addressing the growing complexities facing residents of their surrounding

communities. Typically, schools were, and still are, primarily planned to be permanenr

single-use facilities.

In addition to the demands for industrial and technical employees to serve an increasingly

complex, consumer/service oriented society, education was seen as essential for

socialization of the individual. As McKelvey (1969) stated, "The mushrooming cities, their

new industrial functions, and the polyglot character of their populations combined to

demand new services f¡om schools" (p. 6a). The 'three R's', typical of formal education

in the latter half of the lgth century, were no longer able to provide people with necessary

skills and abilities.

. . . All cities where the schools were thronging with immigrant children -
evolved new techniques for object_teaching, new courses-in elementary
science, and new programs for handicraft añ¿ mechanical instruction that
progressively made the public schools vital urban institutions . . . the urban
schools . . . effectively removed child¡en from the streets . . . and also
p_r9p3l9d their^membe¡s.for participation in the increasingly urban sociery
(McKelvey, 1969: p. 64).

Hence, as McKelvey indicated, in order for schools to be effective and meet the dynamic

needs of society, their function had to be able to evolve.

Although the promotion of literacy skills was a key componenr of much of the change in

education, complementary efforts to improve the human condition were continuing. One

such example, occurring at approximately the same time as the Settlement House

beginnings, was the Vacation School movement (Perry, 1913). This movement advocated

extended use of school facilities for various programs during the summer months. In

several U.S. cities their development was in recognition of the large number of "forlorn
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homes and crowded sEeets in the city," and that there was a need "to secure the use of

school yards for children who had no place to pray" (perry, l9r3: p. 35). Although the

need for outdoor recreational space was integral to their formation, many other activities

were organized for children - sewing, art, industrial work training, music, and nature

srudy. With this movement there was a functional extension of school facilities (primarily

for children), although it had little or no impact upon the structural elements of the school,

it's site, or the community a¡ea it served. The use of the school yard for children's play

did, however, highlight the lack of anention given to urban open space planning.

Paralleling efforts to convert schools to centers of community life, the turn of the century in

New York City also saw Recreation Centers becoming widespread, as schools were

opened up in the evening for recreational pursuit (Perry, 1913). Again, for the most part it

was the function of the school that was being expanded; while the structure of the school

plant, and the structural relationship between the school and the larger urban 'fabric,' was

left largely unchanged.

The Recreation Center idea has become a signifîcant development in many Canadian cities

as well. For example, Winnipeg School Division No. t has agreements wirh the

Department of Parks and Recreation, City of Winnipeg, which has brought about the

development of recreational facilities (buildings or ancillary spaces) in close association

with nearly a dozen school facilities (Ed Lagiewka, Parks and Recreation, City of
'Winnipeg, Personal Communication, January, I 993).

Further to the increased attention for schools to be integrated in some fashion with the

surrounding residential areas they served, was the formation of "Community Councils."

During the first World War in the U.S., with impetus from the National Council of

Defense, neighbourhood associations formed "Community Councils." These Councils,
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intent on "mobilizing various local resources needed for the prosecution of the wa.r,,, found

the school to be a narural meeting place (perry and williams, 1931: p.4l-42).

In addition, increasing political use of the school was recognizdby the New york Board

of Education in 1928-1929 when they wrore,

The use of the school during election time for the submission of the issues
is constantly increasing, and it is but a matter of a short time when
praggg.qlly all thepolitical meetings will be held in the schoolhouse (Perry
and Williams, 1931: p.M).

As evidenced, in a rather sporadic fashion the school took on greater significance as both

an institution to formally educate society, and as a 'natural' location for all ages to come

together to participate in a whole range of activities.

From this hodgepodge of school and community integration initiatives also came the

formation of the People's Institute, (later known as the New York Social Center

Committee, and associated with the United Neighborhood Guild, Inc.) (perry and

Williams, 1931). The People's Institute sought to establish centers "around which the

human interests could meet and organize themselves" (Perry and Williams, 1931 : p.22).

In addition to leisure and other social pursuit, the school in this instance functioned to assist

the neighbourhood's ability for local political organization; a sort of sociopolitical 'common

ground'' Again, the view regarding the potential function of schools was b,roadened.

Considerable work has been accomplished in their neighborhoods in the
field of civic welfare through the activity of the local cénter groups, who
aT?ngg meetings on vital loial problemi, and so srir up a pu-blic bpinion
which brings about improved coñditions (perry and williami, 1931: i,.+tl.

In the case of New York's initial experience with the People's Institute, with assistance

from a local school principal, the Social Center Committee hired a trained community

organizer to "develop an enlarged program of activity" (Perry and Williams, 193 1 : p. 23).

In addition to the People's Institute making a valuable contribution to promoting adult
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education, such initiatives began to attract attention in New York with calls for all of the

schools in the city to be converted into "centers of community life" (Perry, l9Z2: p.26).

Occurring on a superficial level was the volunteer organization of leisure time to aid the

improvement of urban life. Although, on a deeper level, was concern over the weakening

between the individual, the 'place,' and the community becoming prevalent with the

increasing urbanization of society.

Much of the social reform initiatives offered as examples thus far were integral to the

development of modern city planning; although, in many instances, they represented the

desire to preserve pre-urban social and moral values. It was hoped that through

strengthening and broadening city planning and related efforts, that the degradation and ills

of the modern metropolis could be corrected, or ameliorated in time.

Yet another concept, on somewhat of a different level from any of the preceding

discussion, although having a major impact upon the function of schools, is the

Community Schools movement. This movement, whose support appears to have peaked

in the mid-1970's, strives to develop expanded community involvement in some form of

association þrogram anüor facility-related) with the ongoing activiries of a given school.

Community Schools began in the U.S. as an effort to strengthen the relationship between

the local community and the school. The 'birth-place' of Community Schools in Canada

was in the 1962-63 school year in Winnipeg's Seven Oaks School Division (Hanna,

1980). Hanna traced the development of Community Schools as being inspired by the

idealism of post World War OM.W.) I involvement, and subsequent societal difficulties of

the "Great Depression." In short, educators and school officials felt that they had the

potential to solve many pressing community problems by taking leadership and developing
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progams such as home economics and agricultural economics. Schools also maintained an

involvement in their communities by coordinating volunteer war service projects, ration

progr¿rms, and adult evening classes. Clearly, as previously discussed by Perry and

V/illiams (1931), this beginning was consistent with the promotion of adult education that

came about with the development of the People's Institute.

With the increased pace of urbanization in the decades following W.W.tr, the Community

School gained increased attention. The Community School began to be seen as the vehicle

with which to promote continuing education for society at large. Over time, Community

School programs came to include those for school-age children during the school day;

additional programs for child¡en and youth before and after school; and, programs for

adults (Hanna, 1980).

What is most significant to this thesis regarding the Community School, is that with an

increased level of attention to the dynamics of the surrounding community, the greater the

likelihood is that the school facility will always be a significant resource to be urilized by

area residents, regardless of student enrolment levels. However, such an assumption is

only possible with cooperation on the part of potentialty involved agencies and the school,

and a school plant that is adaptable to changing needs.

The Community School movement primarily impacts the function of the existing school.

Although, due to the intention of extended community use, it is likely that in cases where

pre-planning was involved, that facilities such as the gymnasium and library would be

given greater consideration. Community Schools, as popular as they may appear to be,

however, have been sporadic at being developed-

Collectively, the efforts expressed in this section were primarily aimed at more fully
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utilizing existing schools. The functioning of the facility was exrended to include

community social, recreational, and political activities, with the physical srructure of the

plant, it's site and physical relationship to the surrounding built community, remaining

largely unchanged. The following section will continue this discussion by noting in

particular those efforts which primarily and more equally impacted both the structural and

functional relationship of the school and community.

3.4 Structural and Functional Relationships

Also stemming from this atmosphere of reform, and undoubtedly concentrating many of

the views being expressed by people concerned with community and social development,

was the Community Center (or 'social center' as once referred to by Pe.r), (lgZI))

movement' This movement was "clearly derivative from the approach of Jane Addams in

Chicago" (Hall, 1988: p. 123), and sought to develop schools into community centers

through citizen involvement.

Similarly to what Howard (1946) expressed earlier, the Community Center movement felr

that the school indeed had greater utility than was typically being exercised. Both the

structure and function of community centers, however few they came to be, were often

designed to provide facilities and services for all members of the community. Schools

were promoted as the appropriate "vehicle" for these centers. Their location would serve

adults and children alike to seek involvement in the activities of the day. perry and

Williams (1931) noted thar,

To help-the movement along, (the Board of Education) tried to make the
phys-ical -conditions in its buildings better adapted tó the needs of the
neighborhood bodies. . . It entereã into writtei agreements with them
whereby they were assured of the use of certain aõcommodations for a
specifred period, so that they could make plans for a season, rather than for
single occasions. . . The Bóard of Educaïon thus became accustomed to
deal with voluntary associations and to see them work within school *ullr.
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It learned to . . . realize the value to society which would be gained if they
were assisted in the pursuit of their own ends through the use of school
facilities (p. 30-31).

Taking this concept a step further was Jackson (1918). Jackson wrote of a community

center as having many roles:

1) The People's University - With so rnny men and women who were lacking formal

education, what was needed, he said, was a 'People's University,' with the public
school as a community center.

While the public school is dedicated primarily to the welfare of the child, it
is becoming daily more evident that the Nation's welfare requires it to be
used for adults and youths as well. Notwithstanding the faci that it is our
finest American invention and the most successful social enterprise ever
undertaken, its golden age lies before it (p. 3-a).

2) Community Capitol - "From the standpoint of citizenship," (p. 5) the school

should be the place where all polling occurs.

3) Community Forum - This is the meeting of community members in their school

for discussion of any concerns facing them. "The forum furnishes the means for
mutual understanding. It aims to create public-mindedness" (p. 11).

4) The Neighbourhood Club - This was thought to be an opportunity for members of
a conununity to "meet on terrns which preserve their self-respect . . . and multiply
their contacts" (p. 12-13) with one another. This club was to be located ín a

schoolhouse.

5) The Home and School League - This effort was to stengthen the bond between a

child's home life and his/her school life. Jackson saw this 'League' as porenrially

becoming the parent organization from which a community center would grow.

6) Community Bank - A community bank should be set up in a local school for
adults and children alike.

As regards children, it ought, so far as possible, to be a p¿ìrt of the
curriculum of the school. Such banks are now conducted in many schools
for child¡en. . . Its aim is to multiply the efficiency of the peoplets savings
by pooling them for cooperative uses. Its aim is to capitalize character and
to democratize credit. It serves a community use by enabling the people to
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do jointly what they can not do separately. ,By clubbing their resources they
can use their own money for their own productive purposes.

Such a bank-operated for the co-mmon wefare will not only furnish
the.working capital for community enterprises, but will also be a loan
society (p.22-23).

7) Community Exchange - This idea saw the organization of a community resource

exchange being carried out in schools. Everything from garden produce to a

housekeepers' alliance could be apartofthis exchange.

Jackson's ideas and examples represent the possibilities that were being articulated as

components of a 'multi-use' facility. However, proponents of the community center

movement, and related movements, were not always talking of the same thing with respect

to the structure and function of schools; even though schools were pivotal to the overall

Community Center concept. For example, some people felt that simply extending

opportunities to increase the use of existing school facilities after and/or before school

hours for recreation was the answer. For others, the structure and function of the

traditional school plant and site had to be expanded to house other uses in some association

with it.

As already evidenced, the school was recognized as having a special relationship with the

community, offering the neighbourhood social, recreational, and even political common

ground on which to gather.

Patrick Geddes (1949) added to the above dimensions with his discussion of citizenship.

Placing his comments in context, he spoke of the city park being so rigidly developed and

managed that it failed to be all it could be, particularly in the self-education of children:

Their lay-out has as yet too much continued the tradition of the mansion-
house drives, to w_hich the people are admitted, on holidays, and by
courte.sy-. . -.Now, if the writer has learned anything from a iife targety
occupied with nature-study and with education,it is t[rat these two neeî to
be brought rogerher, and tliis through narure-acriviúes (p. 53).
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Furthermore, regarding the school and associated ancillary spaces, Geddes optimistically

noted that

With the dawning reclamation of our school-system, hitherto so bookish
and enfeebling,the-re is_coming on natually thebuilding of better schools -
open-air schools for the moit part; and-henceforth,-as far as may be,
sjtua.tgd upon the.margins- of theseopen spaces- with these, again, fugií
the allornents and.the gardens 

-which èvery city improver must iñcreásinlty
provide - the whole connected up with trêe-piantéO lanes and blossomi"n!
hedgerows,...(p.54).

To relate this to his discussion of citizenship, then, he felt that the upkeep of all this should

not be paid for through taxes, but rather

be naturally undertaken by the regenerating schools and continuation
classes, and by private asiociationi too witTrout number. V/hat brtt.t
training in citizenship, as-well as opportunity of health, can be offered any
of us than in sharingin the upkeepbf our ¡iarks and gardens? tnsteãd of
paying increased park-and schoolrates foi these, we-should be entering
upon one of the methods of ancient and of coming citizenship, and with thii
of-the .k"tp.tng down of taxes, by paying at leãst this onê of our social
obligations increasingly in time anit in serùce rather than in money (p. 5a).

Clearly, Geddes supported strengthening linkages between schools and communities. His

notes have implications for the both the structure and function of school facilities and their

ancillary spaces. However, this was not all he had to say about the tink between schools

and communities. In his discussion of "The Survey of Cities" in Cities in Evolution

(L949), he articulated that what was needed for supporting the social development of cities

was ongoing citizen suryeys, initiated at the local level. He commented on the role to be

taken by schools:

. . . weakest and least specifically prgpare4 hitherto, yet fullest of hope and
p.ossibility of lll -.the primary school. . . Here, in faci, are beginningi for a
"Kno\ry your city".movement which may spread through orñ towfs as of
late . . .; the more since, in the rise and grbwttr of the bo! scout mou"-ent,
we have beginnings o{regrgna]!}Iuey;ãnd from this to real beginnings of
city survey is a narural steþ lp.tZt¡.

Any notion for bringing the objectives of school facilities and communities closer together,

is undoubtedly an initiative that Geddes would have endorsed.
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Related to Geddes' ideas of attuning schools and communities, and the community center

movement, was Howe's (Toffler, 1968) 'living park' concept. Howe articulated another

variation on the community center theme when he noted that 'education parks' should be

'living parks.'

Howe spoke of the city's potential to be a teacher to society. He noted that the education

park concept, as it was applied in the U.S., may bring benefits in furthering racial

integration and school operational effîciency, but that there could be something more:

the popular conception of an "education park" has come to mean a massive
structure similar to the schools we alreády have, but enrolling 10,000 or
more studenls . . ..Y" -ighldte* . . .a6out creating not an""education
park" but what might be catled a "living park": a Ëuilding that would
integrate retail sloJes, banks, a medical ðenter, restaurants,'offices, and
apa{ments; a building that would not only house and employ people but
would at the same time educate their youirgsters from ptêsctroät ti"ougft
high school. ...thereby providing new s-ervicés to the community, part-time
¡.ob opnlrtunities. for students,ãnd extra revenue for the schô'oi sysrem
(emphasis in original) (p.22-23).

Such a school, stated Howe, would necessitate that educators forge new alliances with city

planners, architects, politicians at all levels, business, law enforcement and various human

service-related agencie s (pt. 24-25).

Brubaker (Toffler, 1968) also echoed many of the ideas associated with the community

centermovement when he noted that

the city sghoo,l should be planned wíth other urban facilities, and should be
closely related tg strgqts, parks, community social and cultu¡al facilities, and
to other educational institutions, as wel[ as commercial and government
facilities. Cultural, arts, or comm-unity centers are natural neilrruors iiìcifor schools - or the school itself cari be considered to be tñe cuúiial:
education center . . . studies have even explored the possibilities of
inte8rating . . .schools with commercial ¿ìreas, átong with n^ew rapid-transit
stations . . . lhe schools, themselves, will becomeõommunity cänterJ-. . .
expressing. the growing rggoglition that "living" and ..learn"ing" are one
(emphasis in original) (p.72-j3).
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The community center and associated concepts were often attempts to re-create a perceived

lost sense of "community." It was felt that by having a focal point for activities in a

neighbourhood, this would foster a rekindling of "neighbou¡liness" and promote pre-urban

social and moral values.

Also being discussed were the associated implications of these centers of neighbourhood

activity. The notion of a 'neighbourhood center,' as evidenced (Howard, 1946; perry,

1922; Stein, 1956), was widespread in earty 20th century city planning discourse. In an

article titled "Neighborhood Centers," in City Planning (Nolen, 1916), Comey advocated

that when planning for municipal services that there are general citywide services, and local

or neighbourhood services. He noted that such neighbourhood services should be given a

number of considerations:

Public facilities gain in.dignity-, conv-enience, and economy if grouped,
instead of being scattered, regardless of one another, throughout ttrã ¿isi¡ci
they serve. This is especiallytrue of the educational, recrea-tional and social
elements of the gily plaq. Not only is the architecrural effect of buildings
greatlyenh-anced by-their becomirig units of a large composition, and Ë'y

Fing vjsible across the necessary open spaces at a iar morè effective anglê
than when seen merely along-a-strèet, but, of far greater importance, ihe
service rende^red is vastly increased, both thõugh the^economical
interlocking of the various facilities in such an arrangeirent, and especially
through the increased u-se apt to be-made of a single ómprehensiveþhnt iir
contrast with scattered units, each of which must be iought sepärately.
Looked at in this way, the neighborhood_center properly conítituteô a singie
plant which serves the needs óf all ages from $è ptav óf the youngest ch-ild
to the quiet reading of the elder citizens (p. 118). 

^

Comey indicated that such a center, of which he believed the school to be the most suitable,

would be located best where access by all residents in the neighbourhood would be

maximized. In Comey's own words, "speaking b,roadly, a hatf mile is found to be close to

the limit of effective service of most recreational and social facilities" (p. 125). In addition,

he noted that a system of neighbourhood centers was possible to be rcalízed,in the planning

of cities.
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In this instance, both the structure and function of schools was being challenged. The

organization and location of municipal services would be impacted, as would the planning

and design of educational facilities. Schools in this context would not exist in 'isolated

islands,' but rather, would be housed in some fashion with other essential neighbourhood

services in a single plant, coordinated within the urban 'fabric.'

The notion of neighbourhoods was being expressed in several dimensions: social,

physical, and political. Schools played a significant role in each of these dimensions,

facilitating both the human side of community development and city building, and the

physical design of the city. Although, undoubtedly ro rhe lament of ind.ividuals such as

Perry and V/illiams (1931), schools were never really elevated to "centers of community

life" (p. 22); at least not for the vast majority of communities. In fact, any significant

efforts to reach out beyond the school and extend their 'functionability' were, at best,

sporadic in thei¡ application, and inconsistent regarding their role.

Generally speaking, two broad classes represent voluntary associations using school

facilities: those concerned with social betterment which "sought to develop community

centers in schools by supplying the organizing ability required to bring local leadership into

operation," (Perry and Williams, 1931: 31); and those which developed and maintained

prognms for their own members within the confines of the trad.itional school plant and site.

To this end, with concepts such as the Garden City, Radburn, 'educational park,'

Neighbourhood Unit, and Greenbelt Towns, we saw particular emphasis placed upon the

structural relationship of land uses, with school buildings and sites holding a pivotal role in

the community. On another level were the Settlement House efforts, the Vacation School

movement, Community Councils, Recreation Centers, the People's Institute, and

Community Schools. All primarily impact the function of the existing school while
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enhancing its relationship with the dynamics of its surrounding community. On yet a third

level, having implications equally for both the structure and function of schools, was the

Community Center and associated movements, Geddes' notions for citizenship and

surveying of the city, Howe's 'living park' concept, and Comey's 'neighbourhood center'

idea, which sought to convert schools into centers of community life.

Establishing the rich precedents and concepts which demonstrate how schools have greater

utility to a community than a single-use facility for the education of children, poses rhe

following question. What is the optimal and specific prototype for a school-community

facility arrangement?

Also emerging from this discussion is speculation about the type and degree of school-

community inter-relationships possible. To this end, specific examples of school and

community integration will be dealt with in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL INTEGRATION

Small opponunítíes ctre often the beginníng of great enterprises.
- Demosthenes

4.L fntroduction

In the preceding chapter the focus of discussion briefly highlighted a sampling of concepts

which promote closer association, or integration, befween the structure and/or function of

schools and their surrounding communities.

Chapter 4 continues this discussion, adding two topic areas: an introduction to the varied

structural and functional relationships that are possible between a school and community;

and a more detailed discussion of five concepts which promote closer association between

schools and communities.

The first section, "Linking Space and Activity," provides more insight into the various

school-community relationships that are possible. Types of integration a¡e briefly

categorized with regard to the physical organization of space, and/or by the inter-

relatedness of functions and activities. Numerous examples of the creative ways with

which educational and city planners have worked to facilitate the achievement of varying

types and degrees of school and community integration are also pointed to. This section is

concluded with a brief outline of the various considerations that must be made by the

school and the community when integrated relationships are desired.

Section 2, "Integrated School and Community Facilities," discusses specific concepts of

school facility rurangements which in varying degrees and ways serve to closely associate
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(or integrate) schools with the dynamics of their surrounding social and physical form.

Each concept, while not necessarily mutually exclusive, is analyzed, to determine the

following:

1) the distinguishing elements of each concept; (i.e. elements may relate to the structural

and/or functional characteristics of that concept); and,

2) the level of potential that each concept appears to hold with respecr ro the school

facilities' ability to allow its uses to change over time (overall adaptabitity and flexibiliry).

This can also be thought of as a facility's ability to readily serve multiple needs, and is a

di¡ect application of sustainable development principles. This judgment is passed on each

of the five examples at a conceptual level, considering the concept behind a particular

development. Concern, therefore, is for the potential that a concept holds regarding a

facility's ability to be readily serve multiple needs, and thus fit into one of three categories:

not recyclabl e; fnst-order recycl able ; and second- order recyclable.

4.2 Linking Space and Activity

The "traditional" view of the public school is that it is 'apart' from the communiry it serves.

Sullivan (1978) described a scenario where the view of the school was that of "an Island

apart" from the mainland (the community), separated by a "deep moat of convention and

tradition." He went on to relay a scenario by describing that

4 ¿*ryll¿ge was lowered over the moat at certain times of the day ro allow
the children from the mainland to cross to the island in the moíning anA
return to the mainland at night. Very few adults from the mainlandïere
allowed or encouraged to cross to ihe island and rarely were children
alloweri to venture back to the mainland during the day. ïíe paradoiof tf,"
scenario . . -.(was) that the task for which theitudenti have been separated
from the mainland was to develop skills to allow these students toiive on
the mainland (p. 2-3).
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Although the traditional relationship between the school and the community is one of

relative detachment, there are a number of constant structures and functions through which

schools 'physically' interface with the larger neighbourhood and community. School

buildings, physical education and athletic areas, recreational space, maintenance and

parking areas, legal setback requirements, and site access points are examples. In addition

to these, there are optional components, such as: outdoor education activity space;

community-use facilities; ceremonial space; landscapingl and temporary or pennanent

building expansion space (American Society of Landscape Architects Foundation

(ASLAF), 1973). Optional uses are typically seen as 'frills' to the traditional composition

of schools. Where optional or additional uses have been taken advantage of, it is generally

in a very ad hoc manner (often at the discretion of a particular school administrator who

wishes to cooperate with the larger community).

There are a number of physical space configurations which in varying degrees demonstrate

how spaces can be utilized to achieve varying forms of physical integration ffigure 1,

p.45). As illustrated, the number of relationships between different users, either in terms

of interdependence anüor physical connections between spaces, is many and varied.

In many typical situations a school, and its ancillary spaces, takes on additional significance

in a neighbourhood because it has the most desirable open space and recreational facilities.

This has an historical precedence as has already been mentioned with initiatives such as the

Vacation School Movement and Recreation Centers (Perry, 1913).

The following sections, "strucfural Association" and "Functional Association," offer

sample illustrations of school and community integration.
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4.2.1 Structural Association

- Integration of facility design with adjacent urban anüor a¡chitectural design. For

example, a school may be built attached to green space that has a strong physical

connection with a residential area, and also given architectural detailing to enhance visual

continuity with the predominantly residential nature of the area-

- A school division could lease and operare classrooms in a retaivcommercial building,

(e.g. a school division could open a special classroom in a local shopping mall by leasing

space as would a retailer to add¡ess youth at 'risk' from dropping out of the school

system).

- Mixed use and ownership of facilities. One possibility is a multi-use facility where a

school is in some form of physical association with community services, or residential

space. For example, a medical complex could be the hub of neighbourhood activity,

incorporating school and community facilities into it's design. Facilities could include

housing, community health, a drop-in center, city offices, social and family service a-reas,

and daycare; all part of urban revitalization efforts.

- Closing streets adjacent to a school to encourage non-vehicular accessibility and improve

safety for pedestrians and cyclists (the Brooklands School of Winnipeg is a case in poinr)

(Kallos, 1979); thereby bringing about increased integration of land uses.

- Additional outdoor recreational and leisure space to improve utilization of "school-space"

before and after-school hours.

- In high density areas, compaction of facilities through vertical stacking (e.g. tennis courrs

on roof tops; or parking at gade with playground facilities located above) to create high-

rise schools.
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4.2.2 Functional Association

offered as examples are features which serve to associate varying user groups.

- Joint-use of sites and facilities:

' alternate sharing of space, with one user having exclusive use of space at

different times.

' use of space and equipment at the same time, in a cooperative fashion benveen

different users.4

- Common personnel between user groups (e.g. administrative and/or maintenance stafÐ.

- communication links between personnel of different user groups.

- Common users or participants between the differing user groups of a given facility or site.

It is also important to note that simply integrating buildings does not necessarily mean that

there will be the same degree of functional mixing by each of the parricipant groups; rhey

may or may not make frequent use of each others spaces, regard.less of the structural

context. For example, the David Livingstone School - Sokol Manor (seniors' housing)

complex, Brandon, Manitoba (Appendix 1, p. 125), is a facility with two primary user

groups, although the degree of functional mixing is generally quite low @laine Franklin,

David Livingstone School, and Ruth V/illiams, Sokol Manor; Personal Communicarion,

March, 1,992).

4.2.3 Some Considerations for Effective Integration

A school facility built or remodeled for multi-use by the community, as touched on ea¡lier

in this chapter, necessitates a number of considerations (i.e. Land-use bylaws pefiaining to

4This extent of co-operation would require rigorous scheduling by each of the user goups. The extent of
co-operation is directly proportional to the level of aftention nrcei*ry to be given tõ r.rij"ri"g and facility
managemenL
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zorring for mixed-use development and site regulations such as height restrictions, set-back

requirements and parking allotnents). Moreover, with an increase in the number of uses of

the facility, the significance of site accessibility and site utiliry opportunities are paramounr.

In addition, agreements must be reached by cooperating agencies to ensure the extent of

conditions of use of spaces. Conditions to be dealt with include custodial and

administrative arrangements regarding job descriptions and payment structures,

responsibility parameters of each user group, conflict resolution mechanisms, legal

considerations of liability insurance and leasing policies, as well as agreements related to

capital improvements and equipment maintenance.

The following section considers five concepts of school facility arrangements which in

varying degrees and ways serve to more closely associate (or integrate) schools with the

dynamics of their surrounding social and physical form.

4.3 Integrated School and Community Facilities

As evidenced above, the possibilities for school-community integration are virtually

unlimited. In this section, five examples of concepts which bring about varying degrees of

school-community integration are analyzed:

Shared-use

Joint-use

Community School

Community/School

The Everywhere School

Examples are analyzed to determine the following:

1) the distinguishing elements of each concepq (i.e. elements may relate ro structual and/or
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functional characteristics of that concept); and,

2) the level of potential that each concept appears to hold with respecr ro rhe school

facilities' ability to allow its uses to change over rime (overall adaptabitity and flexibility).

This can also be thought of as a facility's ability to readily serve multiple needs, and thus ñt

into one of the following categories:

a) "not recyclable", i.e. a facility that is physically developed and administratively operated

for one primary purpose, with little or no consideration given to the possibility of the local

school-age population declining and not being able to sustain facility operarions, and/or the

potential of the facility to be utilized for any future alternatives. Thus, having a low level of

adaptability to furure uses;

b) "first-order recyclable", i.e. a facility developed as having greater potential to be adapted

from its original intent to one particular use as a result of its structural and/or functional

Íurangement should the local school-age population decline and not be able to sustain

facility operations. Thus, moderare, yet limited, adaptability; and,

c) "second-order recyclable", i.e. a facility having grcater potential to evolve into a variety

of alternative uses, while maintaining future potential to again be adapted without any

additional difficulty over the initial conversion, should the local school-age population

decline and not be able to sustain school facility operation. Thus, theoretically unlimited

future use adaptability.

4.3.1 Shared-use

As implied by the name of this concept, shared-use school facilities exist where classrooms

and ancillary spaces are used by community groups and/or agencies outside of "regular"

school hours (Carney and Chrispeels, l9B4).

Efforts to provide schools with the ability to facilitate sharing are generally of secondary
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concern to needs of the primary user group - school-age children (in many cases likely seen

as a frill to the school's operations).

The sha¡ed-use concept may become operational in one of ¡vo contexts:

a) Where a school embraces the concept of sharing after the physical plant is in
operation, thus negating the concept of sharing as an objective in the planning of the
facility. This would undoubtedly impair the full potential of a facilities sharing ability,
(e.g. difficulty of using classrooms and/or ancillary space for communiry use without
the necessary pre-planning, having negative implications for the long-term use of the
school as a continuing community resource). This type of sharing is most often the
context for shared-use of school facilities @arthman, 19g6).

b) Where a concept of sharing is incorporated into the original structure and function of
a school facility, its library, meeting spaces, and recreational spaces, for example, may
be given greater consideration for their ability to meet community needs over the long-
term (although, before or after "regular" school hours).

In either case the level of program planning and student/staff management considerations in

a shared-use situation is not appreciably altered from the routine of typical operations

related to educational programming for school-age children. The school's programs have

priority over any shared activities. Aside from addressing questions of liability insurance,

establishing leasing policies and covering any related costs (e.g. custodial, equipment

maintenance, etc.), sharing space should quite easily be accommodated in most schools.

Sharing of school facility space in the V/innipeg context can be seen, for example, where

the TVinnipeg School Division No. 1 and the Manitoba Deparnnent of Community Services

have made provisions for the operation of school-age day care (Before-School, Noon and

After-School Programs or B.N.A.S.) for children age six to twelve, and preschool day

care for children under six (Winnipeg School Division No. 1, lg82). Under guidelines set
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out by the school division, these programs may utilize "school areas which both the

principal and superintendent identify as not required for school purposes" (p.z).

A school utilizing a shared-use concept would typically afford itself a low level of
adaptability if the number of students were to enter serious decline necessitating a search

for alternative uses. The only consolation for this concept in promoting the continued use

of the facility as a community resource, should enrolment significantly decline, would be

that more community residents and school facility personnel would be familia¡ with sharing

the school than would residents in a community where little to no sharing occurred. To this

end, residents involved in sharing a school's facilities would likely be more sensitized to

the issues potentially associated with declining pupil en¡olments. Namely, possibilities of

school closure, disposition of surplus school space, and the potential loss of facilities for

use by the community.

Accordingly, if a school facility was built to be a shared facility, it's potential to continue as

a community resource should pupil enrolment significantly decline would likely increase.

However, given that a new or existing school provides for shared-use with the community,

the primary concern remains that all significant functional and structural considerations

made by a school division focus on educafing school-age children. Thus, a shared-use

concept would likely most often be considered "not recyclable" since the primary client for

which the facility was developed is an unstable population base of school-age child¡en.

4.3.2 Joint-use

As implied above, a school developed using this concept often does not necessarily

significantly differ in physical structure from a typical single-use school facility. As

discussed in the sha¡ed-use concept this would depend on the extent ofjoint-use, and when
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it became an objective of the school to facilitate. A joint-use situation would see rhe

accommodation of school and community-related activities occurring 'jointly' during

school hours (a concept which has yet to enjoy universal acceptance). For example, a

home finance semina¡ for community residents may occur in an unscheduled classroom

while students utilize other space in the building. Of obvious concern here to school

personnel is the poæntial for disruption to their daily operations. In this instance rhe school

may have concern over the potential of having classes disrupted by "guests" arriving for or

depaning from their "visitation" purposes. Concerns of this sort are likely associated with

the structure of a school as not originally developed to accommodate joint-users; perhaps

resulting in a situation where the school and the community are "making the best of it."

Joint-use would require more cooperation between the school and community than would

be the case in a sha¡ed-use concept. Program planning and organization on behalfofthe

school and community would have to be determined well in advance, with both groups

being fully aware of, and agreeing to meet, their respective commiûnents.

In the Winnipeg context, the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Deparrnent has joint-

use agreements with Winnipeg school divisions in order to operate local recreational

programs in schools. Expanded use of school space for recreational purposes is the most

significant agreement ofjoint-use for Winnipeg school divisions.

A significant example of a joint-use school is the cooperative venrure between the City

Council and School Board of Dublin, Ohio, which has brought about a joint-site

development of which they are continuing to use as a prototype for many of their new

schools. The City and School Boa¡d had the same goal of "increased beneñts for students

and community for less money" (Ficklen, 1988: p.35). Scottish Corners Elementary

School (Kindergarten - Grade 5), Dublin, Ohio, houses approximately 500 students while
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integrating school grounds with a park, and community-use of school facilities. This

facility was devised with special featu¡es to allow the facility to be "recycled."

. . . the school is built in such a way that the entire faciliry can be recvcled
for another use should local school enrollmenr (sic) deciine i" irtã ritut"
(Ficklen, 1988: p.34).

Educational planners in the Dublin school system were aware that there would not always

be an influx of young families to populate the school, therefore, the possibility of declining

enrolment had to be addressed. To this end, future use was addressed through several

structuraVdesign features. Several elements from classic French chateaus, in addition to

colors, textures, and other detailing allowed it to conform to the form and scale of the

surrounding residential area, rather than it being an .imposing institution.'

The structure of the building sa\ry few load-bearing walls, with relocatable partitions

separating functional space, all centered around a two-storey library/media center,

workroom, conference room, storage a¡ea, staff rooms and offices. The intent was to

allow for any futu¡e space configuration to be easily achieved (without undue expense).

Community use was also considered in the development of Scottish Corners school . In
addition to the site - sharing a community park with softball and soccer fields, shelters,

surfaced play areas, and a bicycle path, the building has one wing that can be secured from

school equipped a¡eas and become a self-contained community center. A¡ea residents are

provided access to a stage, multi-purpose room, kitchen area, art and music space, offices,

and restrooms. The local Parks and Recreation Department also developed various

recreational programs in this facility. Indeed, this is one of the most innovative strategies,

clearly pointing out a direction for optimal long-term utilization of community resources.

This particular facility is definitely a concept of "second-order" recyclable quality.
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As evidenced above, there is no hard and fast pattern to the various concepts of schools and

communities working cooperatively to utilize school facilities. Under a joint-use concept it

is possible to have schools which would have a low level of ability to be adapted to future

alternative uses, as well as having schools which potentially may have unlimited future

alternative use capabilities. A school with a joint-use agreement providing for a srorage

room to be uúlized by a local parks and recreation department for evening recreational

programs is vastly different from the level of joint-use of Scottish Corners Elementary

School. To this end, a single joint-use agreement with a local parks and recreation

deparunent would likely most often put that school into a non-recyclable category (although

this would also depend on the extent of associated structural considerations). yet, the

Scottish Corners Elementary School would definitely be a second-order recyclable facility

given the diversification of both structural and functional considerations for joint-use of the

school building and its ancillary spaces.

4.3.3 Community School

The term "Community School" is a broad and all encompassing term which varies from

community to community in how it is actualized. Educational Facilities Laboratories (EFL)

(1973) noted that

To some districts, a community school means the use of the premises
during non-school hours for recreation, adult education, puUtic gättrerings
or just plain suûrmer school. To others, community schól *r*íéüónàð¿
use of the school building for fine arts, vocatioial education, ioiiál ot
preschool services. some cities pay lip service to the *orá .,.ãrn-unity"
and merely print it on school signi and stationery (p. 1).

In a study of international perspectives on Community Schools, LaBelle and Verhine

(1981) identified community schools functioning in five different conrexrs:

' for educational access - created to satisfy community demands;
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' to enhance learning - the primary purpose being to relate the school to the
community in order to link schooling with overall community goals;
o to foster the transition between study and work - less emphasis on bringing the
community into the school and more on preparing children to be employable;
o as community centers - the school becomes an institutional focal point for
community services, and varies from community to community. The only similarity is
the seeking of community betterment

' to strengthen nationalism and socio-economic development - concern here is for
raising the national identity and consciousness of students and community members,
and encouraging the use of the school as an agency of community change.

Undoubtedly a single definition does not exist. However, having said that, the basic

concept could be describ€d as one which sees both the school and the community as having

resources which are potentially mutually beneficiat. Sullivan (1978) expanded on rhis

when he stated that advocates of community schools berieve that

the goal of school programs should be to allow children and adults to
develop qBUt q9 equip themselves to live successfully in their surounding
communities. The school belongs to the communitiés and is supposed tõ
serve the needs of the community. Consequently, it seems iräiional to
exclude a school's community numbers aìd tñeir lifestyles from the
educational process (p. 3).

Sullivan (1978) also discussed a U.S. study which sought to identify rhe "essenrial

ingredients in the concept of community schools" (p. 4). Through this study, five major

areas were identified: financial commitment of the community; community advisory

council; a policy on staffing procedures; program development; and, outside agency

involvement.

It should also be noted that a common understanding of the essence of Community Schools

was not found in this study. What was found, though, was that the major emphasis of

Community Schools was on programs rather than on the process of Community Schools

(p. 4). This would appetu- to suggest that the study group tended to have rather n¿urow
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objectives for the operation of Community Schools.

On somewhat of a different dimension is that confusion appears to exist between the

concepts of community education and Community Schools. Sullivan quoted another

researcher as saying ". the Community School concept has truly evolved into a

community education concept" (p. 3). Yet, Sullivan believed that the most appropriate

definition of the tenns was that "the difference between community education and

community school is that community education is the concept and community school is the

delivery system for that concept" (p. 3).

Moreover, the concept of community education as defined in Georgia is very simple:

...that schools, businesses, agencies, and individuals join forces to identify
and meet community needs; that_schools, a cornmon ðenominator foi every
community, can serve as places for cooperatively planning locat educãtioi
needs and as centers for communiry actiiities çLiê6enz, t9"g3: p. nt.

Having brought to light the discrepancies in defîning the Community School concepr, six

components integral to an effective Community School were identified by Sullivan (197g):

1. Education progam for school-age children
2. Joint-use of school and community facilities
3. Additional programs for school-age children and yourh

4. kograms for adults

5. Delivery andcoordination of community services

6. Community involvemenr (p.6-7).

From the discussion thus far, it appea$ that any school facility - be it involved in a shared

or joint-use arrangement, could be defined as a Community School. If a new or existing

facility established any one or more of the six components above (in addition to an

education program for school-age children), it could potentially be considered a

Community School. In fact, if one were to take a cursory view of what Hanna (19g0)
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outlined to be the various possible goals of Community Schools (Appendix Z, p. 127), the

differences between definitions of what constitutes a Community School can be

appreciated.

As well, depending on the level of functional integration between the school and the

community, and at what point in a facilities life-span a close association was planned for

þefore or after a facility is buil$, the structural implications vary accordingly. Ultimately,

also impacting a facility's abitity to readily serve multiple needs.

Regarding the function of what Sullivan (1978) would describe as an effective Communiry

School, ongoing efforts in planning (at both the facilities managemenr and

program/pupil/staff management levels) would necessarily become more of a partnership

between the school and community. This would necessitate an expanded decision-making

process from that associated with a typical unifunctional school.

As already evident, a Community School could embody the concepts of shared-use and/or

joint-use as described above. And consequently, as also indicated in the above sections,

the extent of community integration of a school has serious implications for the continued

use of a facility should the level of school-age children signiñcantly decline. Therefore, a

Community School could potentially range from "not recyclable" to "second-order

recyclable" with respect to its structural and functional integ¡ity associated with integrating

the community and school.

All-in-all, a Community School is just ttrat - a "school," with a generally accepted notion of

expanded community involvement in some form of association with the ongoing activities

of that school. In this respect, a sha¡ed-use, joint-use, and Community School are similar.
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The concern remaining is, therefore, associated with the process and extent of both the

functional and structural integration between schools and communities, which establishes a

critical pre-condition for the continued use of schools as community resources.

For local examples, the Winnipeg School Division No. I has three schools designated as

community schools: Tyndall Park, william whire, and King Edward schools.

4.3.4 Community/Schoot

Formulated out of the "Community School" movement, the Community/School is a

somewhat more specific concept of an integrated community and school relationship. EFL

(1973) defined this concept as "a place planned and operated cooperatively by schools and

other agencies for the delivery of social services, including education, to the entire

community" (p.l). Ringers (1976) defined the community/school as

a "community cente-r" in which many,community human service programs
in addition to formal education take þlace during rhe same rime fiämãwith
the patron-s of the several progranis having frogrammed access to all
specialized areas as their neèds require. The Corñnunity/School may be
operated by more than one governmental agency (p. 61) (eíriphasis added).

As noted above, the notion of a school being the location of a community center was also

what Clarence Perry (1913; 1921;1922;1939) strongly advocated throughout a majority of

the first half of the 1900's, and which was embodied in his oft criticized, yet popular,

"Neighbourhood Unit" concept.

The President of EFL charactenzd, the Communiry/School as having the ability "to be a

catalyst for community action" (Ringers, 1976: p. z3). He viewed the concept as

converring school spaces to "places for people" (p.23); as joining several human service

delivery agencies together; and effectively serving all classes of a community.
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Furthermore, a former U.S. Attorney General noted that a Community/School is a concept

which

is concerned with the whole person; . . . yith bringing services for people
together in a way that makes the most effective ule õf resources; aid on"
which contributes to a sense of community (Ringers ,1976: p.z3).'

In support of the Community/School concept Ringers (1976) stated that such initiatives

would

enable a community !o stretch tax dollars, permit more productive use ofpublic bull$i.ngg and. equipment, an-d proïide coordiriated communiiy
services. Multiple an¿ exten¿ed use of facilities and equipment reduces thê
overall need f^or capital funds because duplicaiions are reduced.
Consolidation of programs reduces operating cosis or permits ttre seruicing
of previously unmet needs.

School administrators faced with shrinking enrollments (sic) are opening
school doors to programs which service a bóader range oÈ ttré comårunit!
residents . . .. .(Td thus) could directly benefit sizaõle segments of ou,
population which compete annually foi a share of these exlpenditures (p.
1s).

The difference between this concept and the three previously discussed (shared-use, joint-

use, and Community School) is that such an initiative is not dominated by any one

constituency, but by the community itself. When a facility is built to be a school,

regardless of the level of sharing, joint-use or otherwise, its primary obligation is to the

education of school-age children. The Community/School has the needs of the community

(the provision of human service programs for all ages, includ.ing formal grade-school

education) as its primary objective.

One of the most significant examples of a Community/School in North America is the John

F. Kennedy School and Community Center, Atlanta, Georgia. Although initiated by the

Atlanta Department of School Plant Planning and Construction, thirteen public agencies,

two foundations, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development came to be

involved in planning this facility (EFL, 1973). The tist of services and programs

associated with this facility is very comprehensive (Figure 2,p.60).
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Figure 2: S-ervices3ld Prgfqls olÈe J_oh1F. Kennedy School and Community Center.
(Source : &lucational Facilities Laboratories, 1 97 3 ).

activities for senior citizens
ad¡lt basic education
Area I Superintendent of Schools
child day-care/infant services
communiry acúon program
educable mentally handicapped prograrn
employment job taining and counselling
housing and home mainænance; housing-code
housing relocation
social security
Iegal aid

13. municipal information
14. pre-kindergarten program
15. public recreation
lq. workshop for reachable mentally handicapped
17. vocational education program
18. welfa¡e casework
19. volunteer community service program
20. active daily living center
2I. distribution of governmeat surplus foods

12. middle school program (6-8)

(see Appendix 4 for further derails, p. l}g).

An example of a significant Canadian Community/School concept is the Lester B. pearson

High School - village Square Leiswe Cenrer, Calgary, Albena (Appendix 3, p. 12g). This

cooperative venture is between the Province of Alberta, the Calgary Board of Education,

and the City of Calgary, Department of Pa¡ks and Recreation. The school has educational

facilities for 1,000 students in grades 10-12; while the Leisure Center component boasts

community offices for volunteer recreation progamming, food services, a public library,

Calgary Board of Health offices and clinic, Calgary Social Services Regional Office, a

wave pool' two gymnasiums, fwo ice surface arenas, fitness rooms, a weight room, a rock

climbing wall, and saunas. The School Division and Leisure Center are operating with a

two year joint-use agreement that is currently being evaluated and adjusted for long-term

effective use by all involved. Although the dual functions of the facility have individual

administrative entities, both administrations come together to participate on a Joint-use

Facilities Committee (Tuffl W., Community Relations Officer, Lester B. pearson School,

Personal Communication, March, lg92).

Clearly, integration of school and community facilities of the magnitude offered as

examples, puts the John F. Kennedy and Lester B. Pearson Schools in a favourable

position to continue over the long-term as community resources regardless of the level of

school-age children in their catchment areas. Also, now very obvious, is that there are no
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"ha¡d and fast" rules for categorizing facilities with respect to school and community joint-

use, shared-use, and,/or community-school-related concept manifestations.

Of the four school and community integrated concepts discussed thus far, the

Community/School is the most advanced in terms of increasing its capability to respond to

change. Changes within the community, possibly resulting in changing needs for space in

local school facilities, are potentially much more efficiently addressed in a

Community/School. Although, this concept is limited since it does not address, from the

beginning, its ability to change in use to meet changing needs in the local community. It is

planned and developed to be a comprehensive faciliry, with the various types of spaces

determined at the beginning.

4.3.5 The Everywhere School

When plans were being created for the renewal of a deteriorating neighbourhood in

Harrford, Connecticut, a conïnunity group proposed that such plans include "a ne\ry school

that could be totally integrated into the life and activities of the area" (American Society of

Landscape Architects Foundation (ASLAF), 1973: p.45). The idea was developed into the

overall renewal plan and is named the "Everywhere School" concept. This concept is a

very innovative example of the possibilities of school-neighbourhood cooperation. The

goal of the "Everywhere School" is a "system of education that penneates an entire

neighbourhood, physically and socially, and calls upon it daily for personnel and facilities"

(p. 4s).

The site of the "Everywhere School" encompasses 56 acres in a community area of

approximately 5,000 residents. To illustrate the degree of integration between the school

and community a number of points can be made: the site includes housing for 2,500 people
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- three-story walk-ups over an open ground floor which consists of multi-instruction areas

(MIA)' and nine-story elevator buildings over another open ground floor which is available

for office space, neighbourhood services and commercial use.

The overall physical site plan of this neighbourhmd area can be divided into ¡¡¿o areas:

one hard-surfaced for pedestrian circulation and housing access, and one
soft-surfaced for recreation. Each MIA opens into soft re-creation'surfaces.
AII the soft areas lead to the major playfieids @. aO.

As well, the school facilities a¡e also separated into two categories:

1) The Multi-Instructional Areas are located on rhe ground floor in
four-story buildings (three stories of housing are located aËorre the n¿IA).
The reasons for this are:

- 
1-) Accessibility-Diffusion: The workJearning space will be enrirely

accessible due to its ground-floor location and thé åTffusion of MIA'!
throughout the neighboihood.

2.) _Economy: Housing employs the space above the instruction
area, producing a double utilization õf Un¿ coverage.

3.) Flexibility: 
-N_ine 

of_the fifteen pre-sently planned housing
structures could contain MIA's. However, the same spácé that can serve as
a MIA can also house commercial facilities - shops, oiffices, etc. Thus, the
number of MIA's can, in accordance with contrairual arangements, be 

"*-panded to meet the demand.

b) The other facilities - arts building, gym, information-resource
center, theatre, etc. - are diffused around ùre fredestrian spine that inter-
connects the MIA's. This lfpe of diffusion ailows activiiy to be spread
throughout the neighbor.hood givironment for pursuing speciät interesr's.
In general, the difrusion of elements allows the-learning tyrt"- to
encompass the. whole neighborhood; in fact, the entire ground'flóor of the
neighborhood is the learning environment (p. 46).

Initiatives such as this a¡e in a strong position to deal with neighbourhood change over rime

since their functions can be relatively easily adapted to suit changing neighbourhood needs.

The Everywhere School incorporates elements of sharing and joint-use, in addition to

having similarities to the Community/School approach. Both school and community

activities are closely associated with one another, creating a school with virtually unlimited

capacity for conversion to additionüalternative uses. The Everywhere School concept can
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be considered "second-order recyclable." However, even though this concept has many

merits, as evidenced, gtven that cities (fortunately) are today not often repeating outdated,

"top-down" planning practices of "urban renewal" and "slum" clea¡ance for the purposes of
such "mega projects," seeing the Everywhere School flourish is quite unlikely. perhaps a

modified, down-sized version may be more acceptable.

4.4 Lessons Learned

In order for a school facility to continue to be a community resource regardless of the level

of school enrolment in a given schools catchment area or facility obsolescence, a number of
considerations must be made:

' A school must have the ability to change to meet the changing needs of a local
community. This necessitates that such considerations be made in the initial, as well as
ongoing, planning processes. The ability to change can be analyzed on two levels: the
ability of the physical plant to accommodate additional/atternative uses over
time, and; the ability of the schools administrative and planning processes to
facilitate the necessary changes to identify and address changing community needs.

' The need to be able to identify changÍng needs of a community is a prerequisite for a
school to continue to be a community resource.

' The structural and functional characteristics of schools are factors which either
facilitate or inhibit a schools ability to continue as a community resource regardless of the
level of school-age children in the area-

' The establishment of enduring frameworks for collaboration between the
community and school will impact the long term utility of the school as a continuing
community resource.

' The possibilities for interagency cooperation are virtually unlimited, and the community
at large may be better served by their resources over the long term when creative
partnerships are formulated.

' There are potential cost savings when enhancing the utilization of public
expenditures. Initiatives which serve to address such issues musi be given greater
consideration, particularly in light of increasing government fiscal restraint, and an
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increasing public consciousness of the need to reduce (over)consumption of resources.

' A willingness to cooperate, particularly on behalf of the school system, is key to
developing school facilities which have the ability to continue to be community resources
regardless of student enrolment levels.

4.4.1 Summary

Clearly, the possibilities for school-community integration a¡e virtually unlimited. Arising

from this chapter may be the desire to place one or more of the concepts explored into a

definite category of recyclable integrity. More realistically, however, would be to place

each concept within a range of recyclable potential. Given that the process and extent of

functional and structural integration regarding each concept can so widely vary, a range is

most applicable (Figure 3).

Figure 3.: Recyclable Potential of school-community Integration conceptss
(Source: Author)
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The potential exists, conceptually at least, that each of the school-community integration

examples may give school facilities the ability to readily serve multiple needs. However, as

previously noted, the deciding factor rests with the process and extent of both the

functional and structural integration between schools and communities, and establishes a

critical pre-condition for increasing a given school facility's recyclable poæntial.

The concept with the greaæst potential to facilitate a school facility's ability to read.ily serve

multiple needs is the Community/School. This too is limited, though, as a resulr of its
pennanent structure and function being determined at the outset. This may serve to negate

the facility's ability to accommodate change.

The key components to be considered in building a framework for planning school facilities

that are able to readily serve multiple needs are:

1. willingness to cooperate

2. frameworks for encouraging collaboration

3. establishing creative parrrerships

4- flexibility in design in order to accommodate additionaValternative uses for schools
5. administrative and planning processes to facilitate the change over the long term
6. ongoing analysis of changing community needs

7 . enhancing the utilization of public expenditures

In order to now take the points listed above and lay out a strategy for planning school

facilities that are able to readily serve multiple needs, one must be aware of how schools are

presently being planned and developed. This leads us to Chapter 5, "school Facility

Planning and Development."
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CHAPTER 5

SCHOOI, FACILITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Introduction

Decisions faced by school boards regarding planning for school facility developmens fall

into one of four categories:

1) renovating existing facilities for either expanded or alternative uses;

2) acquiring nearby space for existing facitiry expansion;

3) building a new school complex within the already built-up area or in a developing
area; and,

4) "moth-balling" or closure and disposition of surplus school space.

These categories have remained consistent over time for the general planning and

development of schools. However, the needs of schools today (and indeed society at

large) continue to evolve, suggesting that the way we plan and develop schools must also

evolve. In order to articulate a strategy for school facility planning and development which

applies sustainable development principles, it is imperative to discuss the status of present

school facility planning and developmenl

This chapter provides an overview of the processes for planning schools in the

contemporary and Manitoba contexts.6 The intent is to identify the cental elements in the

processes' and the extent these elements constrain or support sustainable school facility

planning. In conclusion, this discussion will provide a directive for action in achieving

sustainable school faciliry planning, and is elaboraæd on in the following chapter.

6AI detailed reference in ttris chapær to school faciliry planning is primarily based upon thar of the
province of Manitoba and the Winnipeg School Diviiión No. tl Tire inæni is nor ro scrutin izæ any
particularjurisdiction for any preconceived agenda, but rather, to provide qpecific examples of schól facility
planning in tf¡e Manitoba contexl
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5.2 The Anatyticat Context

Chapter 2 indicated that the application of sustainable development principles implies rhat

school facilities must be managed for the long term, taking into account their possible

present and future value. Reiterating points from Chapter 2 informs the analytical context

for this chapter.

The Manitoba Round Table on Environment on Economy (1990, #1) defined their

guidelines for sustainable development as: proper resource management and allocation

together with incentives and disincentives to encourage efficient use of resources;

encourage and provide opportunity for consultation and meaningful public participation

in decision-making processes; understanding and respect for differing economic and

social values, traditions and objectives is necessary to manage our common resources;

access to adequate information, refining and improving our environmental and

economic information base; integrated decision-making and planning, it must be

open, cross-sectoral and relevant to long-term implications; and development and use of

substitutes for scarce resources where it is environmentally and economically viable.

Based upon sustainable development principles and guidelines, the Manitoba Round tabl!

on Environment and Economy (1990, #2) also established objectives and developed

recommendations regarding institutional change in the public sector. It was noted that the

province has a number of relevant roles to play in enabling sustainable development in the

public sector. Of the roles and associated objectives and recommendations of the

Government document "Towa¡ds Institutional Change in the Manitoba public Sector"

(1990' #2), seven roles for the provincial government are directly applicable to school

facility planning:
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- Provincial polirical leaders, re€ves' mayors and school Eustees must take an active leadership role in pursuing
th9. leeded changes to sustainable development not only in sociery but also in those puuti" i*rirorions forwhich they have ultimare responsibility.

- If public institutions are to conduct thei¡ activities in a sustainable manner, then laws must be amended toincorporate sustainable developmenl public instiu¡tions must be simitarty mandarcd,- The Premier and Minisæri ersure existing and future t"*r pto-oí", incorporate and make functionalsustainable development.
- The Premier ensure all public instiurúons have mandates and responsibilities for sustainable development.- The Premier enact new legislation to ensure inægrated resource ma¡agement, planning and conservation andintegrated environmental, development and land use reviews.

- Manitoba must ensure the structure of the public sector supports sustainable development and ensure agencieshave internal structures-for implementing sustainable airi,"roptn""t- 
--Ttris 

will'redl; r¡¿|. Localgovernment, school boa¡ds, and health organizations evaluate thãir strucrures from a ,uìair,"bl" developmentperspective.

- (Public-sector) Managers must ensure that reso !rce: av.ajlable are integratd coordinated and operate withinsystems that require sustainable choices be made. This will require that .-. . (:the province'rl È**ítlr" Councilensure public seclor institutions have sustainable,development missions, rotes, gãats-á"ã-"t¡""tires andmanagement systems which are coordinated and _integrated; (the) Treasury Bãard support" sustainabledevelopment in a¡eas of budgeøry planning, national,accãundng,'acóuntability *d ;"po;;;-sysiemr; lana¡Minisærs and senior managers eniur" comfliance with sustainaËL á"""rop*""L in areas of ãecísion making,planning, organizarion, and budgeting,

- Manitoba must ensure public sector administrative policies comply with the principles and guidelines ofsust'in-able development and rhat public sector adminisúative policies ánd procedure, ,rå ,nir,i-¿Jd, inægratedand effective in support of sustainable development.

The Premier establish a "Greater Manitoba Development Policy" which: (among others) establishes anintegraæd approach to delivery of public sewices.

Ministers must encourage awareness of, and cooperal-ion in the development and delivery of information
Programs on sustainable development' Ministers establish information -åhattirms .r,a prog'r*n, io facilitarepublic parriciparion in decision making.

It is essential that the above points are kept in mind as discussion focuses on present school

facility planning.
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5.3 Central Planning Elements

There are generally acknowledged school facility planning and developmenr pracrices in the

sparse contemporary literature on this topic. A general framework for school facility

planning can be identified consisting of the following categories: Long-range planning;

Educational Specifîcations; Site Planning; Space Planning; Financial planning; physical

Development; and, Occupancy and Post-occupancy Procedures. This framework guides a

brief description of the processes for planning schools in the contemporary and Manitoba

contexts, and is included in Appendix 5 (p. 130). Gleaned in parr from these details is the

overall school facility-related planning processes of the Winnipeg School Division No.1

(Figure 4, p. 7l), and the extent of involvement of the City of V/innipeg (Figure 5, p.72)

and the Province of Manitoba (Figure 6,p.73).

As illustrated in Figures 4 through 6, the actual planning of school facilities primarily

occurs at the school division level. The province serves primarily as an approval and

funding body; while municipal involvement is primarily regulatory in nature.

Two central elements can be identified from the description in Appendix 5 (p. 130);

although they are not mutually exclusive. As will become evident, each central element has

aspects which either constrain or support sustainable school facility planning.

The first central element of the planning process is the Facilities Review at the school

division level. Through an annual audit of facilities at the school d.ivision level, this review

serves to inform and, if at all possible, perpetuate the status quo (i.e. continued use of the

unifunctional building stock). The review of all division schools considers enrolment

statrstics, program overviews, and general facility cond.itions. It is the mechanism which

assists the division in deærmining the extent of reaction needed to plan for any identified
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Figure 4: School Fagili¡ies Planning process - winnipeg School Division No. I
(Source: Author)
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Figure 5: school Facilities Planning Process - Municipar Involvement
(Source: Author)
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Figure 6: School Facilities Planning Process - Provincial Iævel Involvement
(Source: Auttror)
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problems with respect to facilities utilization; whether or not the reaction demands minor

attention, or major organizational change, to ameliorate the identified problems.

If problems of under or over-utilization are identified by the review, the division reacts to

address them. If minor changes by division administration will not solve them, a Facilities

Review Committee is established by the school board to involve the community and school

division in developing an appropriate reaction. Major organizational changes, such as

reorganizing programs, manipulation of student populations, and pupil transportation

schemes, are sought here in an effort to solve the problem. If unsuccessful, under-

utilization of school space may lead to closing a facility and disposing of the property (i.e.

sell, lease, demolish, "mothball"); while over utilization may lead to structural changes (i.e.

renovation of existing buildings and/or new construction). In the case of structural

changes, these must be prioritized annually in a division's Five-Year Capital Building Plan.

It is clear that the Faciliúes Review Process, which serves to inform the division of

facilities' conditions, is positive, and would undoubtedly offer support to sustainable

school facility planning; but that it serves as a central planning element results in a

reactionary planning approach, which is, at the same time, a consfraint to sustainable

school facility planning.

As a result of the reactionary approach, the continuing use of school facilities as community

resources is unnecessarily threatened. Apart f¡om the democraticatly elected school board

members' involvement in the planning process, more rigorous formal involvement of the

community to plan for changes in facility use is only sought after a facility has been

designated "under revie\ry." Such a designation indicates the need for intense scrutiny of a

facility's operations, requiring the school board to establish a Facilities Review Committee.

All efforts to deal with the problems are, for the most part, kept to the purview of the
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school division. Efforts to involve (integrate) other agencies in planning and decision-

making appear to be, at best, a final option (apart from relatively minor involvement of
municipal parks and recreation deparunents); certainly not a consideration during initial

planning and design.

This is not to imply that the school system is not accessible to the public. It suggests that

divisions lack encouragement and support to be innovative in their planning and design of

schools. This is particularly evident given the possibility of declining numbers of school-

age children in a school's catchment area and the likely consequence of facitity

obsolescence. However, if more direct and meaningful participation can be rallied, as it

often is, to address specific problems, it should be possible to maintain from initial

planning and design onwa¡d.

For instance, the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 makes an earnest effort to consult with

palents and community residents regarding activities of the school division. When a school

is being built, altered, added to, or demolished and disposed of, community members are

consulted. However, regarding pre-architectural planning - the area of critical importance

in establishing the pre-conditions which will either serve to encourage or prohibit a given

facility's long-term, overall flexibility and adaptability (see Chapter 4) in response ro

changing community needs, more information and broader public discussion about long-

term potential community needs in relation to public facility development musr take place.

Another pertinent point to note here is that the Winnipeg School Division No. I is

progressing in the area of increasing the utilization of resources by supporting the

development of Community Schools, in addition to their recent discussions of "School-

Based Decision-Making." They define School-Based Decision-Making as "a process

which allows decisions to be made centrally and at the school level in order to assist
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schools and the Division in the achievement of stated goals" (1992: p. 1). However, no

mention is made of what this may mean for facility planing and development, presumably

because the prime focus of this process is directed at the educational program; with linle

thought given to any changes in school facility planning and development.

The second central element of the planning process is the allocation of capital support from

Manitoba Education and Training's Public Schools Finance Board (PSFB). The allocation

of capital support requires that each division annually submit a Five-Yea¡ Capital Building

Plan. Again, as indicated in Appendix 5 (p. 130), the Five-Year Plan is a positive fearure,

and an opportunity for school divisions to identify and project their capital facilities needs -

new construction, renovation, additions anüor replacements, in reaction to their annual

Facilities Review. Divisions are expected to update this Plan annually to reflect priorities.

The PSFB then priorizes all school divisions' project requesrs relative to provincial Capiral

Support Program criteria, and available finances in a given year. If a particular project is

successful in acquiring a "Ministerial Award," a division is authorized to retain an a¡chitect

to proceed with design and physical development (Government of Manitoba, lgg1, #Z).

V/hen a new school is identified as desirable, as a result of a Facilities Review, proposals

are included in a Five Year Plan. Through the PSFB's Capital Support program, cost-

shared rurangements are allowed (only the specific school's space in the ¿uïangement is

supported), although this is not encouraged over conventional school facilities (facilities

primarily for perrnanent use by school-age children). Simply providing an opporrunity to

potentially receive funding for the school component of cost-shared facilities, is much

different than encouragrng, and then faciliøting, the planning and development of inter-

agency' cost-shared facilities. In this regard, the Capital Support Program acts as more of

a consüaint than support for any innovation associated with sustainable school facility

planning.
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Moreover, apart from the one positive element where day care facilities can be funded when

approved by the province in a capital building plan, the PSFB does not suppon or

encourage any other community-pqpose facilities to be cooperatively planned and designed

in association with schools. To this end, the view could be supported that with this lack of
encouragement, and no provincial level enabling mechanisms to facilitate cross-sectoral

cooperation, the life of the Five-Year Plan is ultimately discouraged from any innovation

associated with the promotion of sustainable school facility planning. It could also be

argued that it is much easier for a division to continue with present practices of building

unifunctional facilities with linle attention given to ensuring their continuing use as

community resources. Any innovations requiring significant cross-sectoral integration

would demand unreasonable amounts of time and effort by division personnel, ultimately

having a negative financial impact on them. In addition, in the present context there is

potential that innovative plans may require a greater effort by the PSFB to approve and

determine support for. Such instances may result in a division being at a d"isadv antage

when competing with traditional project proposals in seeking to be ranked a priority by the

PSFB in order to receive capital project funding in a given year.

Further perpetuating the lack of attention to long-term, integrated planning is the fact that,

in order to warrant the expenditure, the PSFB only requires that a division wishing to build

a school be able to justify that it will remain in active use fo¡ a minimum of five years. The

structure of planning for facilities at the PSFB level seems weighted in favour of
consideration of growth-oriented expenditures (consumption of resources); in opposition to

conservation and more efficient use of resources in the best interest of a given community.

In reality, the above PSFB policy acts as a disincentive to any notion of applying

sustainable development principles to school facility planning.

Facilities
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support, is significant and sustained community involvement as it relates to the long-term

planning and utilization of facilities. Regarding the always possible event of declining

en¡olments and possible non-school-use conversion or facility closure, having meaningful

community involvement as a standard planning characteristic would go a Iong way toward

achieving sustainable facility planning. This is parricularly evident when problems arise

and a division, without such a standard characteristic, is forced to react as best it can to

keep facilities operating; again, further hightighting the reactionary and restrictive planning

milieu divisions a¡e faced with.

Clearly, the process for allocating finances to build schools not only impacts how those

facilities are determined to be needed, but what type of facility is built. Since no incentives

are given to school divisions to ensure that facilities be able to remain as continuing

community resources regardless of the level of school-age children in a given area (thus

requiring, as a central planning element, a greater degree of innovation and inter-agency

collaboration at the outset of a new school facility), the situation of having a Facilities

Review serve as a central planning element has developed into an acceptable practice.

Furthermore, lack of attention to the long-term implications of possible changing

community needs perpetuates deveþment of the traditional, accepted unifunctionat facility

with unnecessarily high potential for obsolescence.
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5.4 Directive for Action

5.4.1 Opportunities, and the Wilt to Change

V/ith respect to planning and development of school facilities, school divisions are

essentially 'creatutts' of the province. School boa¡ds are required under c1¡ïent legislation

"to determine the number, kind, grades, and description of schools to be established and

maintained" (Manitoba Education and Training, 1991, #1). However, it is the province's

Public Schools Finance Board (PSFB) who controls the funding, and, therefore (apart

from the divisions' prioritized Five Year Plan for capital facilities), it is ultimately the

province who also controls capital facility developmenl One may wish to say here that it is

the role of the province, then, that must be first to change in this regard if any real change is

to be accrued; (this is supported by the roles that the Government of Manitoba has outlined

for itself with respect to activating sustainable development in public sector institutions). It

is clear that political will is undoubtedly the most significant sogrce to d¡ive susrainable

development in any comprehensive and meaningful fashion.

Through the Capital Support Program, the PSFB does make allowance to potentially fund

the school component of cost-shared space. Presumably then, it is also the school

division, municipal goveriment and other local level agencies providing services who have

key roles to play in the development of sustainable school facilities. However, with

education as a provincial responsibility, the application of sustainable development

principles to school facility planning, is primarily the provincial government's purview to

encourage and support through policy development (provided the political will exists to

take the necessary steps to devolve greater decision-making authority to local level

communities). I-ocally developed initiatives in response to the province's leadership would

then "set the course" for sustainable school facility pianning. This point, regarding

provincial leadership, is consistent with the fotlowing Government of Manitoba goal:
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To ensure sustainable development is embodied in the management
systems, structures and operations of the Public Sector including: eabinet,
cabinet committees, Departments, Agencies, Boards, commiisions and
Crown Corporations (#1: p. 14).

Moreover, it should be noted that it is not so much that the province, as an entity, is the

obstacle to be overcome, but that it is rather tradition and accepted practices of isolated

jurisdictional planning that have to be addressed. In supporr of this, Shils (1981) comes to

a pertinent conclusion:

one of the main reasons_.why what is given by the past is so widely
accepted is that it permits life to move along lines-set anã anticipated from
pas-t experience and thus subtly converts the anticipated into the inevitable
and the inevitable into the acceptable (p. 198).

Therefore, the existence of practices that have outlived their ability to meet the challenges of

the day provides opportunities to embrace new and innovative constructs. To this end,

opportunities to promote sustainable school facility planning abound within the present

context of school facility planning. The development of the Five-Year Plan by the PSFB in

the early 1980's, for example, was a significant and positive step forward for school

facility planning in Manitoba. Now, a decade later, time has come to take another step

forward; a bigger step than ever before, in support of sustainable school facility planning.

Diligent cooperation at the Provincial, Municipal and School Division (and Board) levels

with each other and additional public and private agencies is absolutely necessary for any

real success in our move toward sustainable development.

5.4.2 Barriers to Achieving Change

It must be acknowledged that coordination is more easily tatked about than achieved. The

present lack of coordination is a result of the "balkanized" structure of governments which

precludes the level of inter-agency cooperation and integration needed to more efficiently

use our school facility resources to be continuing community resources. Hence, we come
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full circle, back to looking at the province as being the driving force behind facilitating

community driven, sustainable school facility planning.

Unquestionably, in order for authorities associated with school facilities planning to

activate sustainable planning, their attitudes which often lead them to protect their own

"turf ' must be overcome. The luxury no longer exists for public revenues to be distributed

to independent public agencies in order for them to then independently proceed with

attempting to address the very same public interest. If perceptions exist that somehow the

school system (as well as all public agencies) will be able to proceed with all of their

accepted practices, regardless of the escalating pressure on fiscal resources, not to mention

the growing concern for the (over) consumption of physical resources, they are sorely

mistaken.

Resulting from the discussion in this chapter, it is clear that greater opportunities for

community-pu{pose facilities to be considered in conjunction with school facilities must

become an objective of not only the relevant educational jurisdictions, but of government in

general. A prescription for action implies challenges at both the provincial and local levels

to overcome the barriers to change. Those barriers are: lack of an appropriate planning

milieu to encourage and reward innovation and integrated planning; as well as lack of
adequate processes for causing and sustaining meaningful change in this regard.

Unquestionably, the levels of challenge a¡e intertwined to the point where they are, for all

intents and purposes, inseparable. More specifically they relate to: the relationship between

community needs (educational and others) and how the varying jurisdictions plan to

address them; the relationship between school divisions and the Department of Education's

PSFB as the allocator of capital support; the administrative processes of school divisions

regarding facilities planning and development, and numerous community planning and

human service-related agencies (included in this is the level of direct participation by local
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communities in decision-rnaking ); as well as traditional authoritarion school architecture.

5.4.3 Decision-making and Locat Communities

It is only through integrated planning at all levels, coupled with locally based decision-

making, that the planning and design of school facilities can hope to become sustainable -

to be able to change in use with the changing needs of the community. As noted by the

Ontario Legislative Assembly (1975),integrated planning could help in a number of ways

to: "avoid duplication of facilities; provide multi-purpose, flexible facilities; improve

utilization of existing facilities; (and,) make community services more accessible" (p. l7).

Although, without significant sharing of decision-making abilities by the province to the

school divisions, and school divisions to community residents, in reality, necessary change

toward sustainable development will undoubtedly never reach its full potential.

As previously mentioned, sharing of decision-making capacities is critical. However, as

Hodge (1986) stated, "While participation of community memben in their governmenr (and

associated jurisdictions) is applauded in principle, it is not always so in actuality" (p. 35i).

Varying degrees of participation exist depending upon the disposition of those wirh the

decision-making control. Arnstein's "Ladder of Citizen Participation" (Hod.ge, 19g6)

(Figure 7, p. 83) discerns eight levels of participation, "each corresponding to the degree to

which citizens could share power in government decision-making" (p.352).

The diagram in Figure 7 is quite self-explanatory. The fi¡st two rungs describe ,,non-

panicipation," and are ways of avoiding sharing power by informing and persuading
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Figure 7: Arnstein's "Ladder of Citizen Participation"
(Source: Hodge, 1986)
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citizens of essentially already-decided upon courses of action in order to obtain their

support.

The middle three rungs describe moderate participation in decision-making control.

Citizens are given inforrnation and asked for their opinions on particular issues. Their

opinions may or may not be used by those who are still in control of the decision-making.

The top th¡ee leveis illusraæ increasing degrees of sharing planning decision-making. It is
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at this level where planning (for both communities and their school facilities) musr operare

if meaningful change toward sustainability is to be achieved. Moreover, the extent of

isolated jurisdictional planning fi.rrther exacerbates the shift toward inter-agenc y, cinzen-

sha¡ed planning.

When Humphrey Carver (1962) wrote of the school being "a focus of community life and

an essential element of the Town Centre" (p. 84) (see Chapter 3) for Canadian cities, he too

recognized the fragmentation of city building. Carve/s observations appeff to parallel the

beginnings of growth in questions being asked of our societal direction. Moreover, this

growing public consciousness, characteristic of the 1960's, is consistent with the large

scale promotion of Community Education (including increased spending on education in

general) (see Chapter 2) as a means toward achieving a better quality of life. Somehow

planning authorities (for both communities and schools) appear to have forgotten key

elements of the philosophies which sought to create more humane living environments. So

often today we develop cities without attempting to make a modern application of the

philosophies which form the roots planning. Howard, Stein, Wright and perry, for

example, would undoubtedly be addressing any criticisms of their plans and modifying

them to address the dynamics of modern urban living. Furthermore, patrick Geddes'

(1949) ideas of "seeing things whole" continue to grow in pertinence to the processes of

community building. Why are our present practices not being questioned to the extent

necessary to bring real change? Why are our schools no longer the focal points for

communities, helping to tie communities together?

To this end, Carver (1962) came to a pertinent conclusion in his analysis of the city:

New advenrures i.n city-building await us. we may again find out how to
make excellent plac.eq 

_to be remembered with waím-affection. wr *uy
discover new andrivid expression of the purposes of liie, rhe-puiruil of
knowledge, and the confrõntation of rrieir¿j and st arrgerr. but th"r"
adventures will come only to those who a¡e bold enougî to ¿euise ne*
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political processes to achieve those ends, in a way that fits our time andplace. This is the essential creative art of local politics: to nu$ure each new
community tþu-gh its period of growth and finally ú"*hl; uoãn'trr"
experience of self-government. This is the centrai 

"rJ.tiu" "ðiìn tn"politics, the planning, and the architecrure . . . 1p- iZO¡.

Sustainable planning and development will lead us in the right direction, but only if our
present decision-makers are true to its principles, particularly in reference to providing local

level ownership in the official planning arenas. Undoubtedly, the order of change pointed

to throughout this thesis regarding school facility planning and development, however, is

only a small fraction of the systemic change on the horizon.

Policy recommendations to affect change in bringing about susrainable school facilities

planning is the focus of the following chapter. Challenges pertain to both the provincial

and local levels, and fall into three bnoad categories: planning; facilitation; and financing.
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CHAPTER 6

THE CHALLENGE OF PLANNING
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOL FACILITIES

','We are witnessing a growíng trend toward íntegration. Boundaríes are
beginning to crunble. Work, scltool and home are no longer clearly
sepqrate as the growth in part-tíme studies, adults ín hígh schools,
worþlace day care and løme-basedbusiness illustate."

Buildíng a Solíd Fomdartonfor Our Furure -
A Strategic Plan l99I-lao6. Manttoba
Eùtcation andTraíníng, I99l; p.4.

"The real world of ínterloclced economíc and ecologícal systems will not
clønge; the policíes and ínstitutions concented mtul."

Our Common Future.World Commíssíon on
Environrnent and Development, 1987; p. 30.

". . . to consíder the desírable in the light of the possible, (compels) the
making of choices."

Provídíng lor Future C hange : Adaptabilíty
and Flexibilit.v í,n School Buílding.
Organizaion for Economic C o-operatíon and
Development, 1976 ; p. 103.

6.L Introduction

If the credo that "form follows function" is true, then our decision-making systems and

institutional frameworks must adjust substantively to reflect sustainable thinking @erks and

Tyler, 199T). Indeed, in order to plan school facilities to have the ability to meet presenr

needs, while retaining the ability to change to meet future needs, necessitates significant

reform. The objective of this chapter is to articulate the decision-making and institutional

functions needed to reflect sustainable thinking regarding planning and development of

school facilities.
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The time for change is upon us. AII forms of planning and development will not escape the

'magnifying glass' of the necessary efforts to activate sustainable development. Society is

just reaching the edge of the overall challenge, tryrng to make sense of it in light of our past

and present circumstances. Our schools are caught-up in this 'web' of challenge, revealing

their inabilities and inadequacies, as well as offering bold new opportunities for change.

As we learn how to apply sustainable development to societal dynamics, society too will

continue to evolve. Clearly, as discussed in Chapter 2 in ærms of a paradox, the challenge,

in its most specific context, lies in the "separated relationship" between the school and the

community. Moreover, Friedmann was also cited in Chapter 2, noting that all planning and

development must be carried out by processes of continual, mutual learning between all

involved - through processes in opposition to "top down" planning. In such a state, one

might conclude that "change" will be the only constant variable, requiring planning and

development to be considered as evolving processes.

In response to Chapter 2's conclusions, discussion in Chapter 3 highlighted a sampling of

planning ideas and concepts which promote closer association, or integration, between the

structure and function of schools and their surrounding communities. Numerous examples

informed the contextual relationship between community planning and school facilities

planning; demonstrating how schools have had greater utility to a community than as

single-use facilities for the education of children. Chapter 3 concluded with a note of

speculation about the type and degree of school-community inter-relationships possible, in

addition to posing the following question. What is the optimal and specific prototype for a

school-community facility ¿urangement?

To this end, Chapter 4 discussed specific concepts which promote some form of enhanced

"inter-connectedness" between schools and communities. Concepts were analyzed for their

ability to continue as community resources regardless of change in the level of school-age
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children in the areas they served (i.e. to be sustainable). From this, a number of lessons

were gleaned pointing towa¡d reforms related to the barriers of achieving: sharing between

present sectoral jurisdictions; innovative and flexible school facility planning, design and

administrative structures; and ongoing analysis, and means of addressing changing

community needs. Chapter 5 strengthened this discussion by providing details and

analysis of overall school facility planning processes, again pointing toward reforms both

in addition to and consistent with those noted in chapter 4.

It was noted that ba¡riers to long-term functional use of spaces, given the likelihood of
change to a community's needs for space, would require particular functions of educational

and community service jurisdictions in order for them to be overcome. Such functions

should lend themselves to optimizing the long-term functional use of school facilities

through enhanced cooperation between the varying jurisdicions providing services

(educational and other) to communities. More specifically, through integrated and

coordinated planning at the provincial and local levels, coupled with locally based decision-

making, planning and development of schools can become sustainable - to readily serve

multiple community needs. Increasing the functional use of space through cooperation

should work toward: avoiding duplication of facilities; providing multi-purpose, flexible

facilities; improving use of existing facilities; and, making coûrmunity services more

accessible (Ontario lægislative Assembly, lg7 S).

Chapter 6 is organized a¡ound a series of policy recommendations impacting the function of
those provincial and local jurisdictions associated wirh school facility planning. policies

are discussed in order of their importance to the overall planning of sustainable school

facilities. This discussion serves to provide a synthesis of the various enabling elements

needed to achieve sustainable planning and development of school facilities, and, is an

opporh¡nify to articulate specific details of the contexts associaæd with each policy.
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6.2 Framework for Action

There are two levels of planning to be d.iscussed. As previously noted, changes must occur

at both the provincial level and at the local (school board and community) level. Both

levels have three broad, inter-dependent functions, all lending themselves to more local,

integrated planning and decision-making. These functions are: planning; faciliøtion; and

fÏnancing. An overview of this "framework for action" is illustrated in Figure g (p. 9l),
and is followed with explanatory notes. The delineation of these levels and thei¡ functions

becomes more evident as we proceed.

6.2.1 Policy Recommendations

1) Provincial Level

Given that the province has formal jurisdiction over education, changes impacting the

planning of school facilities must first occur at that level. Any discussion of how to
facilitate innovative school and community partnerships to ensure that schools are planned

to meet present needs, while retaining the ability to meet future needs in the event of
change, requires a serious coordinated effort. Since the provincial government is also

responsible for funding most human/social-service related initiatives, cooperation to

facilitate integration through school and community-purpose facilities requires that a

definite position of leadership to begin this process of change be taken by the province.

To that end, the Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy (1990, #2) noted in

their Sustainable Development series of documents, that the P¡emier must assume overall
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leadership by: "implementing sustainable development in the public sector, having

sustainable development as the basis of public policy, and having a provincial sustainable

development strategy and code of ethics" (p. v).

a) Planning

The objective of the planning function of the province should be to establish a sustainable

development mandate aimed at provincial level planning associated \¡/ith developing school

facilities. More specifically, Manitoba Education and Training shoutd develop a long-range

facilities planning snategy.T This strategy should not attempt to determine rhe specific

facilities needs of the entire province. Instead, work should be carried out in: gathering

infonnation associated with public facilities resources in school divisions; demographic

trend analysis; articulating facilities-related issues of general concern to the school system;

and enhancing the general understanding of community needs in relation to long-term

planning of school facilities. Simply put, education should be considered within the

context of other social needs. This would also establish a formal link between the province

and urban and rural municipal planning jurisd.ictions.

In this regard, the province's role should be to serve an information gathering and advisory

capacity for local area planning; and, as part of an inter-deparnnental initiative, identify

existing and potential services and programs which may be possible to inægrate with any

new school facilities. Although the province presently does a great deal of work carrying

out demographic and relaæd statistical analysis, many d.ivisions also spend a lot of time on

this task. The collection and processing of demographic and related statistical dara, in

conjunction with a locally determined inventory of public facilities resources and

TAlthough Manitoba Educæion and Trainiing publish a Srraægic plan (Manitoba Educar.ion and Trainilflg,L'rt,ÍL. 
, itconsistsofvery

general goals. No specific mention is made in this "Plan" of ptan"itrg fot school facilities.
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PoLrcY RECOMMENDATION - l. The Minister of Education and

Training should, in consultation with school divisions and other relevant
jurisdictions, establish enhanced provincial level mechanisms to consider

education within the context of other social needs - gather and coordinate

school planning-related data, and carry out issue and trend analysis

relevant to long-term, integrated facility planning, in order to develop

long-range plans at the provincial level.

communiry needs, could together forrn an integral part of the "back-bone" of community

development strategies. Therefore, it is recommended that:

The second function of the province should be to establish a "climate" in order to facilitate

sustainable school facitity planning. More specifically: policy guidelines which require that

This policy is consistent with action that Manitoba Education and Training (lggl, #Z)

identified as necessary to ensure they have the capacity to implement their Strategic plan.

' Development of an effective information technology system and
coordinated data bank. This project will provide móre íimetv an¿
relevant information about the state of our edücation system <p.2d).

Identified in this plan is the initiative of sustainable development. It was noted thar:

The Deparunent will play a vital role in this initiative and will:

' Provide leadershi-p and ensu¡e th-e concept of sustainable development is
integrated into all aspects of educational programmingunlã!óirion-
making.

' Participate effectively in the province-wide dialogue towards a
sustainable 

- 
development srratðgy for Manitoba. "rnis inciu¿es

supporting the. development of va¡ious components of this provincial
strategy (p.25).

b) Facilitating
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sustainability is given paramount consideration when planning schools; mechanisms to

ensure inter-departmental cooperation; and, to facilitate easy access to information and

resources for communities to engage in orderly planning and decision-making regarding

school facilities development

In order to ensure that Manitoba Education and Training has the capacity to implement their

curent strategic plan, they describe a second action (also relevant to this thesis) which is

intended to be carried out:

' Continued development of the evolving concept of "partnership" and
enhancement of the working relationship with thè broadler community.

In order to create a "climate" to facilitate sustainable school facility planning, it is
recommended that:

POLICY RECOMMENDATION -

establish an "Inter-departmental

agencies most directly involved in

and other community services.

2. The Premier of Manitoba should

Advisory Board'r of those Provincial

facilitating the delivery of educational

An Inter-departmental Advisory Boards would consist of numerous jurisdictions; for

example: Education and Training; Urban Affairs; Rural Development; Social Services;

Health; Economic Development; and Transportation. The leadership role with respecr to

planning school facilities would best be served by the PSFB of Manitoba Education and

Training. The extent to which supportive roleS would be played by the various

deparrnents would depend on the differing requirements of each community. It is the

provincial level which should facilitate locally determined, innovative school planning to

SThe genesis for this idea c¿me from a personal discussion with Mr. kvin Brunas, Di¡ector of Facilities
P_lanning, Saskatchewan Education, November 25rh,1992. Mr. Brunas participæes in a similar Infer-
departmental mechanism in Saskatchewan.
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add¡ess a wide array of social needs. This is a particularly important action for inner-city

communities where families and children experience many hardships in their day-to-day

survival; hardships that a¡e absolutely unnecessary in our affluent society. A coordinated

effort is fundamental to addressing the multi-dimensional problems many inner-city

families face. Schools could offer a common ground to provide services for inner-city

children, as well as to the community.

The Inter-departmental Advisory Board would also act as a catalyst for the development of
"Total Community Resource Plans" to serve local level planning and decision-making.

Total Community Resource Planning is characterized by action where all public resources

located within a geo-political a¡ea (facilities, funds, agency and human expertise) are

cooperatively used to serye the needs of a given community. In essence, it is "the complete

coordination of the infrastructure of the community" (Earthman, 1986: p. 4) (Append_ix 6,

p. fi$. In this context, an Inter-departmental Advisory Board could facilitate local

innovations for planning and ongoing use of facilities (school and other) to more effectively

address locally defined needs.

In Chapter 5 it was emphasized that present planning guidelines used by Manitoba

Education and Training (PSFB) give practically sole priority to school designs for formal

education of children. To this end, it is recommended that:

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 3. The criteria established by Manitoba

Education and Training for the approval of school facility development

proposals should reflect the principles of sustainable development,

considering community needs today (educational and other) while not

inhibiting the abitity to accommodate cha community needs.
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The intent here is not to make the provision of formal education facilities for children less

important, but rather to increase the attention given to other community needs when

planning and designing school facilities. Given that schools are a significant cha¡acteristic

of a community's identify and ongoing, overall development, and the inevitable change

over the long-term of a school's local community's needs, planning and design

considerations must be given to a wide range of community services and programs when

building new school facilities.

Implied here is that the function and structure of a given school facility, with the objective

of achieving its continued use as a community resource regardless of the level of school-

age children in the area being seryed, is able to facilitate ongoing community change. More

specifically, schools should be planned and designed for the possibility of a dynamic

process of ongoing integration of varying uses, should the need for functional changes

arise.

Although most of the discussion of sustainable school facility planning is directed at new

facilities needs, the reality remains that an existing school may reach a point where it is

determined a surplus, or obsolete for the formal education of children (due to deterioration,

antiquated design characteristics, etc.) As noted in Chapter 5, processes are in place to

provide school divisions with guidelines for closing schools and disposing of surplus

properties. At the same time, oppornrnities are available for local communities to a¡ticulate

how they may be able to use surplus space. However, as was also noted in Chapter 5,

determining alternatives for surplus space and soliciting community input, is often too little

too late. Therefore, in conjunction with the aforementioned recommendations, it is further

recommended that:
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POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 4. Maniroba Education

processes for the closure of schools and disposition of

space, should be changed to give greater priority to the

school facilities as communiúy resources, in order to meet

needs in cooperation with the school division and other

community service .iurisdictions.

and Training's

surplus school

continuance of

Iocally defined

municipal and

With the above recommendations in place, a mechanism is needed to coordinate the various

jurisdictions at the local level. A vehicle such as a Community Councilg offers a great deal

of promise. The Community Council (or some variation of the idea) should include

representation by the local school division, other community service and planning agencies,

and broad representation of community members. The specifÏc role, participatory

guidelines, and extent of partnership of such a mechanism should not attempt to be

determined, as circumstances in each community will differ. The province, school boards,

and municipal councils should facilitate local communities to determine these parameters.

To this end, it is recommended that:

This "vehicle" should also be a significant partner in an overall Strategic Community

Development Plan.

9chapter 2 noteÃ the idea of Commun-ity Councils. These Councils, intent on mobilizing various local
resources needed for theprosecution of tl¡e First tilorld \Va¡, found the school o be a nauräl meeting place
@erry and Williams, I93l:4142). The idea surfaced again in the Province of Ona¡io (1975) as a
mechanism o coordinate community involvement in decisions regarding the use of school faóilities for
educ¿tional and ofher community purposes.

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 5. The Minisrer

Training should require school boards to establish

"vehicles" for community ownership in the ptannÍng

facilities for educational and other community needs.

of Education and

and maintain local

and use of school
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However, before integration can be encouraged and facilitated through local level

participation and decision-making, the fiscal enabling framework must exist.

c) Financing

The third function of the province should be to create a fiscal framework to enable

communities to achieve sustainable school facility planning and developmenr. This

financing function should include: coordination of community service agencies, capital

expenditure resources; and, the application of sustainability to financial planning

mechanisms for planning and development of school facilities.

Efforts to optimize cost-efñciency for the provision of community service facilities must be

considered an objective. To realize this at the locat level in planning school facilities, it is
recommended that:

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 6. The premier of Manitoba shoutd

secure the inclusion of Inter-departmental budgetary mechanisms which
can support sustainable development, encouraging inter_agency planning
and design of school facitities that are able to readily serve a multitude of
community needs.

Inter-departmental budget provisions associated with development of schools and other

local community services would provide the PSFB with an avenue to approve and support

school facilities which can readily serve multiple needs. This thesis has suggested in

numerous instances that planning and design of school facilities has been dominated by the
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needs of formal education for children, typically srving little attention to wider community

educational and other program needs. This is not to refute or belittle the effo¡ts many

school divisions make in opening their doors for a range of community programs. For

example, the Winnipeg School Division No.1 responds to community needs by offering

over forty-five programs and initiatives in schools beyond regular educational

programming (AppendixT, p. 178). However, facilities are primarily constructed for
formal education of children, and thus experience an unnecessarily high level of risk for
premafurs obsolescence.

In the present "climate" of capital support for new school construction, no formal fiscal

mechanisms exist to encourage and facilitate the cooperation necessary for integrated school

planning and design.lo

Chapter 5 outlined that in Manitoba the Capital Support Program of the pSFB requires that

school divisions conform to provinciat guidelines, with the pSFB controling the funding

Ievels of any approved projects. This situation should be changed to provide school

divisions with an annual capital grant. In add.ition, school divisions should have an

opportunity to apply to the Capital Support Program ro compere for any additionally

available funds in a given year, just as they presently do. The only difference in this

situation from the present would be that school divisions, for the most part, would control

their own facilities planning processes, with the province provid.ing opportunities to

compete for additional funds. Therefore, it is recommended that:

]fqr we4iat note on this point, is that the Facilities 
-Planling Branch of Saskatchewan Education gives ahigher priority^for capiøl support to^facility proryql l!!çri*. prn oia¡oint ur" á."rropÃ.nr, and aIower priority for conventioñal, unifunctiona schoot uuil¿ing piJpoã; 6,ft lruin grunasj iersonalCommunication, Nov. 251h, lgg}).
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PoLrcY RECOMMENDATION - 7. The Minisrer of Education and
Training should discontinue the capitar support program of the psFB as

the prímary funding source for the development of school facitities.
Primary funding for school facilities should be provided through an

Annual Capitat Grant based upon a per capita formula to apportion relative
shares to each school division. Equalization grants for school divisions
in greater need of capital resources can then be provided by the CapÍtal
Su ram th its established ures.

This does not mean that school divisions can build any kind of facility they choose. Of
course' the province and development approval jurisdictions will require, as they presently

do, that proposals meet the various educational guidelines, building code and land-use

bylaws. In addition, though, school divisions must be able to justify that their facilities

will readily serve multiple needs, regardless of whether they are using the Annual Capital

Grant or Capital Support program funding.

Such consideration will also require that the provincial grant structure for independent

community-purpose facilities be examined with a view to further developing the necessary

coordination for the funding of school-community-pu{pose facilities. Moreover, the

funding of a whole host of public facilities has potential to be coordinated with the planning

of school facilities.

Chapter 4 described and analyzed five school-community integration concepts, concluding

that facilities with multiple uses as a significant initial objective (most notably were the

Community/School and Everywhere School Concepts) had the greatesr porenrial to change

to readily serve multiple community needs. Thus, recognizing and accepting the dynamics
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of modern urban living and neighbourhood change, and planning to address this change.

Serious implications result from this recommendation regarding the design of school

facilities. Clearly, as noted on many instances in this thesis, facilities must have a stronger

relationship with their local communities if they are to be sustainable. proposed here a¡e

schools which consider multiple uses, in addition to having the structural ability and

flexibility to change ro meet changing community needs.

The implication, as in previous recommendations,

provincial level first, with the varying jurisdicrions

basis, in order for positive results to accrue at the

recommended that:

is that coordination is needed at the

involved in fiscal coordination as the

local level. To this end, it is furrher

PoLrcY RECOMMENDATION - g. The Minister of Education and
Training should ensure that school facility-related funding is not
concerned with distinguishing community use from school use, providing
capital grant support for facilities through Inter-departmental cooperation,
on a 24 hours a day basis, all year lon

clearly, greater fiscal coordination at the provincial level is

sustainable school faciliry planning.

d) Provincial Level Summary

paramount for activating

Three inter-related functions have been articulated, addressing planning, facilitating and

financing school facilities in the provincial context. The overall role for the province here,
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is to establish processes and mechanisms to overcome the barriers to sharing which

prohibit planning of school facilities to serve their communities' long-term needs for space.

Through each of the functions - planning, facilitating, and financing, the intent is for the

province to enable the devolution of control, supporting cooperative exercises to be

detennined and achieved at the local level.

The extent to which these functions are also applicable at the local level, and the processes

and mechanisms associated wittr them, is discussed in the following section.

2) The Local Level

Changes at the provincial level to reahze partnerships for local level facility planning and

development require complementary actions at the local level. The enabling functions

discussed at the provincial level mirror actions associated with planning, facilitating and

financing that should be taken by school divisions and municipal planning aurhorities (see

Figure 8, p. 91).

a) Planning

Chapter 5 noted that the central element in the local level planning process was the Facilities

Review by the school division. Through an annual aud.it of facilities, this review serves ro

infonn and, if at all possible, perpetuate the status quo (i.e. continued use of the building

stock). This was criticized because it results in planning being driven by reactions to

undesirable circrrmstances; in opposition to ongoing incremental planning which serves to

create, and evolve in a parallel fashion with, desirable outcomes.

Planning, facilitation and financing at the provincial level should enable the local
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community, including those providing educational services, to be brought together to

cooperatively address local needs. Therefore, it is recommended that:

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 9. The ptanning of alt future schoots

and community facilities should be a cooperative effort between the public

and separate school boards, municipal councils, public and private

community/human service-related agencies and local community members.

As previously indicated (Chapter 5), school divisions generally have processes in place to

deal with facility utilization, involving parents, residents, and even other agencies from

time to time. It would, then, be advantageous for a school division to facilitate involvement

of other human service delivery agencies in the planning and development of any new

school facilities. Moreover, this would be aformal link with municipal planning agencies

(a link that at present appears rather informal). Regardless of where a new school facility is

being planned, inter-agency involvement is a critical precondition in order for a given

school facility to readily serve multiple needs over the long-term.

There appears to be relatively significant consultation of local residents and other

community service agencies regarding the issues of surplus space, school closure and

disposal of surplus school property. However encouraging this is, it is often too little too

late for many schools to continue as community resources in the face of community

change. Furthermore, research (Valencia, 1984) suggests that the long-term implications

of school closure are complex, and likety to have an adverse impact on associated

communities.

trnvolvement of the community must be maintained throughout the entire planning process -
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from pre-design through the duration of a facilities life-span. In this way circumsrances

which at present might require that a facility be designated "under review,,, requiring

intense scrutiny of it's operational viability and the establishment of a Facilities Review

Comminee (with communiry representation), may be prevented from occurring; in this

event, the school closure and surplus school space disposal processes could potentially

become obsolete. As previously imptied, any success in this regard will require significant

inter-agency coordination. Although, the entire concept of attempting to develop school

facilities to meet existing and potential local community needs, necessitates a clear

articulation of a community's needs and aspirations.

It is here where long-range planning at the provincial level is put to use at the local level in

the development of Total Community Resource Plans, including a Community Needs

Inventory. Therefore, it is recommended that:

PoLrcY RECOMMENDaTION - 10. Municipat councits and schoot

boards should encourage and support the development of Total
Community Resource Plans, including Community Needs fnventories, as

significant elements of rocaily deveroped strategic community
Development Plans.

Essentially being proposed is the placing of the decision-making into the local level, while

placing the advisory role, and demographic and facilities resources-related research and

trend analysis into the provincial level. The intent would be to encourage and enable school

divisions to more actively facilitate the participation of their local communities in the

planning and design of school facilities; while doing so within a broader context of an

overall community development strategy.
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To this end, local communities (both urban and rural) must participate in a process of
"visioning;" a process whereby a community determines where it is, where it seems to be

going, where it wants to go, and how it can get there. This is not only meant to be

meaningful involvement for community representatives, but for individuals and/or groups

which have interests in the area, and/or may be potential partners in any future school

facility developments (Appendix g, p. r79). A community's vision, then, must be

incoqporated into a strategic community development plan (in some rare occasions such an

instrument may to some extent already exist). In addition, the community,s goals must

also be reflected in their school division's Five year capital Building plan.

For an example in the local context, it appears that the City of Winnipeg would be

supportive of this general discussion. The City's development plan, ,,plan Winnipeg -

Toward 2010" (1992),nored the following pertinent Statement of principle:

The City seeks to promote access to a.quality education for all residents, tostrengthen-the role of our schools in co!,.,munity Ae"èiop_eni, ä"ä ,orecognize the value of our schools in providing nrignuo*rtoã,A-iäiiliìî Cp.66).

The appearance of their support for this discussion becomes more explicit when the

explanatory text associated with this statement of principle is viewed:

The City shall cooperate with local school divisions, . . . and other levels ofgovemment in support of initiatives that provide a hígh d"lit;¡ d;;;ri""
to Winnipeg residents (p. 66).

fr.t.qity shall work cooperatively wjth local school d.ivisions in addressing
neighbourhood managemenr issuês (p. 66).

The 9ityshaT solicit.the support of the other levels of govemment and thelocal school divisions in the maintenance-an¿"revitalizaiion 
-of

neighbourhoods þ.79).

Tt Çily shall promote the sharing of facilities and services with local
school divisions and shall work cooferatively *itrt fo.ul sctroot divisionìrc
es tabli sh con sistent prac tice s and proced*ér ttt ui iácilitate-sh;rd;; "(p.

67).
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The City shall work cooperatively o?ú local school divisions in identifying
opportunities to deliver iupport sêrvices in neighbourhrø-rãtäli-(îå-, l.

clearly, the city of winnipeg (in principle at least) appears to be supportive of enhanced

cooperation to ensure that school facilities continue as community resources, assisting in
the provision of neighbourhood stability. However, several links remain to be made: the

application of these goals through the development of "action area" (or strategic community

development) plans for the numerous communities that make up the City of Winnipeg; and

where action a¡ea and development plans become specifically identified in associated

municipal budget allocations. These are significant obstacles which are prohibiting a direct
link benveen planning and action. Therefore, it is recommended that,

POLICY RECOMMENDATION ' 12. School Boards shoutd estabtish
division level Development Plans (inclusive of their Five year Capital
Building Plans) focusing on long-term implications of facilities use and
future needs, and have them incorporated into municipal development
lans for more effective use of community resources.

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - tl. Municipar councits shourd
cooperate with pubric and separate schoor boards, pubric and private
community/human service'related agencies and local community members

to establish rotal community Resource plans, including community
Needs Inventories' as significant elements of locally developed Strategic
Community Devel nt Plans.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 13. Municipar
incorporate plans created at the school division
Development Prans; bringing strategic community
Division Plans together for an oyerail coherent vision.

Councils

level into

Plans and

should

their

School

With strategic community planning being addressed, the City's goals of working closely

with school divisions, and the necessity of school divisions planning facilities within the

context of other social needs, would forge the critical links in order for locally defined

needs to be dealt with.

b) Facilitating

The second function of the local level should be to support provincial efforts, by further

establishing a "climate" in order to facilitate facility plans that can readily serve multiple

needs' More specifically' support provincial policy guidelines by: arriculating local policy
guidelines which put sustainabitity into action; creating mechanisms to ensure Inter-agency

cooperation; and, creating a clearly defined local vehicle to access information and

resources from the provincial level to support local planning and decision-making.

When it comes to planning and design of school facilities, few parherships are made, with

the needs of forrnal education for children dominating facilities planning processes. To this

end, to ensure that facilities meet the needs today of both the school and community, while
considering thei¡ continuation as community resources regardless of changes to the level of
school-age children in the areas they serve, it is recommended that:
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POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 14. School boards shoutd estabtish
policies which aggressively ensure the participation of all members of a

local community in the initial and ongoing planning and design of
schools, establishing greater community ownership over their schoor
facilities in order for those facilities to be able to readily serve multiple
community needs over the -term.

Quite clearly, functional and structural integrity in this regard implies the need for flexible

school facilities. The functional and structural cha¡acteristics necessary for school facilities

to be in such dynamic integration, must become an objective of any new school capital

facility planning and development, and, in the larger context, an element of the

aforementioned rotal Community Resource Plan; in conjunction with Strategic Community

Development Plans.

Design considerations for schools should be expanded from strictly linking school needs to

desired facilities. Instead, they should link both community and school needs to planning

facilities that potentially could readily serve multiple functions. In this regard, srruqural

adaptability and flexibitity are paramounr (Appendix 9, p. 1g2)).

An example of an appropriate policy directíon, although falling short of acceprance here,

can be viewed in the Winnipeg School Division No. I conæxr Theirpolicy srares:

The WinniFeg School Division shall endeavour to develop and maintainliaison both at the Division and ttre sctrooi Ëver *itrt t'r,r 
"órn-unityagencies h::l::1in^prwiding services to the ,tud"nt, il rh; Wìn"ip.gschoot Division in older to énsure the cooidi;"ri* ;i ;ñnÏ#î'än¿imprementation of programs and servi*, cwinnìp;;-S;h*i d;;i*,igss,p. 7.)

However encouraging ttris appears, there is no mention of how they view planning school
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facilities in this "climate" of inter-agency coordination encouraged in policy. To this end, a

policy to address PSFB facilities design criteria which would obligate planning facilities

that readily serve multiple needs, must consider the structural design integrity to achieve

approval' Therefore, to modify the above Winnipeg School Division policy it is

recommended that:

To utilize a community's needs inventory and inventory of public spaces regarding

planning school facilities that readily serve multiple needs, requires a coordinating

mechanism. A Facilities Use Committee could serve this function, and be lead by the

locally defined Community Council. The circumstances exist for ongoing integration of
community and school uses. Such a dynamic process requires that administrative

structures established in a given facility be flexible, and very receprive of change. Change

of working conditions may often be the rule instead of the exception (Appendix 10, p.

185). Therefore, it is recommended that:

POLICY RECOMMENDATION - 16. School Boards shoutd facitirate the
establishment of administrative systems in schools that are flexible and
have the capacity for serf-modification based upon changes of the
functional use of their spaces.

PoLrcY RECOMMENDATION - ls. schoot Divisions shoutd devetop
and maintain liaison both at the Division and the school level with the
community agencies involved in providing services to the students in their
communities, in order to ensure the coordination of planning and
lm tation of services
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A flexible and adaptable administration must be implemented in schools that will readily

serve multiple needs. Typical administrators are teachers, and have further specialized in
educational administration. However appropriate this is for conventional school facilities,

with the integration of multiple community needs into the functional use of school facilities,

in some instances there will be a need for teacher-administrators to have broader

qualifications. The most desirable situation, though, would be for an administrator to have

a specialization in public, and educational, administration. This aspect of operating

sustainable school facilities must not be taken lightly by school boards. The entire process

could hinge on having an administration that can readily serve multiple needs, involving

numerous agencies on an ongoing basis. School administrators must be prepared for such

a change in their traditional environment, since their role in conventional school buildings is

already complex, and often very difñculr

c) Financing

The fiscal cooperation at the provincial level serves an "umbrella" function for inter-agency

organization to be realized in the planning of school facilities. At the local level,

considerations of sustainable school facility planning would have to be given to initial
capital support costs, as well as the ongoing costs of potential alterations/additions and

operating expenses. Given that the Five Year Plan is only an annual mechanism, the need

would exist for funding ¿urangements to be able to assist any minor capital improvements

associated with change in a portion of a facility between annual capital suppon granr

allocations. Any significant alterations/additions would best be addressed through rhe Five

Yea¡Plan (Appendix 11, p. 188). Therefore, it is recommended that:
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POLICY

through

RECOMMENDATION - 17. Locar schoor boards shourd

operation and maintenance budgets, capabirities for
ments of school f¿cllllies to readily serve multi

support

ongoing

needs.

Clearly, the need for Inter-departmental fiscal cooperation at the provincial level is
necessary in order for school divisions to be supported in their endeavours with local

communities to address multiple needs in school facilities.

Furthermore, the municipal level would also have to address fiscal issues relative to this

overall framework- For the City to establish linkages to facilitate locally-defined Strategic

Community Development Plans (including elements of Total Community Resource plans

and Community Needs Inventories) requires a financial commitment. Therefore, it is
further recommended that,

The key point to be made in reference to Policy Recommendation 16 is that municipal

spending that is coordinated over the long-terrr, guided by a Development plan, will be

more effective in the face of growing fiscal constraints.

d) Local Level Summary

Three inter-related functions have been articulated, addressing planning, facilitating and

financing school facilities in the local context. The overall role for the local level is to

PoLrcY RECOMMENDATTON - lg. Municipat councits shoutd atign
their Devetopment Plans to the necessary budgetary provisions in order
for action to be achieved at the local level.
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activate school facility planning within the provincial enabling ',umbrella,,, by creating
"vehicles" to access information and involve the community in planning and use of school

facilities that readily serve multiple needs. Through these functions, the intent is for the

local level to take orderly control of planning for school facilities.

6.3 Summary

The objective of this chapter was to articulare the decision-making and institutional
functions needed to reflect sustainable thinking regarding planning and development of
school facilities' The provincial and local level policy recommendations discussed above

aim to do this through the functions of planning, facilitating and financing.

unquestionably, the most significant obstacles to be overcome in activating sustainable

school facilities planning are our present societal functions and structures (i.e. political,

social and economic). The transition will take us from independent jurisdiction resource

consumption to a dynamic process of optimizing and sustaining the use of resources

through coordination and collaboration.

It is clear that cooperation is an objective in the overall process of ..planning,, for
communify resources. School facility planning and community planning environments

must have stronger formal planning linkages. As was shown, the province has a role to
play in both of these environments. As well, at the local level, the municipality and school

division all need to get their "houses" in order. And finally, the province, municipality and

school division need to make a commiunent to activating the principles of sustainable

development by establishing the appropriate "vehicles" for community-based planning and

decision-making. Such action is based on modification and creation of processes in
association with the functions of planning, faciliøting and financing.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The "pioneers" of planning recognized that the school had a significant role to play in urban

social and physical development. However, while the roots of city planning held the

school in utmost regard, present community planning is waning in taking advantage of
school facilities to assist in long-temr community-building. To further confound matters,

paralleling this loss, school divisions have developed into very specialized jurisdictions,

planning their facilities quite independently.

The role of the conventional school in the dynamics of modern society is in need of reform.

Not only have traditional schoot facilities been losing their significance as pivotal features

in urban social and physical development, they cannot be counted on to continue as

community resources. The central question in the Introduction (Chapter l) to this thesis

asked how a¡e we to effectively plan school facilities to be adaptable to present, as well as

future needs, in order to maintain their long-term use as valuable community resources;

particularly in the context of sustainable community developmenr

Chapter 2 discussed school facility planning within the brroader conrext of city planning. It
concluded that planning for school facilities and planning for communities both face the

same challenges. Each jurisdiction bares the results of "rational comprehensive,,planning,

and the development of specialized, rigid structures for add¡essing societal needs. The

concept of sustainable development is held out as the necessary direction in order for
planning to overcome these challenges. More specifically, however, Chapter 2 noted that

the solution for planning sustainable school facilities lies webbed in the very naûre of the

problem - the relationship between the school and the community.
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Having "set the stage" for the thesis, Chapter's 3 and 4 expanded on the relationship

between the community and school. Many precedents were described where schools have

the potential to be many things to the neighbourhoods they serve. upon closer examination

of some possible close associations between schools and communities, the author

concluded that for school facilities to be sustainable, i.e. to be able to readiry serve multiple

community needs over the long-term, that functional and structural flexibility and

adaptability (integration of multiple uses) is paramounq in adrtition to community-controlled

planning.

In order to answer the question of how to plan sustainable school facilities, Chapter 5
investigated and analyzed contemporary school facility planning. While focusing on the

Manitoba context, it was made clear that since the province controls the finances, and

therefore capital development decisions, they are in the lead position to enable the local

level to have a larger decision-making role, and to encourage and support the planning of
integrated school facilities. The analysis found missing from this description an overall

enabling framework at the provincial level, as well as mechanisms for action at the local

level.

Chapter 6 articulated a series of policy recommendations aiming at the decision-making and

institutional functions needed to reflect susrainable thinking regarding planning and

development of school facilities. Changes at the provincial level to reaJizepartnerships in
order to achieve integrated facility developmenr are complemented with prescriptions for
action at the school division and municipal levels. More specifically, while change ar the

provincial level was aimed at establishing the enablingmechanisms to achieve greater local

level empo\ryennent' change at the local level was aimed at articulating the activating
mechanisms needed in order to plan sustainable school facilities.
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In the final analysis, the direction is quite clear. The key ideas for susrainability in the

public sector are linkages (political, social and economic) supporting cooperation and

collaboration aiming at establishing communitydriven plans. Sustainability requires that

we can no longer tolerate the rigid, mechanistic separation between government

deparfnents, levels of government, public and private agencies, and decision_making

processes and citizens. Moreover, with enough political will at the provincial, municipal

and school board levels to break down the inter-departmental ba¡riers, overcome

protectionist attitudes, and begin focusing on locally-defined, community-based plans (for

communities and their school facilities), we can then truly begln to realize a sustainable

future.
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SOME ITEMS FOR FURTHER RBSEARCH

' If planning and development of school-conrmunity inægraæd facilities is a goal, then the

provincial funding system for community-purpose facilities (i.e. community centres),

should be analyzed. This would be necessary to ensure effective coordination of
community resources, and serve to eliminaæ service duplications.

' Research and analysis must be conducted regarding the notion of facilitating greater

devolution of decision-making to increase the ability of the local level to have control to

achieve enhanced financial independence.

' The impact of school building pennanence to community stability should be analyzed.

As well, the financial impact of build.ing redundancy, and premature school facility

closure and obsolescence.

' Discussion of paradigmatic development should be extended to articulate what likely

challenges \rye are to face once sustainable development has pervaded our societal order.

Are we moving in a direction toward ever-increasing seH-reliance of communities? And

if we believe so, how does that make what we are striving to do today any different?
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APPENDIX 1

David Livingstone Elementary School - sokol Manor, Brandon, Manitoba

The David Livingstone School (Kindergaræn - Grade 2 (K-2)) - Sokol Manor (Senior,s

Housing) complex was opened in 1989. Developed as an elementary school attached to a

seniors housing complex, it is an attempt úo plan a school that is flexibte enough to change,

if necessary, to meet potential future demands. In the event that en¡olrnent in the

elementary school is in decline, the facitity may be taken over by Sokol Manor for use by

residents @laine Franklin, David Livingstone School: Ruth Williams, Sokol Manor;

March, 1992).

The K-2 school, including classrooms, office space, staff meeting and work space, a

library and gymnasium, is stightly below its maximum capacity of fifty students. Sokol

Manor has thirty-nvo self-contained dwelling units - th¡ee of which a¡e double capacity

units - and all are full. Each housing unit is compleæ with aU necessary independent living

accommodations such as a refrigerator and stove, while all residents enjoy a lounge or

'common' area for various social and recreational activities. Manitoba Housing manages

the housing component, while the Brandon School Division manages the school. If the

school division determines that there is a significant enough decline of school-age child.ren

in their catchment area they may wish ûo proceed with negotiations pennining the expansion

of the facility's Seniors' component.

While the complex has the appearance of being one structure, the school and housing

component are only accessible to one another through a common room. On occasion

Seniors visit the school to participate in student activities, and may be found reading a story

to a group of child¡en . As well, throughout the school year studenrs are welcomed into the

Seniors'Iounge to entertain guests and residents with art and music.
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With respect to the siæ, due to its compact nature the limited parking space is primarily

utilized by Sokol Manor, with the school being forced to use adjacent streets. This is not

likely a major concern given the size of facitity and consequent small staff.

The structure and function of this facilify appears to be fairly well prepared to be

"recycled." If either the housing or school component were in jeopardy of being closed,

there appears to be some potential for them to be attractive enough in terms of possible

utility to take on additionaUalærnative tenants. Although, once a decision is made to

discontinue the school component of the facility, the possibility exisrs that the abitity of
reversing that decision at some future point may þ made difficult depending upon the new

use. If the initial converted use of the school component is something other than housing,

possibly necessitating fewer structural changes to the building, the ability of the school to

resume use at some point would be greater. However, given the overall structure and

multi-function of this facility, this particular school can be considered as being ..fi¡st-order

recyclable."
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APPENDIX 2
ComprehensÍve List of Community School Goals

' "Make maximum use of community re.sources to provide a comprehensive
educational program for the entire comárunity

" Establish coordination and cooperation among individuals, groups andorganizations to avoid unnecessary dirplication. o

' Develop a program orprocess for identifying existing and future individual andcommunity needs and wants; and maríhal-commìiirt-ñõ;räs-ffiur, oreffecting appropriate change.

' 
Hffi::age 

ciuzen involvement and participation in public school and community

' Provide and develop increased opportunities for lay and professional people toassume leadership roles.

' P,ro.vide and promote alternative activities which could combat vandalism, juvenile
delinquency, crime and other school-community proutéms.

' Provide social interaction and improved human relationships among people withdiffering cultural backgrounds.

' 9{tt supplementgT aqq alternative educational opporrunities for adults andchildren to extend thei¡ stils and interests.

' l::id:^health programs ûo improve the extent and avaitabiliry of community healthseryrces.

' Provide or develop employmgnt 
11g vocational. opportunities for meeting theindividual's and thri cominunity's employment neeàs."

' Provide or assist residents in securing needed social services from, agency.

' offer programs designed to increase understanding of political
processes and issues.

' Provide, develo-p. or use available community resources to meet
recreational and leisure time inærests.

Pj:9^y.gt processes and programs for community development and environment¿lmprovemenL

Provide activities relating t¡o culû¡ral en¡ichment and domestic a¡ts and science.

Develop. means of assessing and evaluating the exænt to which the goals ofcommunity education are beiñg mer by the prõgram -á pio¿rr"¡t(p.-ä-iá;"

an approved

procedures,

the people's

a

a
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rhe Lester B. pearson High äil]i,i,rr. square Leisure center,
Calgary, Alberta

The Lester B. Pearson High School - village Square Iæisure center, Calgary, Alberta, was

built in 1990. This particular suburban a¡ea of Calgary has been experiencing considerable

growtlt in the past several years. All parties to the development feel that such an inægraæd

facility is a valuable tool for strengthening both the community and the school (Tuff, W.,
community Relations officer, Lester B. pea¡son High schoor; Bowran, J.,

Superinændent, Village Square Iæisure Center, Personal Communication, Iggz.). It is a

200,000 sq. ft. facility housing technologically modern educational facilities for
approximately 1,000 students in grades 10-12, in addition to the Leisure Center. The

Iæisure Center component boasts community offices for volunteer recreation programming,

food services, a public library, Calgary Boa¡d of Health offices and clinic, Calgary Social

Services Regional Office, a wave pool, nvo gymnasiums, two ice surface arenas, fitness

rooms, a weight room, a rock climbing wall, and saunas.

Zoning of the area was Public Education, as deænnined in the l9Z0's, and allowed this

development to be compleæd without any zoning amendments. The Boa¡d of Education

owns thei¡ component while the City of Calgary holds title to the remainder. The School

Division and Leisure center are presently operating with a nvo year joint-use agreement

that is currently being evaluated and adjusted for long-terrn effective us€ by all involved.

Although each facility is an administative entity unto itself, both administrations work
ûogether by participating on a roint-use Facilities comrniuee.

Although a significant decline in student en¡olment in this a¡ea of Catga¡y is not likely to

occttr in the next 15-20 yea$, the Superintendent of the Iæisure Center indicated that such a

facility could support the evolution of community uses with relative ease.
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APPENDIX 4

John F. Kennedy school and community center, Aüanta, Georgia

Opening in 1971 on a 5.1 acre site, the John F. Kennedy School and Community Cenær

includes a 250,000 sq. ft. facility incorporatin g a grade6-8 school for approximately 1,000

students, and a large number of municipal and community agencies. The overall concept,

which grew out of a study of the needs of residents of this neighbourhood area, was

initiaæd by the Atlanta Departrnent of School Plant Planning and Construction; although

thiræen public agencies, two foundations, and the U.S. Departrnent of Housing and Urban

Development also c¿rme to be involved in this facility's planning @ducational Facilities

Laboratories (EFL), 1973). As previously listed, the list of services and programs

associated with this facility is very comprehensive.

The enti¡e facilify has a central administration that includes a number of community service

di¡ectors that administer fhe va¡ious city, sûate, and federal programs.

Facilities such as John F. Kennedy School, do not require extra funds to operate

(Educational Facilities Laboratories (EFL), lg73). There a¡e a number of sources that are

connibuting to such specialized and integrated facilities. EFL noæd that

"the chief differences between financing a conventional after-hours Drosramand 1n expanded.communiry/school ls in how ano wnere näüó"Ëï i,
acquired, the administralive agency that manages it, and wfrãrô-t¡e se*íc",it purchases are deploygd. A cãmmunity/schoõ riÉes more effrcieniuse orpublic money because it pools the resoúrces of several agenrieì ö ñ;hur"cgqPon^ go-ods ancl services. Fu¡thennore, communit!/schools å¡e ofæn
e.ligible for funds not available to a conventional schooÍan¿ more ftelïin
ß? åitiå Jå îii*t a sre ater prop ortion or rev en u J ; h ffi s-r;d;c'Fl,
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APPENDIX 5

School Facility Planning and Development
Contemporary and Manitoba Contexts

Hathaway (1989) proposed a set of specific guidetines r.,o guide educational facility planners

in plan formulation. To paraphrase Hathaway, he noted that: the facility plan must balance

rapid, continuous and erratic change with some stabilizing and calming elements; learning

should be considered a lifelong process, associated with several institutions, and for

various purposes; planners must recognize that technological and pedagogicat knowledge

are broadening our understanding of how learning occurs; the educational system should

include both forrnal (elementary - post-secondary levels) and non-formal (libraries,

museums, business and industrial training, information resource centres, chu¡ches and

other va¡ious public uses) dimensions; facitify plans should include a framework which

ensures that decisions meet the broadest range possible of community needs; several

dimensions of public policy could be impacæd by recognizing ttre many concu¡¡ent needs

that exist between school facility utilization and the facilities resources needed by other

jurisdictions (e.g. child care and care of the elderly, resource institutions built a¡ound

unusual or costly resources which also provide access for the public - museums or

libraries, service institutions offering learning programs and evaluation or certificaúon

services); as well as consideration of linking facilities (e.g. child, senior cittz.e,n and health

ca¡e facilities), non-formal use integration with privaæ organizations, facilities incorporated

into other designs (e.g. offîce buildings, shopping cenres, apartment blocks), with some

uses having public funds and connol, others being privaæ and not for profit, as well as the

possibility of profit orienred uses (p. 137).

A lot of ground is covered within the parameters set out by Hathaway. To what extent

contempora¡y processes operate within these parameters is unknown. To be sure, it will
vary from school division to school division, as well as from province to province.
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The following section provides an overview of school facitity planning and development in

the contemporary and Manitoba contexts.

1. Long-range PlannÍng

¡) The Contemporary Context -,

Ideally, when planning for school facilities, any capital outlays - remodeling, expansion,

new construction or otherwise - should be part of a long-range plan. This plan should as

much as possible have integrity by being based on facts and substantiaæd professional

judgments. Considerations should be given to promoting effective utilization of serviceable

facilities to remain educationally effective, while avoiding making ad hoc additions that may

prove to be financially det¡imental. Castaldi (19S7) identified five sreps that he felt should

be included when developing a long-range plan.

1) enrolment proiectíon - this is u.leful in.creating. the long-range plan, for facility-
related decisions. Such-projections will make-it easier-to d;teñinó new school
sites and costs of possiblè sñ¡dent transportation programs.2) school buílding suTey -$is t?y $rg. qt9vrorníJ.dþúrr.di"g upon the degree of
details that are desired of the school divisioí's facilititis. e r --- --

3) adop.t a.Ioyqlange builüng 4g" - this should p_rovide a flexible "blueprint,, of
the desired di¡ection and priõiities of the school 'tlivision.

1l p4 r pt:m¿ntatíon- o¡-eoqg monitoring an¿ ¿ærition of rhe plan.5) enlist citízen panic-ipgtíqn - ciúzens shoulã be involved to riprr". *rrat they feel
should be ac.co.lptt$p¿ by the schools and ro reflect nó;i'ul;ä äd mores of
the community" (p. g4).

The Council of Educational Facility Planners, International (CEFPI) (19g5), suggested a

more clearly articulated long-range plan, and expressed minor differences in terminology.

In their "Master Planning Process" they viewed the educational facility planner as having

the primary responsibility for the Plan's development; she/tre will also provide overall

continuity to any development by being involved from initial and 'macro' planning srages,

to conceptual design, through to post-occupancy evaluation, etc. CEFpI's facilities Masær

Planning Process (Figure 9, p. 13â) is outlined in the following sreps:

1. Establish an organization and specify the roles and responsibitities.
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Figure 9: Council of Educational Facilities Planners, Intemational - Masær planning
Process (Source: CEFPI, 1985)
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2. Collect data about such factors as enrollments (sic), facilities,
community expectations and the educational program.

1. 4"uly* tlie coÏecæd data and identify trendö, dñections and soals.4. Develop.alternative ways of achieving the ends identified by ãnatysis of
collecæd data

5. Assess the feæibility of each identified alternative.6. Select the preferredbr..best" alternative(s).
7 . Develop a-fac,ilitiss master plan to actrieie ne chosen alæmatives(s).8. trpþTTl !*..ptqn: proïide rhe'required iãõiuti.r, 

--dJùi'tr,,
developed facilities into use.

9 - Evaluate. the,coTfleæd lacilities and initiaæ an update of the facilities
masrer plan (1985: p. C_2).

As a general framework for typical long range school facility planning, these steps are

easily accepted. However, what remains to be the most concern is how these terms a¡e

achieved. For example, fifty years ago a desired "end state" of planning might have been

for a betær quality of life in a given context; however, while as an "end" this undoubtedly

continues to be an objective, consensus to grasp the paradigm of sustainable development

requires a fundamental change in "means" to achieving this end. This discussion wi]] be

revisited in the next chapter. In the meantime, discussion of school facility planning wi11

continue.

ii) The Manitoba Context -

In Manitoba the bulk of long-range planning occurs at the Division level as a component of
the Facilities Management Process. In ttre Winnipeg School Division No. l, the Chief

Superinændent is responsible for the development of a comprehensive Facilities planning

Process and a Facilities Management Process (winnipeg school Division No. l, lgg:,
#l). Members of the Long Range School Facility Developmenr commiræe (of the

Facilities Management P¡ocess) are the Chief SuperintendenÇ Superintendent of Secondary

and Elementary Schools and Di¡ector of Buildings (Winnipeg School Division No. 1,

1986: p.5.). Thei¡role is:

1) to coordinate studies concerning long range developmenq
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2)
3)

4)

s)

to coordinate proposed majol new 
-construction or renovation programs and proiects;

to develop and.recommend. the five-yeqr program prioriti^ex íor new ðo'nsí¡uction,
r-enovation, additions or replacementsio be suË'mitæä to ttre Board and the p¡ovincé
(PSFBX
to consider the implications of requests referred to
Improvement Committee; and,
to maintain liaison with local municipal and provincial
of long range ptans (p. 5).

it by the Board and the School

agencies ûo ensure compatibility

The pivotal component of this process is the Facilities Review which is concerned with the

quantity and quality of school faciliry utilization.

A. ) The FacititÍes Review process

The Facilities Review Process includes an annual audit by administ¡ation of all schools in

the division to detennine any facility utilization-related concerns. Enrolment statistics,

program overviews, and general facility conditions a¡e considered and then reported to the

BuildingÆransportation Committee. The BuildingÆransportation Committee will then

determine if any facilities may be in need of further review.

If a school is identified as needing further review, the administration collects additional

details about the school(s) related to the present school staff, programs and options,

organizational structure, en¡olrnent profite; physical facility conditions and utility; current

operating costs associaæd with staff, maintenance, equipment" supplies and transportation

(if necessary); and, other data deemed relevanl If a school is identified to require a detailed

review in order to determine possible organizational alternatives that may ration afizæ or

enhance its utilization, administ¡ation will give the following recommendations to the

B uilding/Transportation Committee

a)to designate the school as under review and to identify any other school(s)
that may be affecæd by the review process

b)to establish a Facilities Review Comminee (Winnipeg School Division
No. 1, 1991, #2:p.2).

The fonnal establishment of a Facilities Review Comminee is performed by the Board of
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Trustees. The structure of the review committee sees that there is "no more than two

representatives from the Superintendent's Department. . . two representatives chosen by

the parent council of the school(s) under review, one representative chosen by the parent

council of any school(s) that may be affecæd by any organizational changes. . . (and) one

administrator from each school(s) involved" (Winnipeg School Division No. l, 1991,#2:

p. 3). The representative from the Division officb will coordinaæ and organize the actions

of the committee, with parent/community representatives providing feedback to their

respective communities. School administrators and any possible Building Department

representatives will serve as resource persons tro the commitæe.

The Facilities Review Commiuee will review all relevant data collected, hold meetings with

parents, school staff, and the community at large to receive input regarding possible

organizational alternatives, and prepare a final report with recommendations to the

Building/Transportation Committee. This report is then discussed with the Chief

Superinændent regarding possible further action.

The Facilities Review Process could result in one or more of several situations arising from

either an under or over utilization of facilities:

i) Under Utilization

If under utilization brings a school's enrolment below Division minimum requirements (a

Ievel which fluctuates depending upon the specific ci¡cumstances), considerations relaæd to

alteration of catchment area policies, reorganization of programs, and/or pupil

transportation schemes may be made. If under utilization is perceived to be inevitable, at

least into the next five years, a possible process ofclosure and disposition ofsurplus space

may ensue' In this case, the hovince of Manitoba has established guidelines for school

closure and the disposition of surplus school space (Government of Manitoba, l9g2; and
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1987, #t).

ü) Over Utilization

If a facility is experiencing over-capacity, considerations related to alæration of catchment

area policies, reorganization of programs, and,/or pupil transportation schemes may be

made' If the situation is judged by the division to be significant enough, it may lead to
identifying a need for construction of additionat facilities and/or renovarion. In this
instance, any request by a school for construction and,/or renovation is required to be

identified in the Division's prioritized Five Year Plan for capital projects when submined to

the province's Public Schools Finance Board (PSFB).

The annual Facilities Review Process fonns the basis with which a given facility becomes

directly incorporated into formalized long-range planning priorities.

B. ) The Five year Capitat Buitding ptan

Long-range planning in Manitoba school divisions is primarily ca¡ried out at the school

division level through a Five Year Plan. However, there is some involvement from the

Government of Manitoba, since they approve atl projects and control the level of financial

support' as well as the City of Winnipeg, since they have statutory planning responsibility

for the city in general and a¡e involved in the development approval process. Figure 6 (p.

73), illustrated in the main body of this thesis, provides an overview of the level of
involvement by the provincial govemment in the school facility planning and development

process. In addition to being described here, elements of this overview will be discussed

throughout the remainder of this appendix.

When a school division determines a need for facilities, either new or by renovation and/or

conversion, such facilities must be identified in a Five Year Plan. The Five year plan is an
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opportunify for school divisions to identify and project their capital facilities needs in order

for the Province's PSFB to priorize projects relative to available finances in a given year.

Divisions are expected to update this Plan annually to reflect priorities. The Five year plan

does not directly deal with the management or long-term utilization of facilities with regard

to the always possible event of declining enrolments and possible non-school-use

conversion or facility closure. Rather, issues of this sort are dealt with at the local level

through processes that together form background data used in the creation of a Division,s
Five Yea¡ Plan' More will be said of how the Manitoba public school sysrem deals with
issues of facility conversion and closure later in this appendix.

Upon the submission of plans from all d.ivisions to the PSFB, a Five year plan meeting is

held for the PSFB and Division Administrators to discuss priorities. Following this

meeting the PSFB priorizes a list of projects to be accepted for assessment. The

assessment is to determine the level of need for any construction, and does not imply that

actual construction will occur on a given project in that year.

At this point, the Project Leader from the Capital Facilities Branch of Manitoba Education

and rraining, with input from various other government educational consultants, assesses

requests and reports all findings to the PSFB. It should also be noted that the assessmenr

process may entail that a division submit a "Letter of Intent" providing relevant information

in justification of a project. Moreover, at present, in order for a new construction project to

be considered for capital support, a school division must be able to demonstrate that the

school-age population is growing and that they can not accommodate this growth.

once the Project l-eader completes her/his report, the PSFB submits a list of urgent projects

for capital funding to the Minisær of Education and rraining. Depending upon the level of
funding authorization, the psFB may have to re-priorize projects.
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upon final recommendations being submitæd to the Minister, individual projects are then
approved and fonnally acknowledged with a 'Ministerial Award, forwarded to the

appropriate school division. The school division is then authorized to retain the services of
an architect to proceed with development of the project. However, before any architectural

details are determined, pertinent information reldæd to the educational specifications, site,

and finances is necessary.

2. Educational SpecificatÍons

i) The Contemporary Context .

Educational specifications provide the link between school programs and desi¡ed facilities.
It is here where educational planners must have an understanding of the .,inner working,, of
school programs. To identify the desi¡ed function of the facility, input of a conceptual
nature regarding programs and facility functions should be obtained from division and

school staff, the local school board, students, and a local parent,s association prior to any
architectural and engineering-related details (castaldi, 1gg7). In Figure l0 below, the

CEFPI (1985) summa¡ize their view of what the educational specifications should s¡tail.

Figure I 0: cha¡acæristics of Educationar specifications.
(Source: CEFPI, l9g5).

The educational specifications should 'þrovoke inælligent communication among educator,

The Leaming Activities
To Be Floused

Goupng Nah.¡re & Number
Of People lnvolved

Req'd Fumiture & Eqriprnent &
& Sp€cial Environmental Needs
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consultant and architect" (CEFpI, l9g5: p.E_2).

¡i) The Manitoba Context _

In a study related to the facility planning process in Manitoba, Guarino (1gg0) indicaæd

that the Director of a school division often recommends to the school board an individual to
chair a working commiuee to determine needed educational specifications. with the school

board's decision, it is generally the school's principal who coordinates the planning

process' In the event that a new facility is being built, the principal-elect typically
coordinates the planning process (Guarino, 1980). It appears that in Manitoba a specialist

in educational facility planning is rarely retained to coordinate this task.

The working committee, chaired by the principal-elect, is made up of community
representatives, a central office representative, and the division's architect. Discussion

relates to the particular features of the school with respect to the type and size of programs.

The notion of innovative planning and design, integrating other human service agencies,

space needs with the school, is tradif.ionauy given finle auention in this process.

once the learning and related activities a¡e determined, they forrn the basis of the physical

requirements and special featu¡es of the facility. Included in these specifications should be

infonnation regarding the rationale for the project, a community profile consisting of both-

social and physical data educational plans stating the general curriculum plan, the va¡ious

methods employed to add¡ess the curriculum, and an outline of the facility,s staffing plan
(Guarino, 1980).

with the educational specifications developed, an archiæct must then be brought into the
process' The a¡chiæct must understand the desi¡ed fr¡nction of the building in order to
incorporate the educational specifìcations into her/rris design progftm. Although, befo¡e
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educational specifications a¡e actualized in a design program, pertinent information
regarding the siæ and associaæd financial considerations must be addressed.

3. Site PlannÍng

i) The Contemporary Context -

when planning for the location of school facilities, there are a number of considerations

that must be made. The CEFPI (1985) indicaæd that considerarions should be given to
how a site might both impact" and be impacted by, the educational program, buitding costs,

transportation-related needs, landscaping, enrolment, land values and adjacent land-uses.

In addition, "the site's poæntial as an educational and community resource should be

understood and used" (p.F-2). Similarly, as noted by Castaldi (19g7),

The characteristics of school siæs depenl upol many factors, including thetype _,of scfrogf proposed for rhe siìe, iti'ñiri;lä åËjäç¿'åä "u"riL 
ur.enrollment (sic), the breadth of edîcati*âf-program, the cost andavaitability of sites, the srade levels to uehoìiã-d,'and the aesthetic valuespossessed b.y the comrñunity. Tl,r ipæiä. ãiåtu.teristics and general

location of the school siæs neêdeo in trrãlutu;r;il"rãËäãäri"-ori *odisc us se d in th e raü on ale su pporti n g rht si *î*,-g;*i -rpïùãi ¡r ù s L¡r' r¡

Traditionally, planners were primarily concerned with well drained, easily accessible sites;

however, the GEFPI noted that planning for today's school siæs is much more complex
than in the past. considerations must be given to the overall development of an a¡ea,

regarding environmental education, conscientious energy use, [he high cost and availabitity
of well situaæd land, and the potential for community use of schools.

To mærimize school site accessibitity, facitities are generally located in the center of the area

being served; logically, a well situated school would then be found in the middle of a
residential a¡ea. To this end, it would appe¿u that perry, s (rg22) concept of the
Neighbourhood Unit (with a school at it's center), in so fa¡ as the location of the school is
concerned, has stood the æst of time. That his concept was focused on the child, however,

still must be a philosophical and physical reality of contemporary school faciliry planning
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and development to be reckoned with.

Deærmining the location of a school site is likely to be much easier to speculate about than

to achieve' For instance, in the case of a rapidly growing area where land values are

quickly increasing and a school division is in need of land, this cost feature of any plan will
be a significant factor of consideration. As well, there is the possibility of needing a school

site in an already built-up area, potentially forcing a school division ûo alter plans in order to

conforrn to a site rather than demanding that a site meet program and facility objectives.

School site acquisition may be handled in a number of ways (castaldi, l9g7).

1. A site may be purchased Í¡s soon as the need for it is established.
2' A desi¡ed site may be chosen but not purchased. In this instance the school division

may seek an option to purchase an available parcer of rand.
3' A school division may monitor a specific parcel of land for its potential value, and await

confirmation of demographic and otherrerevant tends.

Suggestions have also been made regarding standards of school en¡olment and üe resultant

size of school sites (Castaldi, l9g7).

Table 1: Genera[y accepted range of enrorment of va¡ious fypes of schoors.;;;ñ;il ----;;-"-#--------ï;;---
En¡olment Enrolment

Elementary
Middle Schoot (Crades 7-8 ø-7-9)
High School (Grades 9-lZor lUtZ)

2m
50G600
60G7m

6@650
90G1,000
1,200-1,500

(Sou¡ce: Castaldi, IIBT)
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Table 2: Reasonable minimum standards for school sites.

Tlpe of School gasic Nunber Additional Acres

Etemenøry (Kindergrten-Grade O
Middle School (Grades 7-8 s 7-9)
High School (Grades 9-tZ or t!t2')

of Aøes per

5
lGt5
t5-20

100 Sudents

I
I
I

(Source: Castaldi, 1987) ,

ii) The Manitoba Context -

Site planning in Manitoba occurs at the school division level by central administration

representatives. The acquisition of sites in Winnipeg may rypically occur in one of two

ways:

1. as a required dedication of land from plans of subdivision that the City of Winnipeg

Planning Department, in consultation with appropriate school divisions, has determined a¡e

in need of land for a school. This dialogue occrrs prior to any public hearing being held of
a plan of subdivision, to negotiate with the developer in order to provide the required

acreage; and,

2. acquisition of land not provided for in any dedicaæd lands in plans of subdivision. A
division may purchase vacant land or exercise thei¡ subordinate legislative right to pÍ¡ss a

by-law allowing them to expropriate land for a school site o¡ land adjoining an existing

school site.

In Winnipeg School Division No.l, site planning is carried out by central office in
consultation with the Long Range Faciliry Development Commitæe - a commiüee of the

Facilities Management Process. when a siæ is desired, a member of this committee will
identify possible siæs having a central location to the area being served, possibly have
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informal discussions with the relevant District Planners f¡om the City of lVinnipeg
Planning Department' and communicate those siæs to central administation for an eventual

decision' Informal discussions between District Planners and School Divisions would
often be related to exchanging information such as demographics, relevant development

activities, disposition of school Division assets, future uses for an impending school
closure, public consult¿tion opportunities, and joint-use possibilities with the Departrnent

of Pa¡ks and Recreation, city of winnipeg @ave Nelson, city of winnipeg, personal

Communication, January, 1993).

Infonnation regarding a particular siæ and impending school-related construction must then

be included in the sketch Plan Stage by way of a 'site plan' showing the proposed site,

costs, and provisions for future expansion. In addition to approving any Skeæh plans, the

PSFB also deterrnines and provides support, by way of negotiations, that it ..considers

reasonable towa¡ds the costs of purchasing an appropriately sized parcel of land for a

school" (Government of Manitoba, l99l: p. 9).

The siæ plan will also have to be approved regarding its conforrnance to City of winnipeg
zoning by-laws for development of school sites.

4. Space Planning

Í) The Contemporara Context -

space planning is carried out on several levels relaæd to the educational specifications and

the design program of the a¡chitecl In the educational specifications, the emphasis is on
ûfing to deær¡nine the objectives of the facility (answering the needs of the provincial

curriculum at the school level). At this level the relationship to space ptanning is to
establish criteria in o¡der to determine spatial expressions of functional attributes. once
established, the functional objectives aæ then translated into spatial considerations in the
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architects design program.

This is where the architects apply their specialist talents. They must know how many of
the various types of spaces are desi¡ed, in addition to, where possible, square footage

suggestions (i.e. classrooms, laboratories, offices, storage, libraries, recreational space,

etc') (castaldi, 1987). once this is determined the architect, and likely the school
administator, discuss spatial relationships of the va¡ious desi¡ed spaces.

Íi) The Manitoba Context -

In the v/inniæg School Division No. I the Long-range Facilities Development Commitæe

of central office administration undertakes a Facilities Review process of those facilities
that have been identified to be of concern through an annual Space Utilization Review.

This concern may take the form of either a cunent or impending lack of space, or a possible

surplus' In the case of the former, discussion would occur to identify a solution through

the evaluation of a number of potential options:

l) increase class sizes in some fashion tro create the necessary space;
2) implement a transportation strategy of busing students in order to utilize surplus space in
an adjacent faciliry;

3) add High Quariry Rerocatabre classrooms to the facility;
4) construct additionat space onto the facitity;
5) constuct additional space onto an adjacent facility to relieve fhe pressure;
6) construct a new facility somewhere in the Division in order to create the necessary space
configuration by providing for manipulation of student populations within practical
limitations; and,

7) create an option by combining two or more, or all of the possibilities.

In the case of surplus sPace being identified as a concern, a 'Community-use of School
Buildings commiuee' would be established by the Division to discuss possible solutions

such as: soliciting tenants, for example, f¡om communify/public agencies and/or non-profit
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organizations. Local schools also have the right to create a participation program of
community and school members to develop a facility-use proposal. When completed, this

proposal is forwa¡ded to the Area Superintendent for review and possible action.

In the event that a school is no longer being fully utilized by the school system, the

Government of Manitoba provides guidelines to divisions regarding the closure and

disposition of surplus school space. Apart from these "guidelines," issues in this regard

are left up to individual school divisions to address.

As previously mentioned, the Public schools Finance Boa¡d (psFB) of Manitoba

Education and Training controls capital project funding, thus deterrnining what projects are

carried out as per available funds and Five Year Plan priorities in a given year. Once a

school division is di¡ected to proceed with archiæctural planning related to facility needs,

the province requires that educational space guidelines, as established in their School

Building Space Guidelines (Government of Manitoba, 1990, #1) be followed. These

guidelines provide the æchnical details related to architectural planning related to the

following areas:

Core Instructional A¡eas (regular classrooms, kindergarten, science, special education,
art facility, band facility, physical education facilities,langr¡age prog¡ams and courses);
Instructional Support Areas (materials resource centre, resotuce æaching area, guidance
seryices, desi gnated discretionary space, multipurpose room ) ;

Special Program Areas Ousiness education, computer education, industrial arts, home
economics, vocational facilities);

other support A¡eas (health services facility, kiæhenetæ); and,
Calculation of A¡ea (calculation of total net instructional area, expressed as the total
space of the four areas described above, and calculation of the gross area) (p. 3-17).

These space guidelines will assist the archiæct through the æchnical phases of preparing

appropriaæ drawings.

a

a
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The first stage is the Schematic Stage, where a single-line floor plan illustrates the details of
proposed renovations, conversions, etc. The schematic drawings are then reviewed by the

Capital Facilities Branch for "educational accepøbility and conformance to the award,,

(p.4). If acceptable, the nexr step is the Skeæh pJan Srage.

Included in the sketch Plan stage are dimensioned drawings complete with sections and

elevations; a soils report; specifications and cost estimates of mechanical, electrical,

structural and architectural details; indication of the complete scope of work and costs; and

a site plan showing the proposed site, costs, and provisions for future expansion. Upon

approval by the PSFB the level of support for the project will be made known ro rhe

division along rvith authorization to proceed to the working Drawing stage.

Also relevant to the discussion of space planning is the Facilities Management process

introduced earlier in this appendix. In the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 this process is

composed of four systems (Winnipeg School Division No. 1, 1986): Buitding Invenrory

System; Maintenance Management System; Long-range School Facility Development

(previously discussed); and School Improvement Plan. Each component addresses space

planning and management from an individual, yet complementary perspective.

5. Financial Planning

i) The Contemporary Context _

Financial planning as it relates to school facilities can be discussed on two planes. The first
is the macro-scale of fiscal and policy concerns of the educational system. The second, is

the financial planning related specifically to the planning and development of a given school

facility.
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With the provision of education mandated as a Provincial jurisdiction, each province has

taxation power to generate revenue for educational expenditu¡es. Thus, provincial

Departments of Education a¡e the primary supporters with respect to the development of
school facilities. However, even though the provinces have most of the cont¡ol over

educational finance, municipal govemment resources are heavily affecæd.

The provinces establish legislation ûo allow school d.ivisions to maintain operating budgets

by receiving monies collected through annual municipal government þxation. For

instance, when a school division has received notice of capital support f¡om the province,s

PSFB, the division then estimates the remaining amount of revenue that will be needed for
its annual budget. This estimate is then forwarded to each municipality within the school

division to request, by way of a special levy against all assessable properry in the division,

each municipalities share of the total estimate. Each municipality then divides their share

into the total assessed real properfy values, for properties locaæd within the boundaries of
both that municipality and school division, to deter¡nin e a taxrate (mill rate). Finances

obtained in this way serve the søffing, equipment, transportation, and program-related

expenditures of the school division.

Monies raised through the imposition of an educational levy primarily pertain to operating

budgets. Although, funds required to offset a shorfall of capitat funding from the psFB

are not restricted from becoming part of the revenue estimaæ as requested from a given

municipality, (although, the political sensitivity of increasing property taxes makes this an

unlikely option).

To focus this discussion, it is important to become more aware that how school facilities

are financed impacts how those facilities are provided, and, what type of facilities a¡e

provided. As government fiscal resources, at all levels, become increasingly difficult to
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raise and distribute, the current pressures faced in fìnancing education will too escalate.

This pressure will likely result in changes in how we finance school facilities, and,

moreover, the type of schoolfacílities that we finance. To this end, Bi¡d and Slack (19g3)

come ûo an applicable conclusion when they noted that

This interdependence of fiscal and educational policy choices must be takenexplicitly into account if wise decisioni addb. riade in eittrãi aréna 1p.e2).

To be sure, as prcssure mounts at the provincial level to keep expenditures down, and as

municipalities face increased sensitivity to impinging upon property taxes, forging
relationships with other agencies ûo maximize rcsource uritizafis¡ will tikely become a more

signifTcant fiscal and educational policy objective than at present. Indeed, this is
particularly the case of those agencies controlling þublic purse'expenditures; although, the

potential of linking public and private efforts must not be discussed lightly. Systems of
public finance allocation have a very myopic view of the relationship of their own
expenditures to the total amount of monies that are available for the provision of public

services' This view, as mentioned more than once throughout this thesis, however, is not
restricted to any one jurisdiction such as education; it is typical of our bureaucratic

structures in general. The key, then, is facilitating greater inægration of now independent

resource expenditures. This is addressed in the foilowing chapær.

To move this discussion to the micro-context of financiat planning as it relares to a given

school facility, a number of points must be made. In general, attention is given to the
planning and development of buitdings so that they function well and have reasonable

operational and mainænance costs. Cost is affecæd at each stage of a given facilities
development and consequent life span. TTre educational specifications, site plan, space

plan, tendering of the project, construction, equipping, operation, maintenance, evaluation,

and rehabilitation of a facility all have financial implications stemming from initial planning

decisions and cost consciousness (cEFPI, 1985). Although, efficient financial planning of
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school facilities will not result from a single decision or planning innovation.

The GEFPI (19s5) recommended that specialists, such a professional educational facility
planner' be employed to bring about the best possible solutions by being focused
specifically on a particularprojecr This could also bring f¡esh ideas and approaches to the
school division' increasing the likelihood of achieving economy of resources over the long-
term.

A multi-dimensional approach of considering the long-term, as well as initial costs, is likely
the best alternative. Moreover, to link this context with the macro-view discussed earlier,
the fiscal and policy implications resulting in maximizing resource expenditures will be
borne in each individual facility. undoubædly, achieving provincial level educational
objectives will require a large degree of flexibility to accommodate the special
ci¡cumstances within each school division in a province, and within each community area
of a given school division. It is this dynamic, then, between the provincial allocation of
resources' and the necessity of maximizing local autonomy which will be a significant
conributing factor in planning school facilities for sustainabte communities.

ii) The Manitoba Context _

Financial considerations regarding capital facility-relaEd expenditures are, for the most
part' controlled by the provincial government's Public schools Finance Board (psFB).
The 'vehicle' utilized by the PSFB ûo establish the level of support for a given project is the
capital support program (Government of Manitoba, 1991, #2).

The capital support Program determines the level of support for a project relative to
approved specifìcations, in conformance with the psFB's guidelines for conventional
school building fypes.. For new construction of buildings, or additions, the funding
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forrnula is based upon the following categories: Basic supnort for the building and it,s
'det'ails'; contributory Support which includes recognition plaques, parking, landscaping,
asphalt play areas, and fi¡e lanes among other features; Special support such as hydro
considerations, bus loops, elevators, septic systems, code upgrading costs, etc.; Day ca¡e
facilities; and other Support, e.g. consultant fees, negotiaæd school siæ purchase support,
interest support, furnishings, cost-sha¡ed space, and the Goods and services Tax. support
is also provided by formula for Renovarions and ROOIÀeplACe!0g$; Bç¡Jaçrugfgf
systems - structural, electrical, mechanical, and other deærmined systems. The final a¡eas
of funding support are by way of a capital Grant for specific modifications or replacements
notyetaddressedbyt}reCapitaISupportProgram,and@toconect

any inadequaþ school environment conditions (Appendix 5 (a), p. 155).

As evidenced, Manitoba school divisions rely on provincial funding to develop school
facilities' Although, when the capital support for an approved project does not fully
support all requirements, a division may, if it desi¡es, plan and address any funding
shortfalls through its revenue requests of the relevant municipal taxation authorities. If this
option is not feasible for a division to seek (which would most likely be the case),
alternations would have to be made to the intended project in order for the capital support
Program to support all costs.

Moreover, when a school division wishes to purchase a school site, unless this was a
consideration of the Five Year Plan, and approved by the psFB, the division would be
forced to purchase the site on thei¡ own. In any case, the secretary-T¡easurer of the school
division would be responsibre for site purchase proceedings.
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6. PhysÍcal Development

Í) The Contemporary Context -

School facility construction requires that a number of legal requirements are mel For
instance, siæ acquisition requires title clea¡ance and transfer, and overall development
requires pubtic legal notices, review of bids, awards of contracts, and approval by
provincial and local authorities. In addition, there are local and national standa¡ds

goveming elements of building and siæ construction.

Upon the approval of compleæd working drawings and specifications, a given project is

ready to be opened up for bids (ænders) by contractors. Generally, invitations for tenders

are advertised in local daily or weekly newspapers, and often circulaæd to relevant firms.
Those individuals or firms wishing to furnish a bid must follow procedures established in.

the invitation to bid. Bidding firms will also generally furnish a list of subcontractors

which they inænd to hire ûo work on the project.

once the deadline for tenders has passed, all submissions are analyzed for thei¡
conformance to the invitation, and the school boa¡d accepts a bid which best suits their
parricular ci¡cumstances. The school division and the chosen contractor will clarify the

award, and agree on the terms of the contract.

Before construction will begin, the contractor will prepare a work schedule, identifying the

va¡ious elements of the project, and propose daæs of work start and completion.

ii) The Manitoba Context _

Upon approval by the PSFB of drawings

proceed to the Working Drawing sÞge.

from the sketch plan stage the division may

At the Working Drawing stage a number of
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considerations must be made: production of a dated tender set of working plans and

specificationt ¿striling all cost estimates; cost estimates and justification for non-standard

features; and reports from the Department of Labour and the Department of Health with
regard to the proposed plans. Since a considerable length of time has likely occurred from

the last project cost estimates, updates in the level of support provided are detennined from

the Canadata Index (detailed Canadian construction cost updates). pending pSFB

authorization, the project may now be ændered.

Upon tendering the project, the division analyzes all submissions and forwa¡ds their report

to the Capital Facilities Commitæe of the PSFB. The level of support is once again updated

to reflect the final support provided for the project as per the Government's Capital Support

Program criæria. once a tender is awa¡ded, upon obtaining a building permit from the city
of Winnipeg, construction may begin.

In the Winnipeg School Division No. t it is the office of the Di¡ecror of Buildings and thei¡

architect who oversee the construction as per contract awards. Typical practices have an

awarded contractor subcontracting special elements of the overall construction to other

construction firms who are considered specialists in a particular area (i.e. a roofing
company may be subcontracted to complete this element of the development).

7. Occupancy and post-occupancy procedures

i) The Contemporary Context -

Upon physical construction of a facility, the project must then become operational. The

CEFPI (1985) indicate that tests should be canied out ûo ensure that all systems - electrical,

mechanical, architectu¡al, and structural - a¡e functioning as intended. As well, appropriaæ

mechanisms must be put in place to record ongoing operation and maintenance of all
systems in order to continually review the quantity and qualiry of faciliry utilization.
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Having activated the operation of the building, orientation should consist of ¡po programs:

one for facility users - teachers, students, and the community; and one for public

information - promote the famitiarity of the school as a community resource (CEFpI,

t98s).

With the structural and functional elements of the facility operational, the planning process

continues' The post-occupancy evaluation is an activify which should never end. The

CEFPI (1985) indicaæ that'Tt hæ become common practice to evaluate a facility during the

first year and then at intervals through the next th¡ee to five years', (p. O-5). An evaluation

will provide information regarding the level of success of planning, and will help in
identifying any changes which could improve the planning process. rnforrnation can also

be gleaned about ttre design and construction of the facility.

The GEFPI recommend a questionnaire or other suitable instrument to carry out a post-

occupancy evaluation.

ii) The Manitoba Context -

As indicaæd above, the planning process at this stage has come full ci¡cle. The winnipeg
school Division No. I carries out an annual facilities review as part of their Long Range

School Facility Development procedures, which essentially evaluates the functioning of
their schools every year. In addition to this, through the aforementioned Building
Inventory System (currently being developed), Maintenance Management system and

School Improvement Plan, conditions and utilization of schools is monitored and

subsequently priorized for division attention.

with respect to activating the building systems and operations records, and orientation
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programs of a given new facility or

administration of the specific school.

brought into the cycle and incorporated

discussed at the outset of this chapær.

major renovation, these duties fall upon the

Following this, a given facility would now be

into the overall Facilities Management p¡ocess
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Capital Support

APPENDIX 5 (a)

Program, Manitoba Public Schools Finance Board

The Public schools Finance Board_wilr provide funding forapproved capital projects as follows:

Debentured proiects:
Section À -

Section B -

Section C

Section D -

Section E -

New school buildings or add,itions toexisting school buildings, inõiüãint new aaycare facilities, approvèd under tfre-S_iearCapital plan.

Renovation and roof_replacement projects
approved under the S-year capitai piil.
Replacement of complete systems as priorized andapproved under the S-year Capital piil:-

Non-Debentured proi ects :

""nr..Grri ro schoor d.ivisions for minorcapÍtaI items to.be spent at the d,iscretion ofthe school division oir elieriblð-riããi-ãåpitalprojects

Environmental Àssistance program.

lEE A}IOT'I{T OF ST'PPORT 1þ BE PRO\':TDED TfTr,L BE TEE I,BSSER OF lEBÀeruÄL cosr FoR ÀPPROIIED ænÐrrr¡nss õñ TEE Àuotnw ELrcrBr,EItltDER TEE SIIPPORT FoRI{ttr.ÀE DE\rEr,oPro gy rE pt Btrc scgoot'sFrNAl{cE BOÀRD ÀND ADÍE¡ÍDED ERoü T[}IE rro-r¡rc r13 REEr.EerCEANGING CONDTSIONS.
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mended

BÀSTC SUPPORT:

New construction wilr be supported by The pubric schoolsFinance Board accord,ing to á-formulá-based on anestablished unit cost ior . basic ððnventional t]æe¡- buildins expressed in rerms or-õãptðrn¡.i-r,--iõgij-ào"t"l- and then aaãing.."oJt-p"t 
"q. ft. premiumr or bulk sumpremium, for special edücatiónar-i.ãiir.ments or othernonstandard.conditions, i.e. arrowári""= ror sizã ãiprojects, distance, etó. The basið--",rpport yielded bythe formula is then factored. ¡y a-ðuirently adjusted,construction index (Canadata) i" r"iiàct current costsfluctuations.

The basic building is to be considered_as a nee, buirdingin the trinnipeg aiea, conformñ;-t;-ãir coaes and pubricschoors Finance Board guideliñãË ã"a-incrudes regrular and.special classrooms, ofãices, corridors, mechanical,ventilation and electriclr sysiãr",-iã".tories, storage,speciarized insrructionar aråãi, iítãË.", i_nrrusion,security, sound and fire ararm-Áy;¡ðñ, sidewarks, roughgre9llg and levelIing of area coùered by the newbuilding, contingencf (1g for new ðãnstruction and 2t forrenovation and tie-iñ costs), 
".ð"Ã"1-constructioninsurance (property and ria¡íri[vl, -ú"rrorm.nãã-¡ãnaing

(503),_erc'., but eicludes all itêmå ãi support identifiedunder If, fIf, fV and V.

l

Basic support will not exceed thelevel resulting from the ãpplicationof the folloning formul" 
"t tenderstage.
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xnended

sEqtroN A - NgI{_1Ç"ONSTRUetroN

1) Basic Build.ing:
(based on approved gross area)Includes air-conditioning, structuralfloor, poured-in-place fõundations,-
energry conservation measures ; i. e.roof - R28, walls - R20, tripleglazing, grade beam insulation.
Roo! slope and building detailsto be according to public Schools
Finance Board standards.
Note: Where divisions insist on roof topunits as a source of heat and ventilatiãnin lieu of a conventional ItVAc ;t;¡;,basic support will be reduced by EZ.ôOper sq. ft. (September 1, 1991):Ll Premiums3
(based on net area approved by ThePublic Schools finanóe goard ãt sketchplan stage)
1) Kindergarten
2l T.M.H. faciliry
3) Resource Teaching
4) Library

applies to lj.brary portion
only and excludes workroom, office
and seminar

5) Multipurpose
junior-senior high6) Multipurpose

- elementary
7l Band
8) Àrt
9) Business Education

10) Science
- chemistry
- physics, biology and general science- elementary science clássroom
Gymnasium

4,000 sq. ft. (430.4 mz) and over- under 4,000 sq. ft. (430.4 m2l
Computer
Life Skills
Health Services
Kitchen
Home Economics
- nutrition

textiles
all purpose

fndustrial Àrts
- manufacturing

(includes dust collection)
- woodworking

(includes dust collection)
- graphic communications
- pov¡er mechanics
- electricity-electronics

$s8.00 $624.32

11.80
11.80
11.40

L27.00
!27.00
722.68

1_1

8. 00

15.90

11.90
21..60
31.40
11.80

43.20
3l_.40
2r.60

33.40
25.60
13.80
l_9. 60
33.40
39.20

17.80
11.80
2L.60

34.40

28. 00
17. 80
2I.60
14.90

86. 10

170.04

127 .00
232.46
337.92
r27.00

464.92
337.92
232.46

359.46
275.50
L48.52
2L0.94
359 .46
42L.88

191.56
I27 .00
232.46

370.22

301.34
191.56
232.46
L59.28

L2
13
L4l
1s)
1_6 )

t7l
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3) Dista¡rce Factor:

The base support wirl appfy to t^Iinnipeg and allareas wirhin a fifreen mire (24 kml iaãiü=-oi-In.junction of the Red, and assiniboine aiveii iã"",rr"¿City centre).

5t distance factor may be arrowed to arr areas fromthe fifteen mile (24 km) radiui-io . rad.ius oi iortvfive miles_ (72 k¡n) from-the ciiv ãentre, and this
:3:Ior_sha11, arso, be applied Êo porraé. iãliralrLe.

8t distance factor may be arlowed to all areas fromthe forty.five.mile t1Z km) ,.ài..= to a rad.ius ofsevenry five miles (120 km) from the city ðã"[r",and this factor shall, also, be .ppli"a Ê" giã"ã"".
12t distance factor may be arrowed to the remainderof the province south óf pararlel 51, ana tnls---factor shall, a1so, be applied to óaúpnin.
15t distance factor may be allowed for the areaberween parallel 51 anã parallei ir ttz.---prãjã.t=are subjecr ro individual review and i:onsiããiáiior.
18t distance factor may be arlowed, for the areabetween parallel s1 t/2 anö, Þarãiier sz. -piãlã.t"
are subject to individual review and consiããiáii"".
Above paralleI.52, projects are subject toindividual review aña éonsideration.

Snall Size:

and progressively increase $0.10 pÇr sg. ft. ($1.0g per mz)for every decrease of 200 sg. ft. (fg.ð m=) untilreaching below_ 5,000 sq. f t,.- (464. È-;; ) which willreceive special consideration. rt.tãtáre, the followingpremiums shoutd serve as a g.uide.

4l

ended

fE2
and over

Size
¡2

and over
Add

Per ft2

Premium
Add

per m2

25,000
24,900
24 ,600
24 ,400
24,200
24,000

2 ,322.9
2,304.9
2,296.2
2,267 .6
2,249.2
2 1229.6

none
$0.1.0
$0.20
$0.30
$0.40
$0.50

none
$ 1.08

2.16
3.22
4. 30
5.38
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nended

src:r¡ow e - nmr corstnúcr¡on¡

CþNIRIBTTTÐRY SIPPORT:

A contrÍbution towards the actual costsitems will be made by The public Schoãlsprovided such items are included in the

rI
of the following
Finance Board

contract.
1) Job sigm:

To be incruded in contract as per The public schoolsFinance Board standard specifiãations.
I{4]rImrU gIrEqgRT: Suppty and instalt $1,000. O0

2l Recogmition plaques:
To be included i.n contracts where reguired by ThePublic Schools Finance Board and inciudinginscription specified by The publÍc schooÍs FinanceBoard
}TAXITTÍT'III STIPIQR! : t500.00

3) Parking:
rn_recognition of administrative and support staff,and visitors, the formula provides ror ä-""rn¡ãi-àrparking spaces equivalent to 1.5 times the nu¡nber ofteaching stations approved for construction. Thiscontribution recognizes the following - compactedgravel base, bumper curbs and electrificatiã;. --

Size
f.Ez ¡2
and over

Premium
Add Add

per ft2 per m2

Size
tLz ¡¡2
and over

Premium
Add Àdd

Per ft2 per mz

23 ,000 2,136.7
22,000 2,043.9
2L,000 1,950.9
20 ,000 1,959.0
19, 000 7 ,7 65 .l
18,000 7 ,672.217,000 t,579.3
16,000 L ,486.415,000 1,393.5
14,000 1,300.6
13,000 !,207 .7
12,000 1,114.9

$1.00 $10.761.50 L6.14
2.00 2L.52
2.50 26.90
3.00 32.28
3.50 37.66
4.00 43.04
4.50 48.42
5.00 53.82
5.50 59.20
6.00 64.58
6.50 69.96

l_1,000 L,02I.g
10,000 929.0
9,000 836.1'9,000 7 43.2
7,000 650.3
6,000 557.4
5,800 538.8
5,600 520.2
5,400 501.7
5,200 483.1
5,000 464.5

Under
5,000 464.5

$7.00 $7s.347.50 80 .72
8.00 86.10
8. 50 9L.48
9.00 96.96
9.50 L02.24
9.60 103.32
9 .7 0 L04.40
9.80 105.46
9.90 106.54

10.00 107.62
Special

Consideration
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An additional contribution maygg:t of asphalring the parkñÇfflight fence' wheñ requirea lfmunicipality. When applicablã,reguired to provide a éeparatethese items.

be made towards the
]-ot or providing a
by-law of the
the division will becost breakdown for

\mended

¡mended

mended

mended

nended

4l

U4XIlft U $rEqeRg: Nr¡raber of teaching stations
ti¡nes 1,5 times $600.00 ti¡¡es
Canad.ata.

Landscaping:
The formura is based on a contribution toward,s thecg:t of providilg top soil and sod ir,--trr" rront -ãña
side areas of the buitaing equivaierrË t" the area ofnev, construction approved
lfAXItftU EIrEqgRr: Àp.proved_3r"? ti¡nes g .60/sq. ft.($5.Sa7¡¡z¡ times Canadata. -

Asphalt Play Àrea(s):
A contribution. towards provid.ing up to 3,000 sq. ft.(278.7 mz ) of hard surfãced, plaí ãi.ãi=) forelementary students.
I+ÍAIIUIU sIrEPeR!: 3,000 sq. fr. (278.7 m:) rimes

$2.00 ti¡nes Canadata.
6) Student Lockers:

A contribution towards providing full-size lockersto al1 students in gradés VII aña up.
UAxrUtlr gupqqRT: $100.00 times nu¡nber of students ingrade \l"rf a¡rd up tirnes Canad.ata.

7', Fire Lánes:
where required by authorities administering thebuilding code, The public schoòls-Ëirr.rrã"-Ëoã;ã
y+11 support the actual costs oi-rir. lanes,-ãi inlieu of fire ranes, the costs related. to providingmore fire resistant floor ana roãi assemblies asper the following formula.
ll4XIUtU stppgRT: Àp.proved aÌea ti¡oes g .701sq. fr.(i7.52/m2l ti¡nes Canadata. -

8) Roof Eeat Sink:
lvtçrq reguired by authorities administering Èhebuildins code, rhe public scnoois-Ëi".Àãã-Ë";;ã wirlprovide support in recognirion or lne 

"oÃti-iãrateato the supply and installation of grr.psum board inconjunctj-on with steel deck roofÀ.-'
lt4XI['ftIrt gEpgq: Àp.proved a-rea ti¡oes g .60/sq. ft.($6.46¡pz¡ tÍmes canadata. -

l
s)

l

¡ended
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g) Direct Digital Control (OOC):Effective JuIy 15, Lgg7, a contribution equivalentto $7,600,Q0 plus $ .34 pgf sq. fr. aa:usËeA ¡V-canadata wirl be made avãita¡íe toward theinstatlation of a direcr aigitãf-ãontrof (DDc)
system on the following lypés of approved-majórcapiral pTojecrs proviãed-lne insiãhatíon iÉincluded in the cóntract:
a ) new school_s;
b) additions to schools including pre-designed

classroom (p:D.c.) additions iÞgqlgtnì part of aplanned multi_phase proiect offi
10) !Íetal Roof premir¡m:

rn cases where school divisions select the designand construction of a sloped metãi-roor assãmuri-over other alternative chóices The public scrrõãisFinance Board_ri1l.provide a¿aiiiõnal suppori-i"-recognition of additional costs.
U4XIIfiJU gUEqqRI: Ap.proved area ti¡oes $2.10 /sq. ft.($22.60/¡z) times Canad.ata. -

Àmended

{mended

l
rIT SPECTAÍ, STPPORT:

special consideration may be given for support on otherirems if and when deemed "s"eñiiãi ¡v The'Þ"oiiã'schoorsFinance Board and wil1 includ,e3----
cod.e upgrading costs resultÍng from ord.ers fromauthorities _charged with the énforc.*ent-ãr- tn.building code and directly rerated to areas in anexisting building beyond lhose areas approved forrenovations or new construction;
hydr.o reguirements as evidenced by submission fromuritiry;
catch basin(s);
bus loop as recommended by Transportation section ofManitoba Education;
additional costs resulting from unusuar soilconditions beyond the cosf.s of poured,-in-p1ace piresprovided in the basic support fãrmufã;elevators (where requireã and approved) _ actualcosrs. of supplying and instaltiñó ã 2,óoo pãunaelevator (shaft excluded) in new multípfe '"ior.y
buildings;
septic systems;
items related to staged construction (support to bededucted from basic support of next constructi.onphase ) ;
driveway approaches;
hoarding and heating;
costs of rel0cating existing services necessitated,bv an addirion to án. exÍstiñs school ¡"iiãiñü;----addirional cosrs of rying-ro-an ã*i"ti"ã-¡iïi¿i"g.
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u4x**'il gupqgRr: To be detemined and finalized attender stage on the basis of selirateprices obtained through tt¡e-rãgr;i;tendering process.
DAY CÀRE:

where the construction of day care facilities is approvedi" çgljunction with the-ðonstruction of new school_facilities, support wilr be d.etermined as forrows:
HÀxIUtU gqplg: _Ttre sum of rhe follæing:1) Basic support:

Àpplication of Sup-port Fomula alloning a
_premium of $92.00/sq. ft. --¿

Contributory supportJ
An equivalent of six (6) parking spaces tobe utilized for rhe provGiõ;f ;ã;kilsand drop off area, 

"nd ran¿sðapi"ãì=Ë.formula.
Special support:
I{hen applicable.

Other:
fn the event of a project shortfall,additional sup¡rort will be provided in ana¡nou¡rt not to exceed the pro_rata share of

rv

Àmended

2l

3l

4l

the day care centre, carcürated. 
"= tõii*=,

x shortfall
v ÓEEER ST]PPORT:

]f"fi3:ttcable supporr mav be provided for rhe followins
1l Consultant Fees:

rt ié the responsibirity of school d.ivisions tohire consurtant services and in so doing are boundby the terms negotiatea ana i"är"ã"d in contractualagreements. The forlowing ranges of ",rppoii-riii ¡"provided only in cases wrrõre-piðj"ãt" in secrions A& B have been formally approvèd Éy tf¡e publicschools Finance Board or-ior pioJé.ts i_n section cand roofs where specific 
""ir,ãiiáãtio' h";-Ë;;"granted to a division by the publi; schools FinanceBoard to engage the services of-ã-õorrsurtant.

UÀIffi!fir! SUppORT: - 6.5t of approved. sup¡rort fornew construction involving
grrad,e levels up to andincluding gradè 9.
ZS of approved sup¡rcrt for aewconstruction involving grradelevels above grade 9.
10t_ of approved support forrork otùer than ¡æ
constn¡ction.
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4. 5t _of _ 
approved sup¡rcrt forpre-designed classroorns .Applica-b1e only on projectsinvolving pre_ãesidted-

classroom ¡¡¡rits as part of thesecond stage of a mutti_stagedconstruction approval
4_5t of approved sup¡rort forconstruction of pre_engineered
steel buildings.
Àll items u¡rder Contri_butorr¡
Support and all items und.erSpecial Support, with theexception of those noted. belæ,
corunand the appropriate feerate for New Construction.
Íhe following items r¡ndernSpecial Supportrr cqnaaná a feerate of 10t:
a) code upgrad.ing costsresulting from orders fronrauthorities charged with theenforcement of the build.ing

code and directly related toareas in an existing
building beyond thoõe areasapproved for renovations or
nehr construction;

b) costs of relocai.ing
existing services
necessitated by an add.itionto an existing schoolbuilding;

c) additional costs of
_tying-to an existing
building.

schoof sire(s):
The public schools Finance Board. will d,etermine andprovide support ir considers ;ã;=oil;le rowards rhecosts of purchasins an appropriateiy-;i";ã ;ãiã.i"ãrland for a school.
HÀKrüur supqgRg: 10 be dete¡mined folroning- -; - - negotiations-witfr-""ñoof ðivision.

Interest:
School divisions, when authorized. by a by-law, ßâyborrow funds on an inteiim ¡ãsiÀ-tã'päy forconstruction costs pending the sale ãi a.¡.rrtures.

2l

3)
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SEæÎõñT= ñser eowsrRuerrox

1. support in recognition of interest costs will beconsidered.in the cases of construction of newschool buiidings, significant add.itions toschool buildings and major upgrading projects
on1y.

2- support will be provided to the extent deerned
reasonable by rtre R¡blic schools Finance Boardfor a period not exceeding six months folrøingI'sr¡.bstantial cq¡pletion. rl

4l FurnishinçJss (New construcùion only)
Àn allowance wi1l be made to furnish the newfacility at the discretion of the school- division.
UAIIDflJU SIIBæRI: Net instnrctional area (sq.

¡¡.*/sz I divided by 750 sq.fx./eg.6 mz times i2,3OO. -plus $2,300. for kitchen ifapplicable. For Frontier School
Division schools the support shallb $2,500. per r¡nit.
* Vocational and practical arts

areas are excluded as they
are furnished through the
Establishment Gra¡rt.

Cost-shared Space:
without attempting tó restrict the right of a schooldivision of using its own formula on ðost-sharing
agreements entered into with community groups, it ishighly recommended that on matters of cóst-ir¡åring
space in a new school building, the purchaserrsportion of the costs be determined through the useof the support formula. The amount to bécontributed should be finalized at the sketch plan
stage.

Goods a¡rd Services Tax:
Support will be provided to recognize the costimpact of the Goods and Services Tax to schooldivisions. support will be determined to offset theportion of the tax that is non-refundable to schooldivisions by the Government of Canada. The
non-refundable portion equates to Net c.S.T. Z.Z4Z.

NCIIE: THE FoLLowrNc ARE Nor ELTGTBLE FoR cAprrAL suppoRT:
- ADMTNTSTRÀTION BUTLDTNGS
- BUS GÀRÀGES

CÀFETERTA
- S}¡TMMTNG POOLS

COMMUNIÍY SPACE
- TEÀCHER CENTRES

s)

6)

t&



THE OYERRTDTNG GUTDTNG PRTNCTPLE FOR SUPPORT CONSTDERATTONI,NDER THIS SECTTON SHAIL BE THE SCHOOi_óTVTSTON'S REASONABLEASSURÀNCE THAT THE SCHOOL BUTLDT¡¡E WiIr, REMATN rN ACIrVE USEAS A PUBLIC SCHOOL BUTLDTNG FOR A SUrriCrgNT PERTOD OF T'ME TOT.'ARRÀNT THE EXPENDITURE.

RENO\¡ATIONS:

Although maximum support wirl not exceed 50t of the costof new construction ior the area approved by The publicschools Finance Board under renovations, ii'iõ--ãxpãõ[.athat most renovations can be achieved at a costsubstantially less.
SUPPORT FOR RENOVÀÎTONS WILL BE BÀSED SOLELY ON AREASAPPROVED TN THE MTNTSTERIAL AWARD AIID WTLL BE FTNALLZEDAT THE SKETCH PLAII STAGE FOLLOWTNG A SUBMiSõiOXiiiËËËñ=DTVISION'S ARCHTTECT OF ALL REQUTRED DATA.

ü4xrrflrlq s.EqgRT: - To be d.eiemined at sketch plan stageand adjusted þr Canadata at- tenaãrstage.
- Contribrrtory support

J.ockers and job sign
applicable.

- Special support for:1) çode upgrading costs resulting
frorn orders from authorities
charged with the enforce¡nent ofthe building code and d,irectlyrelated to areas in a¡r existiñgbuilding beyond those areas
approved for renovations;2l access including elevators whererequired and approved;3) other speciat itens aà negotiatedwith the Pr¡blic Schools fínan"ã--
Board.

- Other support
- as per Seçtion A: V 1), V 31.

- 100t of approved eosts to convertexisting space to day ca.re use.
- Support for carpet in the following

areas ¡ kindergarten, m,rsic roms, -li5raries a¡rd, teuporåry classroæs.

for student
where
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NÛÏE: Th. Capital Support program will provide supportfor renovation costs to herÍtage Ëchoo1buildings designated by provinõiat or City ofI^iinnipeg authorities. Final support wi1l notexceed what is deemed by The public Schools
Finance Board to be reaionabr-e and supportablecosts under the Capital Support program and itsguidelines but in any evenl- shall nót exceed 508of The Public schools Finance Board formula for
new construction.

rI ROOF REPI,ACEIIEIIT:

Replacement (entire or major part of) membrane and,
damaged insuration because of- failure of a roof sectionin excess of 1,500 sq. ft. (139.3 m2). the foli"rirrã-r.Vbe included provided they are part of a totar or *ãjo.replacement program recommended and deemed. reasonabie byThe Public Schools Finance Board Architect:

removal of skylights or mechanical equipment,repairs to upper portion of wal1s and associåteawith the instaLl-ation of new roof ;- control joints;
roof drains;
connecting drains to sewer;
insulation.

uÀxrlft U sqqqRg: 100t of approved costs on roof projectspriorized and approved under thé slyearCapital plan.
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sEcntoN c - REPrÀeElfENT OF SISTIllilS

STRUCIITRÀL:

Replacement of or major rehabitítatÍve work to main
stiuctural members, sub-floors, joists and all areas
vital to the structural stability of the building by
reason of failure or impending failure documented and
ãertified by a qualifieä architect or structural engineer
and as conf-ir¡ned and recommended by The Public Schools
Finance Board Architect.

I.fAxItfuU gIrEqqRT: 100t of approved costs'

}ÍECEAI{ICÀL:

Complete replacement due to certified failure:
1. Heatinq Systems:

- boilers
furnaces - cracked
heat exchangers

- heating suPPIY and return PiPing
Note: failure will be deemed

to have occurred when evidence
can be shown bY the division
that 20t of the total PiPing
has PreviouslY been rePlaced
by the division and uPon
submitting evidence that the
remainder of the sYstem has
failed through a samPle section
of piPe taken at random

2. Utilities:Iõmeffic water Purification sYstem
- well

septic systems (holding tank, fieId,
laóoon añd water treatment P1ant)
galvanized domestic water PiPing
Note: failure will be deemed

to have occurred when evidence
can be shown bY the division
that 20t of the total PiPing
has PreviouslY been rePlaced
by the division and uPon
submitting evidence that the
remainder of the sYstem has
failed through a samPle section
of PiPe taken at ¡:andom

replacement of main sewer and
water lines

II

(a, e)

(b, c, d, e)

(d, e)

(b, e)
(c, e)

(b, e)

(d, e)
(e)
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Documentation Guide:

Connection to
existing well.
Connection to
existing sewer

cl . Department of Labour ínspectioncertificate;
mechanical consultant's report;
independent contractorrs cond.itionreport;
annual maintenance costs;
The Public Schools Finance Board MechanicalEngineer's sire inspeerion (if-iequËãi
and condition reporL;

b.
c.

d,.
ô

3.

HÀXTüUDI

ITT ELECTRTCÀL:

rv

SUPqORT: 100t of approved, costs.

new municipal water system from

new municipal se$¡er lines from
system.

substantÍaI
certified

a fire alarm
if ordered by

1. Complete rewiring of a building or aportion of same following aociñenËe¿failure.
2. Complete replacement or provision ofsystem and emergency lighting systèmrecognized provincial auttrorítyl - --

DiAXIüIU gU"qgRT: 100t of approved costs.

CTIEER:

1. Removal of asbestos material when certified a hazardto the hearth of students and staff of .-À"rrõoï-buildins bv a provinciar aucnoii[v-rr""iñs-"üãñ-jurisdictÍon.
2. Provision of or complete replacement of dustcollecrion sysrems upon cerlifiea-iãiiürðïi .r,"provincial authority having :"ii"ai.tion over suchmatters.

Note: The rel0cation of existing dust collectionsvsrems will be. rhe respoñsibiiitv-õi-ih;'division under the ',D,, Ëeôiio' of-thã õãpit"rSupport program.
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sEerrowc-n¡pl¿ffioFsrsrrt¡rs

NCIIIE:
I

II

3. support will be provided for the installation ofreguired means of access ,for handicapped at suchtime as a handicapped student is expeótea to enrorlin a school. The Llpe and exúent of access will bedetermined by a Manitoba Education consultant inconsultation with school division personnel.
4- Removal of underground oiI tanks, coal bunkers andseptic tanks when deemed hazardoús by ." .ppiõpii"t"regulating authority.
lIA[Itftlr gUPqgRT: 100t of approved. costs.

sup¡rcrt for consurtant fees r¡nder th.is sectionwiJ.l be providgg only in cases where a lrojecthas been fomalry approved by the P.¡briä sénoolsFinance Board and whère spec-ific authoiizationhas been grrantãl-by ttre pu¡lic Schools FinancãBoard to engage the serr¡ices of a consulta¡rt.
Support for interest costs is not provided onnon-debentured projects.
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SECrION D - CÀPrTÀI, GR.ilfr

Each year, school divisions will quarify for a capiÈar grantcalculated as follows:

À+c'
DivisionÀllocation= B D x p

2

hlhere:
A
B
c
D
P

= sum of ages of active schoor buirdings in division= sum of ages of active school- buildinis in provinãã
= surn of areas of active school buildiñgs in aivÍsiãn= surn of areas of active school buirdinés in pio"i"ãä
= Provincial annual allocation

Conditions:

1. Grant monies must be spent on projects that fall withinthe following non-exhaustive rist-of items, piõ"ia.ã--[t"vare directly related to school buildings:
1 replacing or brocking out of windows and grassblocks because of failure of major .orpon"nts orof demonstrable excessive solar heatin! or heatloss;
2 flooring replacement - carpeting, hardwood,tile, etc.;
3 bring ceilings to acceptable standards;
4 brÍng walls to acceptable stand,ard.s;
5 replacement of doors ( including d.oorhardware), frames, millwork;
6 replacement of chalkboard,s, tackboard.s;
7 replacement of built-in cabinets;
I acoustical treatment for specified. need,s;
9 replacement of J.ockers;
10 provision of storage cabinets;11 

::iåi::Tïi#ååil"iå*:l":,i:;i:i;î..",
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13

T4

72

15

T7

18

19

20

2t

replacement of exteriot finish (excludingrepainting);
patching and repairing of roofs and relatedexpenditures which próIong the life ãt tn" roof;
replacement of .toilets, partitions, urinals,showers, drinking founiains, hot ,uátèr neãiårs,basins i
replaeement of incandescent and obsoletefluorescent lighting fixtures;
installation of new and relocation of existingduplex outlets;
increase main. service if proven to be inadequateand consolidation of eteclricar primãry s"rüi"";
new distribution panels;
exhaust systems for specific areasi
ventilation of general areas;
vandalism deterrents such as exterior floodlighting, window gruard.s, enclosrrrè ãi ãxposeapiping, enclosure of accessibfe ióoi-.i""=,surveillance systems, etc. ;
sidewalks, trees, shrubs, paving of playground,,fencing, drainage, tie-in to stõrm säwer,sprinkler systems, parking lots,-ptãVgiound
equipment;
relocation of dust collection systems;
repairs to boilers, i.e. replacement ofsections, re-tubing, water iegs, 

"ið. i-replacement or upgrading of environmentaLcontrols i
water line replacement;
code requirements it is the responsibility ofschool divisions to conform to imþro;;Ë;[ -'orders emanating from various regülatingauthoritíes respecting code r"quíiem;;rÃ. Thefollowing are exampres of such-items-tñãt .r.appropriately funded under the ilDr 

"."iiongrant:
fire rate or replacement of wa1ls and,ceilings;
fi-re rate or repracement of doors and frames;- installation of automatie selr-ãio"l"g deviceson doors;

16

22

23

24

25

26

27

17t



- modifications to attenuate noise leveIs inspecified areas;
- enclose and/or fire rate vertical exit stairshafts, including doors and automaticself-closers ìinstallation of approved illuminated exitsigns;

fire rated separations between rooms andbetween floors ì- upgrading of emergency lighting for all exitsand means of egress;
- panic hardware on exit doors;- upgrading of fire alarm systems;- enunciator panel for fire alarm system;- emergelcy poi¡¡er supply for f ire alarm systems;

smoke detectors - heat detectors;installation of automatic fire eitingruishing
systems;
instaLl-ation of required
boilers;

- modifications of existÍng
plumbing installations tó
requirements.

Any unused portion of the grant may be transferred. to areserve and utilized in suÈseguent years. At no timeshould the reserve exceed the-amouni oi tte veãrrv- -
allocatiori unless so authorized by The pubriõ schôoIsFinance Board.

rtems on which capital grant monies have been spent shalIbe reported annually to The public schools rinaircã-gãardin the form of a listing of project;-unãertaken and theircosts.

Palzments of al-Located capitar grant will be mad,e toschoor divisions on the same dãtes and. by the samepercentages as for operational advances.

safety devices on

9âs, electrical, and
meet current safety

2.

3.

4.
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Thi-s-four yeaS pTogram, initiated and announced in 1ggg,enables school divisions ro select ã"a-pri;i;; pioJã.t"involving corrective measures ro resol"è inãããã"ãlã'-environment conditions in schools. rñe-t]¡pes of individualprojects envisaged as meering rhã inlänt õi tne-piðgi*, 
"r.described-, ilr general terms, ir . piðãià outline circuratedto all school divisions. w_itr¡ speäiriã proj.;a ãp;;ãvar ofThe Public schoors Finance Boardl schoor-aiúisio"Ë'rãv embarkon environmenral improvement projects, -ãrr-ã - 

5õ[---söãcost-shared basisr_ up to the maximum ánnuar entitlemãntdeterrnined for each school aivision ¡v--itr" public schoolsFinance Board.
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APPENDIX 6

Total Community Resource plannÍng

Total Community Resource Planning is characterizedby action, where all pubtic resources

located within a geo-political a¡ea (facilities, funds, agency and human expertise) are

'tooperatively utitized to serve the needs of the ioøl communify" (Earthman, l9g6: p. 4).

All of a given community's facilities resources would be utilized as deærmined by the

identified needs of the larger community, rather than one particular constituency, such as

the school system, acting as an autonomous body. In essence this "would be the complete

coordination of the infrastructure of the community" (p. 4).

Indeed, the notion of this concept has very broad implications regarding a communities

totâl physical, social, and economic resources. However, in relation to this discussion,

Total Community Resource Planning is concerned with those public resources existing in a

given community.

To this end, jurisdictions such æ the school

independent of any other organization. Such

system utilize space almost completely

independence of 'public purse' resource

expenditure and consumption, however, is very prevalenl

It is this isolated planning, prohibiting our decision-making processes and institutional

frameworks from meeting the needs of today, without compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their own needs, that Total Community Resource planning begins to

add¡ess. It is peflinent to note here that the notion of cooperative planning is not to rake

away decision-making power from specifïc service agencies, but, rather, to open lines of
communication and identify avenues of cooperation and integration between them.

Decision-making power is, however, devolved in pa¡t from the provinciat level to the local
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level.

Briefly explained below is what Earthman (1986) outlined as a framework to achieve Total

Community Resource planning.

fnhr-agency OrganÍzation '

In order to achieve inter-agency organization in a particular geo-political area, a central

office or agency would be needed to manage the utilization (or lack thereoÐ of local spaces.

Earthman felt that the intent of this initiative would be to establish a cooperative board - an

Inter-agency Advisory Boa¡d, serving a communication and advisory function regarding

needs and availabitity of space' and would not wield any power to deærmine the ultimate

utilization of space. As a new program, or any use needing space, was being developed it
would be brought to the attenüon of this board for consideration in accommodating any

spatial needs.

As used in this thesis, the concept of Total Community Resource planning would be a

sha¡ed role between a local a¡ea and the province.

Identified space needs would then be matched with available space in ttre given area. The

intent would be to make the most advantage of available space prior to any new capital

facility fu nding com mitments.

Inventory of public Spaces

An inventory of all public facilities should be established. Incorporated in this would be a

description of the location and anributes (e.g. proximity to other simila¡ spaces; special

design features; present resources available, etc.) of each facility. of note here is ftat most

government and related otganizations al¡eady have an inventory of their spaces. As
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Earthman noted, the va¡ious inventories could be merged into a common inventory for all

to utilize. The key to this would be in coming up with common descriptors for data of the

va¡ious constituencies involved.

This inventory should be ca¡ried out at the local level, with cooperation from the province.

List of PossÍble Alternative Uses of Space

Each jurisdiction with space in the defined area would be responsible for suggesting

possible alternative uses of their spaces in striving towa¡d maximizing long-term utilization.

A series of discussions within each jurisdiction would be held in order to develop

consensus on particular alternatives.

communication system to rdentify Availabre spaces

At presenE the varying jurisdictions utilizing space in a given üea Nelikely quite aware of

thei¡ own needs for space and/or availability of surplus space. However, there is no

precise way for varying jurisdictions to determine the availability of space in facilities

owned by other groups. Communication in this regard could, for example, be facilitaæd

by a monthly newsletter or memorandum being ci¡culated. This could advertise both

available space and a need for space.

Review System for Capital Improvement Needs

A Facilities Use Commitæe at the local level should review and determine potential capital

improvement needs of each jurisdiction in order to meet identified possible space utilization

alternatives. This review would not approve or disapprove of a particular need, but rather

identify available spaces and associated capital implications.
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Summary

Although this concept is explained as Earthman had intended, the applicabitity to this thesis

is easily identifîed.

Total Community Resource Planning formulates the context fo¡ est¿blishing decision-

making processes which support, and encou¡age, sustainable schoot facility planning and

developmenl The key to activating this context is communication. Identifying agencies to

be involved, creating an inventory of public spaces, and est¿blishing a network to inform

others of available space(s) and capital improvement needs, a¡e all associated with

enhancing communication benveen resource consumers. Such communication, however,

also implies a higher level of cooperation; an ingredient not implicit in traditional, accepted

bu¡eaucratic structures. The Manitoba Round Table on Environment and Economy (1990,

#1) indicaæd that sustainable development is a shared responsibility, requiring "that all

Manitobans acknowledge responsibility for sustaining the environment and economy, with

each being accountable for decisions and actions, in a spirit of partnership and open

cooperation" (p.14); while also noting thefu goal "to ensure sustainable development is

embodied in the management systems, structures and operations of the public Sector. . .',

(p. 14). Clearly, Total Community Resource Planning would be a move in the right

direction.
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APPENDIX 7

Winnipeg School Division No. 1
InitiatÍves Beyond Regular EducatÍonal programs

. 
lqench Immersion program

. Bilingual hograms

. Advanced Placement program

. W9$ Experience program

. Adolescent Parent Ceñtre

. Children of the Earth High School

. R.B. Russell Vocational-school

. Winnipeg AdultEducation Cenüe

. Tutoring Services

. Summer School

. Instrumental Music program

. Milk Subsidy Program

. Çoltqging Éducition program

. 
_E*ly School Years ProgrÀn

. Institutional Programs

. Volunteer Program

. Elgin House Éogram

. Marketing Program

. Human Rights Program

. Infanr Devãlopmeni L¿boratories

. Diagnostic læarning Centre

. Rossbrook Houæ Program

. 
lleritage Language Program

. Inlemational Baccalaureate program

. Alternative/I{ulti-Grade progralns

. 
_Special Needs Program

n Migrancy Program
. Argyle Altemative High School
. Technical Vocational Fligh School
. Montcalrn School
. Child Guidance Centre
. E_arly Identification program
. Nutrition Prosram
. Performing ¡Éts Program.Ilgli$, as,a Second Language
(ESLVAdulr ESL programs -

. E_n glshlanguage Development

. Native Students{ELDNS) prograrn

. Personal Safety Program

. Gifæd and TaÉnæChogram

. Adolescenr Pa¡ent Cent¡é (ApT)

. Student Bursary Program

. Peer Tutoring Érogram

. 
.CorT u.rtf _Elgcation Development

Association (CEDA)

(Source: The Winnipeg School Division No. I 1992-93 Budget, March 1992.)
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APPENDIX 8

IdentifyÍng Community Needs

Integral to the overall concept sustainable school facilities, is the ongoing identification of

community needs. A'Community Needs Inventory" must be conducæd by a Facitities

Use Committee, involving both the local community and relevant school division(s). This

research will serve to determine space needs for the development of school-community

purpose facilities. The intent is for the overall concept to be community-driven. A
community's needs must not be seen as a situation where a community continues to

demand more services/programs. Identifying community needs should be viewed as an

opportunity to enhance public expenditure efficiency. By being in close association with

existing and potential user groups, serviceþrogram delivery agencies will be better able to

identify and respond to changing user needs. Furthermore, by planning schools that

readily ærve multiple uses, efficiency of public capital expenditure will also increase.

As noted, the local community must be involved in determining it's own needs. In
Ringers' (1g76) discussion of assessing community needs, he noæd two major benefïts of
involving the community:

There is a greater lik- elihood !þ-at the resultant program will be client-
responsive and, therefore, more 1ikely to be succerifUi

With a clearer.understanding of the program to be established because of
th.eir partic.t¡ation in dsljleating it, thére ú titety to be a cadre or supporærs
who are willing to provirF soli-d support for thdcapirat arã;perãTiríg'ionos
which may be necessary for the program.

It is important to develop consensus on which expressed needs a¡e of highest priority to the

community. In order to do this, a communify must participate in a "visioning" process.

Visioning s¡teils a community coming together to aÍiculate its collective (real and potential)

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (also called SWOT Analysis). It is a time
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to determine where a community is, where it seems to be going, where it wants to go, and

how it can get there. This is not only meant to be meaningful involvement for community

representatives, but for individuals and/or groups which have interests in the area, or may

be potential partners in a school-community purpose facitity.

It would be logical if school division planners and Facilities Use Commitæe members were

to coordinate Annual Needs Inventories with respect to the communities in their
jurisdiction. The community should also be looked at as a potential resource in the

mechanics of collecting this infonnation.

Numerous techniques are available for identifying community needs and developing

consensus. The "Community Round Table" is a series of meetings which seeks to have a

problem/issue discussed by a community and all affected individuals and groups. The

objective is to hear all sides ofthe problern/issue, and constructively develop a collective

vision to achieve action in addressing/solving the problern/issue. It is the establishment of
the current context" and building a framework for the unfolding of a desi¡ed direction

(Green, l99l).

The Round Table idea is similar to the "charette" concept. A charette is an open public

forum where community residents and agency representatives come together to lead

discussion of any concerns faced by the community. Ringers (1976) noted that a cha¡ette

"consists of concentrated talk, work, drawings, discussions, consensus, sharing of
concerns, and other interactions" (p. 75).

In the 1960's the U.S. Offìce of Education used an "educational facilities cha¡ette,,

(Ringers, 1976). They noæd that

"primary empq$lg is given^tg educational facility and prograrn as the narural
catalyst fs¡ reyitalization of the total community. ft¿'pdtícip¿ã"rp"* i, t
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arrive at implementa.ble..plans and solutions to community problems in a
compressed time period" (p. 75).

In addition' a suryey could also be distributed to supplement the identification of
community needs through public round tables or charettes. A survey may also serve to

assist in further informing the pubtic of the problemvissues being analyznd.

Regardless of the technique used, the key objective is that community participation is

meaningful. Simply holding public meetings and accepting written submissions as

expression of community needs is not enough. The community must meaningfully

participaæ in sening priorities, identifying the necessary rcsources to meet thei¡ needs, and

building consensus on how the overall assessment will be evaluaæd. This may require

more time than if, for example, a school division resea¡ch department were to act as.Judge

and jury" in deterrnining community needs.

Ringers (1976) came to a pertinent conclusion, regarding assessment of community needs,

when he noted:

The community role in the process must be specific. . . involvement in the
decision-matlng process cañlring about new relàtionstriis . . .tô prõd*. u
creative solution. Citizens' involvement in the process'takes ti¡ie. . . ne
ggmTfryry will make better and faster decisions among the uarioos nàe¿s
identified if:

All alternatives ¿ue set out clearly for consideration;
All relevant information about ttie alternatives is teáOly available;
The constraints are identified and discussed openly;
The ultimaæ goals of the community are undärstdo¿ rp. 76-77).

It should be the Facilities Use Commitæe who facilitates meaningful community

participation. With respect to planning schoot facilities, from the community needs

inventory, the implications for space must be included in a division's Five yea¡ plan.
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APPENDIX 9

Structurat Adaptability and Ftexibility

Two broad components need attention: fust is the school and its needs for space; and,

second is the existence of additional space in response to community needs (actual and

poæntial). Although both elements need tro be adaptable and flexible, each poses a different

challenge.

The direct school-use component will be made up of bottr basic and speciatized workplaces

(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), lg76). Basic

workplaces refers to spaces which do not require specialized featu¡es; the space could be

utilized by having moveable desks, tables, and support equipment. Specialized worþlaces

refers to spaces needing particular features beyond the scope of a basic workplace; for

exarnple, scientific experiments, multiple 8Ioup activities associaæd with home economics,

wood/metal shop, physical education, etc.

Spaces in addition to fhose of di¡ect school use, would likely best be served with basic

workplaces. However, in the event that a particular agency needs special featu¡es, the

long-term implications related to how, and ¡o what extent, they are accommodaæd must be

seriously considered.

To the extent that it is feasible, flexibility could be maximized by: providing a site a¡ea and

building surplus over immediaæ space requirements; widening the range of activities that

can be accommodated in basic spaces, especially by supplemental facilities such as mobile

furniture and equipment; widening the range of specialized spaces in order to provide

greater poæntial utility; considering the poæntial that High Quality Relocatable classrooms

could compknent a permanentfacility;and, as we learned from the innovations of Scouish
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Corners Elementary School, Dublin, Ohio, in Chapær 3, considering the existing built
fonn and scale when building school facilities.

The OECD (1976) summed this up best when they nored rhat "The greatilthe flexibiliry the

less the need for adaptation" (p. 87.) Although, change in the needs structure of the

community being served by a given facility may be of a magnitude which can not be

accommodated in the present structural configuration. There may be a need for basic

and/or specialized spaces that can not be achieved within the existing flexibility of spaces.

Conversion of space, then, challenges the capability of the facility to be physica¡y altered,

or adapted to new needs. A serious misconception is that relocatable partitions is the key to

adaptability. However, as the OECD (1976) noted, this is an over-simplification of space

needs, where atæntion to, for example, acoustics, lighting, proximity of supplemental

facilities, floor covering and tactile finishes, is necessary for successful use of space.

Moreover, attention by the designers to the "infrastructure" of a facility will go a Iong way

to accommodating future change. Provision of services such as lighting, ventilation,
plumbing, drainage, electricity, all require that where they are located, and what they are

fixed to, is considered in light of future change - change that can be achieved without
unreasonable cost. Perhaps this necessitates a facility where some elements a¡e

permanently fixed in place, while other elements can be added, removed, or replaced as

need a¡ises' The oEcD (1976) pointed out that an obvious starting point would be ,,rhe

use of structural frames rather than load-bearing walts (p. 98). However, they also noted

that "uniforrnly long floor or roof spans contribute liule to adaptability and can prove

expensive (p. 108). - -What is needed is a less regular (structu¡al) grid ttrat offers va¡iation

or choice in structural spans. . ." (p. gg), thus providing greater diversity of space.
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In general, three key points can be summarized regarding the capacity for st¡uctural change:

the extent to which any part of the structure is removable, without sacrificing physical

stability; the ability of structural materials - concrete, fibreglass, steel, to support change;

and, the amount of clearance around the structure (i.e. "crawl,, spaces) to allow easy

¡stnllarion of any changes OECD (1976).

The OECD also indicated ttrat there is no need for higher initiat capital program costs to

support the poæntial for changing needs. If initial attention is given to how and where

money is spent, as indicated above, accommodating future change can be achieved without
increasing original capital outlays. Although, in o¡der to rake advantage of space by
adaptive reuse' a "pay-as-you-go" strategy requires that when capital improvements a¡e

needed to accommodaæ additionaValternative uses, a cooperative funding mechanism must

be established.

The decisions relaþd to consideraúons of flexibility and adaptability wiu vary wirh
particular circumstances, and impact upon associated fi¡st, and future, costs. Decision-

makers will have to weigh the immediaæ benefits against unknown events. This activity
will necessitaæ the establishment of priorities at the outset of the building program. The

priority put forth in this thesis is that school facilities must be planned and developed to

meet both present and fuaue needs, to be continuing community resources regardless of the

level of school-age children in their catchment a¡eas. Moreover, the development of
schools must be considered as one element in the overall development of a community;

development should be ca¡ried out in a coordinated fashion.
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APPENDIX 10

AchievÍng "Dynamic fnhgration',

A number of conditions must be met in order to plan new school facilities ûo meet changing
needs in thei¡ surrounding communities. such school facilities need an initial abílity to
inægrate with additional uses, and (if necessary) capability to continue to change in use

over the long term. To this end, a school facility planned and developed in a new
subdivision, in the absence of any other identified community needs, may initially only be

utilized as a t¡pical grade school. Although, upon further maturation of a local community,
needs may arise necessitating additional anüor alternative use of existing spaces.
Moreover, if a school is planned and developed in an established community area, and a
need for space has been articulated, a stronger possibility exists that such a facility may be a

multi-use facility at its inception. Although, again, upon further maturation of that
community, demands for space may change.

Each scena¡io illustrates that planning and development of school facilities, in uny context
(an already built-up area or "greenfield" situation), requires established structural and
functional capacities from the beginning. This concept makes no attempt to pre-determine

the enti¡e structure a¡d function of school facilities insofar as they relate to existing and
potential user groups; instead seeking to plan facilities that readily meet multiple needs.

Moreover, any desire to use school space is predicaæd by the identification of community
priorities and availability of appropriate space.

A scena¡io can be offered as a possible example. when a need for space such as a Health
clinic is identified, this need would be detemnined through the community Needs
Inventory' Depending on the level of priority that this particular need is assigned by the

community, and the cha¡acteristics of the available space, a decision would be made. If the
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community decides that the Heatth Clinic is a priority given the available space, relevant
Health authorities would be brought into the process. The next step would be to carry out
any necessary improvements to integraæ the Clinic. If this need were to exist in the
absence of vacant space, the need for a clinic may, if to be integrated with a school,
become part of a school division's Development Plan. Decision-making in this regard must
corroborate the vision a¡ticulated by the community. clearry, the structural considerations

for such flexibility are integral.

It is possible that a community needs, for example, a self-help home maintenance program,

and a youth counselling drop-in centre, while a local church group has expressed a need for
space to distribute gardening tips and communify-use gardening supplies. The community
will have to decide whether they wish to pursue their priorized needs, and risk not utilizing
the available space, or enter into a contract with the church group. In either case, once a
decision has been made to utilize space, the community will be responsible for what may
prove to be a "good" or "bad" decision - not the province or anyone erse.

Implicated above is the need for the operational activities, or function, of a schoot facility to
have the potential to facilitaæ ongoing change. Also noted above, is that there must be

involvement of community agencies from initial planning and throughout the entire life-
span of a school facility. It is noæd in Chapter 4 that, at present" the most advanced

concept for maximizing the utilization of school facilities over the long term is the
Community/School concepl

It should be recalled that this multi-use faciliry concept identifies specific types of uses,

then plans and designs a facility to meet them. The potential for developing
alternative/additionat uses in such a facility (although concepfually being quite high) is
limited by its original intent to housepre dzterminedtypes of spaces, while not considering
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the ability to readily serve multiple needs. The Community/School does not consider

concepts of ongoing, or dynamic, inf.egration. Therefore, being discussed here is not
simply a revised Community/School concept, but a concept fundamentally beyond the

community/school. Perhaps new terminology would help to differentiate the

Community/School concept f¡om a new approach. Perhaps an gducational and çqmmunity-
related facility (centre) which seeks to optimizæ facility use, considering the long-ærm
economic and ecological benefits, could aptly be called an "ED-co cenfe.,,
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APPENDIX 11

Cost-Sharing

The extent of cost-sharing for initial capital outlay will be deærmined, in most instances,
through Inær-deparrnental cooperation supporting Annuat capital Grant allocations. At the
local level, cost-sharing for day-to-day operations and maintenance must also be
deærmined' More specifically, for example, if a health clinic was the only need identified
(other than a school) during initial planning and developmen! Heatth authorities would be

notified by the Facilities use committee to specifically become involved. However, as a
result of Departrnent of Health involvement, this would not necessitaæ that they pay a

Iarger sha¡e of the initial capital program. Financing the capital program must be cost-
shared through a formula which apportions the largest amount to the jurisdiction with
greatest utilization (real and potential), and prorates equally the remaining initially identified
jurisdictions (i'e. both those agencies being initiatly planned for, and those public agencies

of poæntial)' To this end, the PSFB witl likely hold the largest capital sha¡e. while those
departrnents responsible for community and human-related services/programs, whether or
not they are initially specifically planned for, would pay a "one-time,,prorated, fixed capital
share fo¡ construction of the facility.

Regarding day-to-day operations, stafting and mainænance, a cost-shared fornaula should 
-

also utilized' Iævels of financial commitment should be based on a share of standa¡d
operating costs relative to the annual extent of space utilized by, and special operating
features of, each particular jurisdiction. Annual financial commiûnents of each agency
should be adjusted at each year end to accurately reflect the actual operating costs for that
year' Moreover , to use the example offered above, the Department of Health and the
school would pay relative sha¡es of the toal operating and maintenance costs.
Furthermore, when space is available and a community need is idenúfied, any new
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"tenant(s)" would be serve along side facility planners ûo access the Annual Capital Grant

or the Capiul Support program.
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